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Virtual Teams – A New Paradigm in Management Theory 

Prof. Kristian HADJIEV, PhD  

New Bulgarian University, Department of Administration and Management 

e-mail: khadjiev@nbu.bg 

Abstract 
 
This paper studies the types of teams in management and identifies the essential characteristics 
of organizational models applied in management practice: work group – team – self-managed 
work team and virtual team. The focus is put on virtual teams. The key prerequisites, regularities 
and processes associated with the design and functioning of highly effective virtual teams are 
analyzed. The indicators of team effectiveness are specified and the factors influencing 
immediate results are analyzed.   
 
Keywords: Group; Team; Self-managed work teams; Virtual teams 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In modern management virtual teams are a new paradigm in theory and management practice. 

Information and communication technologies transform the economy, business and institutions in 

society. For a long period of the development of management the emphasis has been on 

establishing a sustainable environment, hierarchy, traditional roles and routine operations. The 

intensive market penetration in all sectors of the economy, globalization and development of 

means of information communication necessitate a change in the behavior of the organization 

associated with the growing demands of consumers, the shorter lifecycle of products, technological 

developments, political and economic instability. The driving force of these transformational 

changes are communication and information technologies. The new opportunities for generating 

and providing information change the lifestyle, way of working and way of thinking. The 

requirements are increasing at every level, from the individual through the team to the global. The 

unprecedented number of corporate bankruptcies and corporate mergers in recent years illustrates 

a negative trend in business today. It is characterized by the inability of a number of organizations 

in different sectors of the global economy to adapt to dynamic changes in the external environment. 

mailto:khadjiev@nbu.bg
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This requires a reassessment of a number of management schemes that were considered 

indisputable until now and generating new starting points and organizational solutions. 

 

Risk and uncertainty dominate in modern global and national economy. In research, processes of 

evolution of the concepts, changes in attitudes and generally accepted truths are occurring that lead 

to qualitative development of accumulated knowledge.  

 

In the business world the focus is increasingly placed on the need for teamwork on consultancy 

basis as a basic factor to achieve competitive advantage in an environment of high uncertainty. 

Teams are a natural supplement to individual initiative and realization as they include greater 

commitment to the common achievements. Despite the general recognition of the need for teams 

in Bulgarian organizational practice, subconsciously this phenomenon is highly underestimated by 

the management. This is an insurmountable barrier to realizing the potential of the team. 

 

 

I. TYPES OF TEAMS IN MANAGEMENT – NATURE AND 

DIFFERENTIATION 

 

In theory and management practice the terms ‘group’ and ‘team’ are used as synonyms, although 

they identify different organizational models. In many situations the boundaries are blurred and 

undefined. Groups in management have a broader meaning than teams and are applied  to a large 

number of social and organizational forms1. Research into group dynamics (therapeutic groups, Т-

groups, etc.) have shown that the main task of the group members is the implementation of 

individual goals. The term ‘group’ is a generic concept and is distinguished form the work group 

by two main criteria – differentiated roles and tasks performed by the members. 

 

The team is a small group of people with additional knowledge and skills (technical, functional, 

interpersonal, social, cognitive) that are directly related in achieving specific common goals and 

                                                           
1 Hackman, J., 1987. The design of work teams. In Handbook of organizational behavior. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 

Prentice-Hall, pp. 315–342 
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unique results through an approach which holds them mutually responsible2. If you remove the 

phrases ‘specific common goals’, ‘unique results’ and ‘mutual responsibility’, then this definition 

can refer to the groups. The main characteristic of team work is coordination through which team 

members self-regulate in the implementation of planned goals. The functional requirements that 

are identified as key features of the team environment are concurrency (parallel execution of 

activities) and consistency (team tasks and intermediate results are input for other members of the 

team). 

 

In work groups the individual roles and responsibilities are the basis of the result. Group activities 

are related to the sharing of information, formation of basic values and making critical decisions. 

Their main characteristic is that the group members perform interchangeable functions. In the 

context of teams, roles and responsibilities are expanded (enriched) and functions and tasks 

previously distinguished. 

 

Traditionally, teams have a history and future, while groups in management are created to fulfil a 

specific purpose and disintegrate once the task is performed. But this should not be absolutized, 

since some types of teams (e.g. project) also have a transitory nature and are determined over time. 

Furthermore, some work groups function relatively constant in business organizations. 

 

Leadership is another key distinguishing feature between teams and groups in management. It is 

an indisputable fact that different situations and organizational models require adequate and 

specific styles of leadership. Efficiency in the work groups is directly related to the optimization 

of the personal contribution and is functionally dependent on the potential of the individual parts. 

Leadership roles in this process are explicitly expressed. In a team environment higher levels of 

organizational efficiency are directly related to the synergistic effects – the whole is larger than 

the sum of its constituent parts. Leadership roles are shared among team members and are a 

function of the circumstances and the specifics of context. Effective leaders instinctively focus 

their efforts on the team results rather than on the perfection of performance of activities and 

individual achievements. This requires additional multifunctional skills that unite the individual 

                                                           
2 Hadjiev, K., 2005. Management process and team work in management, NBU, Sofia, p. 154 
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competences to achieve common objectives and tasks. All this leads to a strong mutual 

responsibility. 

Studying teams in management has reached a qualitatively new level with the establishment of the 

SMWT-concept (self-managed work teams)3. The SMWT phenomenon is a new management 

paradigm that creates preconditions for a unique balance between business, technical and social 

system. The SMWT members have the power to modify the technical characteristics of their work 

and daily social behavior, which leads to minimizing costs and maximizing immediate results. 

 

Self-managed work teams (SMWTs) are a group of employees who are responsible for the 

management and implementation of specific tasks related to the production and marketing of goods 

or services intended for internal or external consumers. Usually, teams consist of 5 to 15 employees 

responsible for the management of particular work processes or activities, including for example 

planning and scheduling, monitoring and raising human capital. They are also responsible for the 

technical aspects of the activity. Here the special is that the members of a SMWT usually alternate 

periodically in performing these managerial and technical responsibilities. 

 

In the literature the term ‘work groups’4 is often used instead of self-managed work teams. It 

should be noted that SMWTs are not work groups, as defined by Johnson and Johnson, because 

the interdependence between the members of the work group is usually low and the work 

responsibility is concentrated mainly on the individual rather than the group as a whole. 

SMWTs are not teams with short-term goals, like virtual teams and teams for the implementation 

of a specific project. On the other hand, it is logical to expect that many of the factors that are 

important for the good performance of SMWTs are applicable to the work groups and short-term 

teams. 

 

SMWTs function in a complex working environment. Members of the group are given the 

opportunity to use different skills, to perform interrelated tasks, to take important decisions and to 

                                                           
3 Hadjiev, K. 2010 Self-managed work teams. D. A. Tsenov Academy of Economics - Svishtov, p. 62 and subsequent. 
4 Johnson, D. W., Johnson, F. P. (1994). Joining together: Group theory and group skills (5th ed.). Englewood Clifts, 

NJ: Prentice-Hall  
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receive adequate feedback on achieved results. This combination satisfies individuals who need 

independence, responsibility and significant tasks. 

 

The SMWT-concept, as a derivative and evolutionary model of team philosophy, is the result of 

international competition and dynamic changes in the external and internal environment. This 

motivates businesses to seek adequate ways to implement this new management technology. The 

immediate benefits from the involvement of corporate networks in SMWT are higher levels of 

organizational effectiveness and implementation of the planned activities at the costs of less costs. 

Of course, these results are difficult to prove statistically due to the difficulty to isolate self-

management individual effects from the action of many other factors at the workplace. For this 

reason, the effects of SMWT can be determined best by the use of methodologies that are closely 

related to qualitative research (case studies) rather than qualitative analyses. 

 

Studies have shown that under appropriate conditions SMWTs achieve much better results 

compared to employees organized in a hierarchical traditional structure. The reason is that invest 

not only technical, but also managerial skills. Moreover, decisions taken by SMWTs are much 

more efficient because their members are directly involved in the entire workflow. This creates 

prerequisites for innovation and creativity. 

The basic competitive advantages of SMWTs are expressed in the achievement of high levels of 

cooperation and degree of substitutability in the implementation of planned activities. They are 

able to allocate roles and responsibilities based on the needs and competence. Compared to the 

traditional working environment, in SMWTs the number of supervisors is reduced, as the members 

have larger managerial responsibilities. 

 

On the other hand, the ability of SMWTs to achieve better performance at lower costs depends on 

many factors such as work and interpersonal processes, the immediate environment, management 

support and qualification, the structure of the team and the characteristics of the members. If these 

are not planned and implemented in their close relationship, SMWT cannot reveal their potential. 

 

The conclusion to be made is that the uniqueness of SMWTs compared to the studied 

organizational models (group and team) consists in the fact that SMWT members have the power 
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to make decisions and manage their internal processes associated with the production of a specific 

product, service or decision, while performing managerial and technical responsibilities. 

 

The dynamic development of information and communication technologies (ICT) in recent years 

strongly promoted the globalization of companies. As a consequence, many organizations 

transform their business by initiating changes. New methods of working are entering on a large 

scale and it is experimented constantly. The once exotic requirement for employees to work in a 

virtual team now dominates everyday activities. The advantages of virtual work permit for certain 

activities to multiply productivity at minimum costs. Virtual communications have become 

standard for many organizations5. The barriers that are put by time and distance can be overcome 

with the development of technologies. Access to experts from around the world is expanding. 

Management of virtual teams and involvement of the management in the organization of their 

activities has become a major problem and task. 

 

Virtual teams evolve naturally from traditional. The main barriers to working in a virtual team are 

caused by differences in cultures, lack of understanding of the role and importance of 

communication and information technologies for their effective functioning. The challenges are 

related to difficulties to managing the team from a distance and building trust and adequate 

interpersonal relationships. 

 

The functioning of organizations in an environment of high uncertainty, the rapid development of 

ICT and globalization in business are prerequisites for the development of virtual teams in 

management. 

 

 

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE FUNCTIONING OF VIRTUAL 

TEAMS 

 

                                                           
5 Bergiel, B.J., Bergiel, E.B. & Balsmeier, P.W., 2008. Nature of virtual teams: a summary of their advantages and 

disadvantages. Management Research News, 31(2), pp.99–110 
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Working from a distance and at different times is not new in organizational theory and practice. It 

emerged over past two decades. The development of virtual teams is also a direct result of the 

SMWT-concept. In the 80s and 90s of the 20th century a number of companies in the US (Motorola, 

General Electric, etc.) introduced self-regulated teams. In these new structures the traditional core 

functions of the management (planning, organization, management and control) are transferred to 

the team. The main purpose is to reduce bureaucracy and increase efficiency.  

 

The evolutionary development of this organizational technology in the conditions of information 

society and knowledge economy is the work from a distance (telework) and the formation of virtual 

teams. Martins, in his literary review on the subject, concludes that ‘with few exceptions teams in 

all organizations are virtual to some extent’6.  

 

Hertel et.al. analyze and distinguish the different forms of organization when working from a 

distance – virtual groups, virtual teams and virtual communities7. The different forms of 

‘virtuality’ are defined according to the number of participants and the degree of interaction 

between them. Work from a distance is carried out partially or fully outside the organizational 

boundaries through information and telecommunications means. For ‘virtual groups’ it is typical 

that individuals work remotely, as each of them reports to a particular manager. In contrast, 

members of virtual teams interact with each other in the process of accomplishment of common 

goals. 

 

Virtual communities are larger units in which members participate via the web. They have common 

goals, roles and norms. One of the main differences from the virtual groups and teams is that these 

communities are not included in the organizational structure and in most cases are formed as an 

initiative of some members. An example of this are open source projects. 

 

                                                           
6 Martins, L.L., Gilson, L.L. & Maynard, M.T., 2004. Virtual Teams: What Do We Know and Where Do We Go From 

Here? Journal of Management, 30(6), pp.805–835 
7 Hertel, G., Geister, S. & Konradt, U., 2005. Managing virtual teams: A review of current empirical research. Human 

Resource Management Review, 15(1), pp.69–95 
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In theory there is no single definition of the term ‘virtual team’. Some authors (Gassmann and von 

Zedtwitz; Leenders et.al.) put the focus on physical distribution and degree of virtuality8. But the 

fact is that members of virtual teams can work together at the same place, but be present at different 

times9. What unites them as definitive feature is the application of information and communication 

technologies in working and interpersonal processes. 

 

In the context of this analysis and based on theoretical monitoring we can define virtual teams as 

small temporary groups of people with additional knowledge and skills, who work (communicate, 

interact and form relationships) outside the spatial, temporal and organizational boundaries 

through networks of communication technologies to achieve specific common goals and 

objectives. If you remove the phases ‘network of communication technologies’ and ‘spatial,  

temporal and organizational boundaries’, this definition can also apply to teams10. 

 

Depending on the nature of the performed activities and specific challenges, Duarte and Snyder 

distinguish the following types of virtual teams11: 

 Network teams. They consist of people who interact to achieve a common goal. These 

teams work together, but at different time, from a distance and outside the 

organizational boundaries. It is possible that in some situations the team members are 

not aware of all participants in the network. 

 

 Parallel teams. They perform specific tasks or functions that traditional organization 

does not want or is not technically able to perform. The difference with network teams 

is in the separate membership. They are built to implement short-term projects related 

to the optimization of processes or the solution of specific business problems. 

  

                                                           
8 Gassmann, O. & Zedtwitz, M., 2003. Trends and determinants of managing virtual R&D teams. R and D 

Management, 33(3), pp.243–262 
9 Leenders, R.T.A.., van Engelen, J.M. & Kratzer, J., 2003. Virtuality, communication, and new product team 

creativity: a social network perspective. Journal of Engineering and Technology Management, 20(1-2), pp.69–92 
10 Hadjiev, K. 2005 Management Process and Team Work in Management, NBU, Sofia, p. 154 
11 Duarte, D. & Snyder, N., 2006. Mastering virtual teams: Strategies, tools, and techniques that succeed 3rd ed., 

Jossey-Bass 
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 Project teams. They are created to achieve a specific result and disintegrate upon 

completion of the project activities. Unlike parallel teams, project teams exist and 

operate for a longer period of time. The common between project and network teams 

is that the participants may join or leave the team when their expertise is needed. The 

key difference is that the members of project teams belong permanently to other teams 

in the organization, but are integrated within the project team for a particular time, thus 

becoming part of two structures. Project teams are a current business model when 

developing new products and services, building internal systems in the organization, 

introducing changes or achieving results with defined parameters and time period for 

implementation. 

 

 Work teams. They perform a regular and continuous activity. They exist within one 

function of the organization, such as for example finance, marketing, training, etc. They 

have distinct boundaries and expressed membership, which distinguishes them from 

other structures in the organization. Many work teams function virtually, separated in 

time and space. 

 

 Management teams. They perform regular and continuous management functions. 

They exist outside the national, but within the organizational boundaries. They are a 

typical business model for transnational and international corporations. The team 

members are part of one organizational structure, but in order to optimize processes 

they are geographically separated. 

 

 Action teams. They are used in critical situations. They function virtually, separated in 

time and space. 

 

Unlike traditional management models, virtual teams have a number of indisputable advantages. 

The main positive aspects can be reduced to the following several aspects: 
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 Unprecedented level of flexibility. Attracting human capital in the organization is 

carried out without initiating changes in the administrative structure, workspace and 

other complications typical of traditional teams; 

 

 Reducing time and cost through information and communication technologies; 

 

 Ensuring equal opportunities in the workplace by reducing age and racial 

discrimination. Virtual teams are evaluated primarily on the basis of results and the 

physical appearance of the members remains anonymous. In addition, they ensure even 

participation in heterogeneous groups. Non-verbal signs and status differences are 

eliminated through technologies; 

 

 High levels of productivity associated with shortening the time for release on the 

market - for example through the parallel work of several teams on the product design. 

Virtual teams apply the principle of ‘follow-the-sun’ – i.e. members are activated at 

different points of the globe, depending on the moving line of the day, in order to ensure 

24/7 availability of the service or process; 

 

 Transfer of knowledge and access to talents regardless of the organizational and 

national boundaries – international virtual teams are a source of direct access to 

information, practices and ideas; 

 

 Low cost of training. 

 

The business is looking for opportunities to take advantage of these benefits, but the remote method 

is a new management philosophy that poses challenges to the management of virtual teams. 

Generally, the main disadvantages are: 

 

 Use of sophisticated technology applications, the learning of which increases the costs 

and time for training; 
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 Lack of physical interactions, leading to contamination of the communication and not 

understanding the messages communicated through indirect media (Skype, e-mail, 

etc.). Regardless of the dynamic development of remote means of transmitting 

information, the though patterns are set up to direct level of communication. Working 

together (face to face) is more effective in creating a concept for solving problems; 

 

 Lack of trust due to interruptions in communication and the reduced influence of the 

manager. Prerequisites are created for conflicts and struggle for power; 

 

 Challenges in determining the appropriate technology. The reason is that the activities 

for the implementation of a specific project can be coordinated both asynchronously 

and synchronously. In each of these two categories, there are a number of IT solutions 

for teamwork; 

 

 Challenges in managing conflicts. The lack of social contact creates an environment, 

in which virtual team members team inadequately interpret the facts and make wrong 

assumptions. Interpersonal relationships are distorted and prerequisites are created for 

conflicts that negatively affect the productivity of the virtual team; 

 

 Cultural and functional diversity in the virtual team causes differences in the thought 

process of its members. As a result, building trust is a challenge for the management of 

the team;  

 

 The need for specialized training and technical expertise is an essential prerequisite for 

the effective functioning of the virtual team. 

 

Despite the above disadvantages, virtual teams are becoming a standard in business organizations. 

The effects of cost minimization, unprecedented levels of flexibility and overcoming time and 

geographic barriers significantly exceed the problems related to the inclusion of IT solutions and 

the lack of physical interaction. The conclusion to be made is that, when designing virtual teams, 

the advantages of the design and management of work from a distance should be maximized and 
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the disadvantages associated with technology applications, coordination mechanisms, conflict 

resolution, leadership and motivation should be neutralized. 

 

Teamwork is the basis of every great achievement. There is hardly a significant event in the history 

of mankind, which is a result of the efforts of a single person. The models addressed in this article 

categorically justify the thesis that virtual teams are a new paradigm in the theory and practice of 

modern management. Based on the innovative technologies, they are an integral part and a basic 

building block of the organizations of the future. The strength and synergistic effects of virtual 

teams are a direct consequence of the following unique features: 

 

 Virtual teams involve individuals with additional skills (technical, functional, 

interpersonal, cognitive and social), develop unique cultural attitudes and commitment 

to specific common goals, approaches and methods; therefore, they have more 

resources, ideas and energy; 

 

 Virtual teams maximize the potential and minimize the individual weaknesses. 

Leadership balances the work and interpersonal processes, providing focus on 

immediate results; 

 

 Virtual teams generate alternative solutions, as they offer more prospects for the 

implementation of defined goals; 

 Virtual teams share the triumph of success and severity of loss. Their jointly shared 

responsibility promotes sincere sympathy and strengthens the feeling of empathy; 

 

 Virtual teams are individually and jointly responsible for achieving the goal; 

 

 Virtual teams multiply effects for the implementation of strategic corporate goals and 

objectives. 
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CONCLUSION 

In particular, based on the theoretical and methodological characteristics analyzed in this article 

the following main conclusions can be drawn: 

 

 Virtual teams are complex socio-technical systems, which in the process of design and 

operation are influenced by different categories of factors – both external to the team 

(organizational environment and culture, available IT technologies) and internal such 

as coordination, communication, collaboration, ability to work with IT applications, 

etc.; 

 

 Virtual teams are dynamic systems, in which the degree of influence of a factor changes 

over time. For example, IT skills are critical, but over time the team members acquire 

them and their impact on the team effectiveness decreases; 

 

 Still, none of the analyzed models explores the impact of the working processes of a 

team member, if he or she is involved in other virtual teams in parallel; 

 

 The analyzed models are conceptual, but are not validated by empirical evidence. 
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Abstract 

In the framework of transforming the security environment, Medical Intelligence is a major factor 
in planning medical support and protecting the medical force. The Medical Intelligence Doctrine 
should be implemented in multinational operations under the direction of NATO. Medical 
Intelligence and its organization play an important role in the medical assessment of troops and 
operational risks in Armed Forces of the Republic of Albania. 

Assessing the health risks of the effectives, taking preventive medical measures and managing 
medical support services in humanitarian and peacekeeping operations. 

 

Keywords: Intelligence; Medical; Army 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Medical Intelligence is essential for taking preventive medical measures, troops’ health education, 

vaccination, and medical assessment of mission troops. 

Medical information includes geographical factors (climate, terrain, flora, fauna) endemic and 

epidemic diseases, environmental risks, the measures taken against chemical, biological and 

nuclear substances, potential threats in dislocations and immunizations of contingents on the 

mission. 

The health service structures in the AAF( Albanian Armed Forces) coordinate and manage the 

planning, organization and medical control for the protection of the effectives. The AF Preventive 

mailto:edlira.kukeli@gmail.com
mailto:lnikollariyahoo@.it.com
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Medicine System includes the Health Inspectorate as a policymaker and coordinator of Medical 

Activity at the Armed Forces and the Military Medical Unit as a specialized institution for 

effectives’ health insurance. 

 

I. HISTORY OF MILITARY PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 

 

The military community is indicative of infectious diseases,especially of epidemics. Historically, 

communicable diseases in the military community have had a major impact on the history of the 

military medicine.Historical experience has shown that epidemics have affected the beginning of 

wars. Napoleon's saying "It's better to make a bloody battle than to leave the bodies in bad 

hygiene" is current to the military doctor. 

The spread and rapid development of infectious diseases and epidemics has often led to the loss 

or victory of many battles. Yellow fever, malaria, disaster, cholera, tetanus are typically referred. 

In the history of the military medicine, we notice that there are significant data related to epidemics 

and infectious diseases diagnosed by medical staff. Between infections and history there is a clear 

correlation. Many examples can be brought here, but Cholera can be used as an example: 

During the Libyan Campaign in World War I, 1911-1913, there were 1000 cases in the military 

servicemen: 30% mortality. In 1915-16 there were 16,027 cases among the military servicemen, 

in the Isontino Lawland and mortality reached 27% of the troops. 

 

Typhoid fever: In the years 1915-18, the Libyan War, the vaccination of Italian troops was 

introduced. Mass vaccination and the efficacy of the T.A.B. vaccine reduced morbidity from 17.9 

to 1.3 ‰ 

Tetanus In the eighties the incidence of tetanus was 10% of all wounded, while the mortality rate 

ranged between 80% and 90%. Emil von Behring (1854-1917), a student of Koch and a German 

military doctor, developed in 1890 seroprophylaxis with anthocyanidic serum. 1901 - Nobel Prize 

for Medicine. World War I: Italy as a result of antithyrenic Sieroprophylaxis has reduced mortality 

to 1 / 33,000 injured. 

Currently, with the AF contingents, military personnel have participated in humanitarian 

operations and peacekeeping operations. Military operations often occur in high-risk areas where 
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climate, flora, fauna, social, cultural and economic levels affect the deployed military areas. The 

level of medical support depends on the organization of medical intelligence. 

Currently, with the AF contingents, military personnel have participated in humanitarian 

operations and peacekeeping operations. Military operations often take place in high-risk areas 

where climate, flora, fauna, social, cultural and economic levels affect the dislocated military 

areas. The level of medical support depends on the organization of medical intelligence. 

The Medical Intelligence was a significant part of the medical service. In this context, military 

medical staff should provide the appropriate medical information for the prevention of operational 

risks in dislocated forces. 

 

A major role in dislocated operational areas is ethnicity, level of living, cultural development and 

religious aspects. It should be pointed out the impact of the organization of the medical service, 

the provision of medical support and the development of the host country's infrastructure in the 

dislocated areas. 

 

II. MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE IN MILITARY OPERATIONS 

 

Medical Discovery (MEDINT) is the "product of medical, bio-scientific, epidemiological, 

environmental processing and other information related to the health of people and animals. 

This discovery is of a specific technical nature, it requires medical information expertise 

throughout its course and processing within the discovery cycle. " 

 

. The intelligence needed to plan operations should be comprehensive, prompt and available to 

provide information mainly on : 

a-Geographical factors like climate effects, topography, flora and fauna, etc. 

 

b-Epidemic and endemic diseases, their types and prevalence, local prophylactics, sustainable 

forces, treatment, etc. 

 

c –Specific environments and occupational hazards such as radiation hazards, road security 

hazards, pollution, industrial toxic hazards, etc. 
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d-Possibility of Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) protagonists. 

 

Medical intelligence is a form of finished intelligence that is the end product of “all source” 

information and intelligence analysis, processing, and production by professional intelligence 

staffs. 

Medical intelligence (MEDINT) serves several essential purposes at the strategic and operational 

levels of planning. Firstly, it’s important to the intelligence and operational staffs for formation of 

strategic assessments and secondly,it’s important to the medical planning, preventive medicine, 

and operational staffs. 

The medical Intelligence is used of the assessment of health risks, the formation of medical 

estimates, the development and execution of preventive medicine actions, necessary prophylactic 

measures, the planning of more detailed health risk assessments, and the ongoing management of 

medical support services.. 

Medical staffs are responsible for developing intelligence requirements in order to enable the 

intelligence staff to efficiently request, acquire, and disseminate the finished intelligence products 

needed. Intelligence requirements are often categorized as either “Standing Requirements” or 

“Priority Intelligence Requirements” (PIRs). 

The intelligence required for medical planning in operations must be comprehensive, rapidly and  

available, Medical force protection assessment focuses on the readiness of the medical structure 

to prevent and respond to personnel injures and illnesses 

National and NATO command emphasis must be placed on personnel readiness before deployment 

so that medical care (including dental and mental health), fitness and preparedness for duty must 

be maximally achieved. This requires that each nation to establish medical pre-deployment criteria 

and a successsful administration system.  

Medical Intelligence provides the basics of action throughout the military medical operations scale. 

Throughout the operation, the distribution forces will be required to inform the staff of the medical 

intelligence unit, which may include medical availability. This information will then be reported 

at the operational level for appropriate counseling advice on the risks and response 

recommendations. 
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It involves strategic intelligence assessments, analysis of enemy capabilities and vulnerabilities, 

operational immunization coverage, compliance with “Vaccination of NATO Forces”. 

Appropriate immunizations must be given to all deployed personnel, as guide by medical 

intelligence estimates of the infectious health risk. 

Preventive Medicine training. should at minimum include emphasis on preventive medicine 

measures for key infectious disease and environmental health risks, and on core preventive 

medicine principles including following good personal hygiene sanitation, baseline medical 

surveillance documentation planning and execution and  civil-military medical planning and 

operations. 

Preventive medicine measures are an essential element of the planning process. The organization 

to undertake preventive medicine measures must therefore be in place from the outset and must 

extend from the theatre down to units and below. 

Medical Intelligence is used to assist the commander in making decisions about issues that may 

affect the troops and operational considerations in this way the medical Intelligence is more than 

preventive medicine. 

Any information on medical or environmental threats or medical facilities or capabilities which 

has been gathered through non-intelligence channels and which has not been analyzed related with 

the intelligence content. Such information is an essential component of operational medical 

planning and should be shared freely among members of the Alliance.  

Environmental factors include characteristics that could have a negative impact on health of 

personnel, status of public infrastructure, the sources of industrial and agricultural pollutants, 

indigenous hazardous animals and plants ( snakes, etc). 

Medical Intelligence coordinates the management activity in all medical treatment centers. It 

should be noted that the preventive medicine as part of the Medical Intelligence has its features 

and if the operation was normally conducted there will be no incidents, but if there were 

deficiencies in medical intelligence, it can bear consequences to the health of the effective 

servicemens. In some cases, war has suffered defeat as a result of the spread of infectious diseases. 
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III. PRINCIPLES OF MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE 

 

Medical intelligence is based on fundamental principles, as it is now clear that it is part of medical 

finding. 

Centralized control: it is necessary to provide a coherent expertise, proper analysis and 

management of resources used with economy and efficiency. Medical intelligence is not useful if 

it is not provided in a timely manner and adapted to the changes and the operational situation. 

Time is also an important factor to adapt the appropriate preventive measures.  

Systematic Usage: Medical Intelligence sources and data, based on analysis and medical 

expertise, should be systematically used with methodical work to ensure human capacities 

maintenance. 

Accountability: Medical Intelligence personnel should be able to respond to its requests to provide 

the necessary data. Being Medical Intelligence a part of the Discovery,its purpose is to provide the 

proper medical information and protecting their source. 

 

IV. MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE IN AF 

 

The preventive medicine system in the Armed Forces starts at the level of the Health Inspectorate 

with the relevant specialists in the Public Health of the  Armed Forces as a policy maker and 

coordinator of the medical activity in the Armed Forces. 

The Preventive Medicine of the Troops fulfills the Rol 3 mission, in the specialized preventive 

medicine and reference to the preventive medicine for the health insurance of the Armed Forces 

(AF). MTC covers areas of action such as Preventive Medicine (hygiene, epidemiology, and State 

Sanitary Inspectorate- SSI) education and health training, nuclear defense service, statistical 

survey. The MTP carries out the mission of preventive medicine for the health insurance of the  

servicement of the Republic of Albania Armed Forces. 

Coordinates the work with the subordinate services for planning, management organization, aimed 

at health protection, scientific research of the health issues of the military community for the 

control and prevention of diseases and health events of the Armed Forces and the activity of the 

State Sanitary Inspectorate (SII), pursuant to laws and guidelines in force. 
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The Medicine of the Preventive Troop, in collaboration with the health structures of military units, 

monitors and keeps under control the problems of infectious morbidity, hygiene-epidemiological 

indicators on prevention of epidemics, implementation of hygiene standards for drinking water 

safety, food safety, pollution of the environment (physical, chemical and biological). 

It takes preventive measures for the elimination of zoonotic diseases and the harmful effects of 

food products of animal origin, carries out recommendations and guidelines, and follows 

prophylactic and epidemiological indications and certification for military personnel in the Armed 

Forces and offshore contingents, according to the standards and recommendations of NATO - 

WHO 

The Preventive Meicine is the basis for training activities and medical military doctrine to all the 

troops of military medicine, to ensure their qualification and development of training programs 

and the health education  of the health personnel and effectives in the Armed Forces. 

This structure keeps the health status indicators under control through surveillance, studies and 

gatheirng information on the health indicators, for constant follow-up of health in the military 

community, It drafts special programs and participates in the pedagogical process for the 

preparation of medical-military and civilian staff of doctors and other medical personnel in the 

Armed Forces. 

It follows the study, processing and publication of doctrines and other manuals needed for the 

medical support of the Armed Forces in accordance with adopted doctrines and doctrinal concepts, 

identifies the risks to the community in the context of disasters, coordinating and planning the 

intervention plan in the preventive aspect . 

The Preventive Medicine of the Troops is part of the Medical Intelligence accountability chain 

with the relevant Hygiene and Epidemiology specialists and services, and provides and analyzes 

medical information at operational levels. 

Medical information includes possible risks and threats in the dislocations of AF within and 

outside the country, immunization problems and proposals for this purpose, with priority for 

immunization of the contingents on mission. In accordance with the PH guidelines of the Armed 

Forces and MM, the MPT has worked concretely on the preparation of manuals, the adaptation of 

STANAGs related to the vaccination program in the Armed Forces and it has organized courses 

on relevant medical information about potential  threats. 
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CONCLUSION 

Medical intelligence is essential for planning medical support, including the risks and 

characteristics of the operational area of responsibility (OAR), the medical capacities of the region 

where the troops operate, and the potential support and use of the host's medical resources. 

MI Medical assessment of the troops in the context of medical intelligence, before embarking on 

a mission, during mission and after returning home. Medical intelligence is a basic measure for 

health protection with appropriate preventive measures, the troops’ health education, 

immunization (vaccination) etc. 

Medical intelligence requirements should be recognized and enforced at all levels of health care at 

the Armed Forces. 
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Abstract 
 
There are many challenges today for storing, processing and transferring  intensive amounts of data 
in a distributed, large scale environment like cloud computing systems, where Apache Hadoop is a 
recent, well-known platform to provide such services. Such platforms, use HDSF File System 
organized on two key components: the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDSF) for file storage and 
MapReduce a distributed processing system for intensive cloud data applications. The main features 
of this structure are scalability, increased fault tolerance, efficiency and high-performance for the 
whole system. Hadoop supports today scientific applications, like high energy physics, astronomy 
genetics or even meteorology. Many organizations, including Yahoo! and Facebook have successfully 
implemented Hadoop as their internal distributed platform. Because HDSF architecture relies on a 
master/slave model, where a single name-node server is responsible for managing the namespace 
and all metadata operations in the file system. As a result this poses a limit on its growth and ability 
to scale due to the amount of RAM available on the single namespace server. A bottleneck resource 
is another problem that derives from this internal organization. By analyzing the limitations of HDSF 
architecture and resource distribution challenges, this paper reviews many solutions for addressing 
such limitations. This is done by discussing and comparing two file systems: Ceph Distributed File 
System and the Scalable Distributed File System. We will discuss and evaluate their main features, 
strengths and weaknesses with regards to increased scalability and performance. Also we will analyse 
and compare from a qualitative approach the algorithms implemented in these schemes such as 
CRUSH, RADOS algorithm for Ceph and RA, RM algorithms for SDFS.   

 

Keywords: Cloud architecture; Scalability; Sistributed Filesystem 
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INTRODUCTION 

Apache Hadoop is a famous, suitable platform for storing, processing and transferring large amounts 

of data sets in a cloud environment. The compact organization realized  by Hadoop Distributed File 

System [2] for storing data of different complexity and variety and MapReduce[3] for processing 

intensive distributed data applications give HDSF a fundamental role in adapting the changing way  

of storing and processing information today. Projected to run on low cost hardware, HDSF file system 

is highly fault tolerant due to its replication policies for recovering data blocks in case of hardware 

failures or data corruption. Efficiency and high performance are provided adding to replication policies 

the ability to access data files in a stream, write-once-read-many [2] manner. One of the main features 

of HDSF is its ability to scale through hundreds of nodes in cloud computing systems. This is achieved 

by decoupling or separating metadata from data operations since metadata operations are usually faster 

than the data ones. MapReduce exploits the scalability of the file system [7] offering computation 

movement to interested data for a certain application. 

Several important fields benefit from HDSF services such as astronomy, mathematics, genetics [9] or 

even economy used in online commerce and fraud detection [7], etc. Also important organizations like 

Yahoo!, Facebook and eBay have successfully implemented Hadoop as their internal distributed 

platform.  

HDSF file system  structure organization is based on the master/slave model where only a single 

NameNode server (master) ménages the entire namespace, metadata operations and access to data files 

from clients of the file system. Data files are split into data blocks that are stored in DataNodes, usually 

one for every node in a cluster environment. Because of speed increasing, the whole file system 

metadata is stored in the NameNode single server’s main memory. This implies a limit on the capacity 

of the system to grow and scale into a larger number of nodes than supported by the available amount 

of RAM present in the NameNode server. Also the presence of this single server as the only metadata 

source creates a bottleneck resource and a single point-of-failure if it goes down. The same scenario 

can happen in the case where the number of contemporary requests for metadata operations that 

address the namespace server, reaches the limits of its capacities. Also the network bandwidth 

available for exchaching data between the actors in the file system is a limiting factor regarding 

scalability and overall performance. 
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The contributions of this paper are: 1) review of Ceph distributed file system and the new Scalable 

Distributed File System with regards to growth and scalability limits and 2) compare their features, 

strengths and weaknesses 3) analyze and compare from a qualitative approach the algorithms 

implemented in these schemes such as CRUSH, RADOS algorithm for Ceph and RA, RM algorithms 

for DSFS. 

The rest of the paper is organized in the following order: section 2 will describe the limitations and 

solutions of the existing HDSF architecture, regarding scalability improvement. In section 3, features 

and comparison of Ceph file system and DSFS file system will be discussed and in section 4) 

algorithms implemented in Ceph such as CRUSH, RADOS and those implemented in DSFS such as 

RA, RM will be compared from a qualitative approach. 

 

I. HDSF AND SCALABILITY 

 

The two main actors in HDSF architecture execute different operations over the file system. 

Operations like open, close and rename of the files and directories of the namespace are executed by 

the NameNode server. While operations like read and write, that in fact are client request operations 

over the data block files, are executed by the responsible DataNode. When a client requests access to 

a file for a read or write operation,  he first contacts the namespace server for the location of the data 

blocks forming the desired file on the datanodes. Than the transfer to or from the DataNodes takes 

place, as described in Fig 1. 

As mentioned above there are serious limitations regarding scalability, caused by the single 

NameNode server and its amount of RAM for namespace storage. Furthermore, from works by 

Shvacko at al. [10], 30% of the processing capacity of the name-node capacity is dedicated to internal 

load, such as processing block reports and heartbeat [2]. The remaining 70% of  
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   Figure 1. HDSF architecture by[1] 

capacity processing can easily be expired by 10.000 writers on a 10,000 node HDSF cluster as 

calculated by Shvacko at al. [10]. Consequently a bottleneck and name-node saturation would happen. 

Any intention to increase the number of DataNode servers, files stored in the DataNodes or clients 

requests beyond the supporting abilities of the single namespace server, causes a single point-of-failure 

in the file system. 

Eventually the distribution of the namespace server and the decentralisation of the existing 

master/slave architecture represents an inevitable fact. That said, not all the approaches that attempt 

to introduce several namespace servers are succesful. Such an example is Federation [8], where the 

number of clients and the amount of data stored increases due to the presence of several NameNodes. 

But the static partitioning prevents from redistribution in the case when the growth of a volume reaches 

the NameNode capacities, so again we arrive at a lack of scalability. 

No matter the system’s  necessity of distributing the namespace server into a cluster of NameNode 

servers, the costs of money and time (even years for building such a distributed enviroment) it takes, 

have to be considered. This means we have to think about a distributed namespace rather than a 

distributed enviroment of Namenode servers. Hbase[1]is such an approach, but even here the 

algorithms that have to be implemented for the namespace partitionig and the issue of renaming 

represent hot topics of discussion. 

The text should be in two 8.45 cm (3.33") columns with a .83 cm (.33") gutter. 

 Solutions based on distributed filesystems 

In this section we discuss and analyse Ceph distribute file system and Scalable Distributed file system  

with regards to increased scalability and performance for HDSF limitations. In section 3.1 the 
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strengths and weaknesses of the main features of Ceph file system are discussed. In section 3.2, the 

same process is done adressing SDFS  with additional comparison regarding increased scalability and 

performance. 

 

 Ceph [11]: how and why 

Ceph is an open- source platform[6]. How to adress HDSF scalability limitations using Ceph? 

“Simply” by using Ceph as the file system for Hadoop platform as explained in[6]. 

Ceph is an object –based parallel file system,which internal organization[6]fullfills HDSF main 

requirements for playing the role of its file system.  

One of the main strengths of Ceph is the distribution of the entire metadata operations and namespace 

file system into a cluster of metadata servers (MDS). This is realised by the Dynamic Subtree 

Partitioning that has the ability to balance the internal metadata workload that changes dinamically. 

The dinamic distribution of the MDS Cluster workload among subtrees , is achieved by constantly 

monitoring and constrasting the directory hierarchy. Every time that an operation concerning the 

directory happens the counters are incremented. As a result the subtree workload is calculated. Besides 

workload. 

  

Figure 2. Internal Architecture of Ceph  by [11]. 

balancing, also the ability to prevent hot spot points for metadata opperation request is achievable. 

Surely, the scalability and overall performance increase.  

CRUSH[12], another key component of Ceph,which will be discussed in Section 4, realises the 

striping policie for files, so reducing metadata workload by allowing everyone to calculate the name 

and location of a certain object.  
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OSDs are the storage intelligent devices, that store both data and metadata, but due to RADOS(also 

discussed in section 4) they are seen as a single logical object store by the clients and MDS. RADOS 

was programmed to give the file system increased performance, capacity scaling by giving to the 

OSDs the power of object distribution. 

No matter the strengths, Ceph still remains in an experimental phase. Besides the advantages in 

scalability, it introduces to the the file system a higher degree of complexity, since it introducies 

objects, as storing entities. The abstraction that from it derives,it is not to be let out of attention. 

 

II. SDSF AND COMPARISON TO CEPH 

 

  

Figure 3 Overview of SDSF by [4] 

One of the main features of SDSF  is the introduction of a front-end light server, as a connection point 

between the NameNode servers and the client requests. The NNS handling the current request is 

chosen by hashing the request ID.  To a certain point of view, this solution distributes workload of me 

tadata operations, but how many client requests can handle at once the FES[4]? No matter the fact that 

the presence of this front end server does not cause resource bottleneck, since it is stateless, what about 

the load of a single NNS[4]? The hashing way[14] of spreading metadata loads presents a critical point 

for locality decisions  and does not answer the dinamic needs of such distributed cloud enviroments. 
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From this point of view Ceph is definitely better, using dynamic subtree partitionig for the MDS 

Cluster. 

An advantage of SDFS over Ceph is taking into consideration the link capacity, besides the internal 

storage capacity of a certain BS[4], helped by the RM[4]and RA [4] algorithms(RA and RM algorithm 

will be discussed in section 4). This provides a higher data rate of exchanging information that brings 

to an increased performance of the whole file system.  

We have to underline the fact that Ceph distributed file system provides a higher abstraction for the 

system, but also introduces a more “intelligent” way to store and distribute data than SDFS. This is 

mainly realised by RADOS [13] and CRUSH[6], which will be discussed in section 4. 

Ceph is an object-based file system, while the Scalable Distributed File System still conserves the 

stored data on blocks, stored in the BS[4]. Also the presence of CRUSH[6], that eliminates the 

allocation tables, frees the file system from additional overhead, still present in SDFS. This results in 

a higher performance and increased ability to scale. 

By the end of this section we can say that the future of namespace for increasing scalability is 

distribution. Even Google [5] realised that. 

 

III. CRUSH, RADOS VS. RA, RM 

 

First of all, both couples of algorithms are implemented in distributed file systems that are highly 

discussed today to become the file systems serving Hadoop, for scalability and performance increase. 

Even though there are main differences in the way they behave and the logical data partitions they 

operate on, a paralel comparision can be made adressing the issues of scalability and performance.  

The RA after consulting the rate metric using the RM algorithm, decides which BS best fits the actual 

operation, taking into consideration  internal load and the link capacity. While in Ceph, RADOS 

delegates object distrubution and failure detection to the OSDs. This means that RADOS offers a 

higher level of independency to the storage devices, higher decentralisation. Consequenlty providing 

higher ability to scale.  
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RADOS provides each service requestor with a cluster map including the OSD participation and their 

status and the CRUSH mapping function, so that he directs his request. The RA does not provide sush 

information to its requesting clients. But, on the other hand the RA takes into consideration the 

capacity link when attending a special request.  

The decision of stroring data blocks into the best suitable BS, belongs to the NNS with RA assistance. 

RA uses  different allocation schemes like 1-local allocation, 2-local allocation, k-local allocation or 

global allocation. In Cepch CRUSH, eliminates allocation which often can reach large sizes not 

bringing benefits to the file system. CRUSH uses scalable hash function to reach the data placement 

and the group ID of OSDs where the replicas are placed. 

The RM serves as a software resource monitor for a BS[4], but it defines about the status of the BS. 

What does it happen if a BS goes down or it reaches its capacity limits? These are two unadressed 

isssues concerning the limitations of the RM algorithm 

CONCLUSION 

This paper reviewed solutions for the issue of scalability and performance increasing, regarding a well-

konwn cloud filesystem like Hadoop Distributed File System. This was realized by introducing two 

filesystems: 1) Ceph Distributed File System and 2) Scalable Distributed file System. Their main 

fatures, strengths and weaknesses were disussed and compared. The algorithms implemented in both 

filesystems: 1)CRUSH, RADOS for Ceph and 2)RA, RM for SDFS were analysed and compared from 

a qualitative approach 
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Ankimi Individual në Gjykatën Kushtetuese Shqiptare. 

Objekti i kontrollit, subjektet që legjitimohen, kushtet e 

legjitimitit 
 

Prof. Dr. Dhurata BILO 

e-mail: dhuratadurres@gmail.com 

Abstrakt  

Ndryshimet e reja kushtetuese sollën një reformizem të sistemit juridik për mbrotjen e te drejtave 
dhe lirive themelore civile dhe politike. Në këtë drejtim, për here të parë në sistemin juridik Shqiptar 
parashikohet institute i “Ankimit Individual” në Gjykatën Kushtetuese, i cili legjitimon subjektet e së 
drejtës të drejtohen në Gjykatën Kushtetuese për cënimin e të drejtave dhe lirive themelore të 
parashikuara në kushtetutë.  Ky institutë në ndryshim nga ankimi mëparshëm kushtetues, e zgjeron 
rrethin e të drejtave për të cilat qytetarët, subjektet e së drejtës mund ti drejtohen Gjykatës 
Kushtetuese.  

Punimi do të fokusohet në risitë e kësaj reforme kushtetuese, dallimin e sistemit të mëparshëm të 
ankimit në Gjykatën Kushtetuese me sistemin aktual, por edhe dallimin midis “ankimit individual” 
dhe “padisë popullore”. Vëmëndje e veçantë do ti kushtohet kushteve që normat kushtetuese dhe 
ligjore parashikojnë për legjitimimin e subjekteve, pasuruar me praktikën e Gjykatës Kushtetuese. 
Instituti i ankimit individual duke qenë një model i ri, do të krahasohet me praktikën gjyësore të 
Gjykatave të huaja evropiane, kryesisht të Gjykatës Kushtetuese Federale Gjermane, me qëllim që 
kjo praktikë të shërbëjë për studiuesit dhe aplikuesit e së drejtës për aq sa është e mundur juridikisht.  

Fjalë kyçe: Sistemi juridik; Ankimi individual; Reforma kushtetuese; Ankimi individual; Padia popullore 

 

HYRJE  

Në kuadër të  ndryshimeve kushtetuese dhe ligjore, njohur edhe si “paketa e reformës në drejtësi” u 

ndryshuan edhe dispozitat që lidhen me fushën e veprimit të Gjykatës Kushtetuese sa i përket modelit 

dhe kompetencave të kontrollit kushtetues si dhe u zgjerua rrethi i të drejtave të cilat legjitimojnë 

personat fizik të investojnë Gjykatën Kushtetuese. Me dispozitat e mëparshme roli i gjykatës si 

“garant” i të drejtave dhe lirive themelore ishte i kufizuar, pasi ato përfshiheshin në sferën e veprimit 

kushtetues vetëm kur  cënimi i tyre ishte bërë në shkelje të proçesit të rregullt ligjor. 

mailto:dhuratadurres@gmail.com
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 Në këtë mënyrë, neni 134/2 i Kushtetutës i pandryshuar, parashikonte se “Subjektet e parashikuara 

nga nënparagrafët dh, e, ë, f dhe g të paragrafit 1 të këtij neni mund të bëjnë kërkesë vetëm për 

çështje që lidhen me interesat e tyre.” Kjo sferë e veprimit  kushtetues, bënte që roli i gjykatës të 

shtrihej në kontrollin formal të të drejtave kushtetuese dhe jo mbi ato me natyrë substanciale.  Që do 

të thotë,  se individi nuk mund të kërkonte në Gjykatën Kushtetuese  “kontrollin e kushtetueshmërisë 

së një ligji apo akti tjetër publik”. Në këtë linjë Gjykata Kushtetuese shprehej,“Gjykata vlerëson se 

detyrimi për të iniciuar një kontroll incidental para saj u takon gjykatave të juridiksionit të zakonshëm, 

kur ato çmojnë se ligji mbi të cilin duhet të bazohen për zgjidhjen e çështjes objekt gjykimi është 

antikushtetues. Palët kanë të drejtë të kërkojnë nga gjykata nisjen e një kontrolli konkret 

antikushtetutshmërie, por në fund është gjykata ajo që vendos dhe palët nuk mund të kërkojnë 

drejtpërdrejt një kontroll të tillë para Gjykatës Kushtetuese. Për këtë arsye, Gjykata çmon se kërkuesja 

nuk është një nga subjektet që mund të kërkojnë fillimin e një kontrolli incidental para kësaj Gjykate.”1 

Kjo kompetencë e Gjykatës,  në mënyrën se si është ushtruar deri më tani duke pasur në fokus vetëm 

kontrollin procedural të procesit dhe jo aspektin substantiv, ka patur kritika. Formulimi i nenit 42 të 

Kushtetutës sipas të cilit, liria, prona dhe të drejtat kushtetuese dhe ligjore nuk mund te cenohen pa 

një proces te rregullt ligjor, flet për të drejtat substanciale kushtetuese, prandaj dhe individët janë të 

përligjur të kërkojnë mbrojtjen e të drejtave të tyre kushtetuese nëpërmjet një procesi të rregullt ligjor 

dhe jo thjesht e vetëm të drejtat që ofron gjykimi procedural i drejtë2 .Për këto motive ligjvënësi e 

vlerësoi të arsyeshme në funksion të një mbrojtje sa më efektive të të drejtave dhe lirive themelore të 

njeriut të zgjerojë kompetencën e gjykatës kushtetuese edhe në drejtim të kontrollit substancial .  

Në këtë drejtim, neni 131/1/f i Kushtetutës parashikon se  Gjykata Kushtetuese ka në kompetencë  

“gjykimin përfundimtar të ankesave të individëve kundër çdo akti të pushtetit publik ose vendimi 

gjyqësor që cenon të drejtat dhe liritë themelore të garantuara në Kushtetutë, pasi të jenë shteruar 

të gjitha mjetet juridike efektive për mbrojtjen e këtyre të drejtave, përveçse kur parashikohet 

ndryshe në Kushtetutë.3 Kjo normë kushtetuese me qëllim zbatimin e saj,  gjëndet e kanalizuar edhe 

në “Ligjin për Organizimin dhe Funksionimin e Gjykatës Kushtetuese të Republikës së Shqipërisë”. 

Sipas nenit 49 të këtij ligji  “Të drejtën për të vënë në lëvizje Gjykatën Kushtetuese për pajtueshmërinë 

                                                           
1 Vendimi Nr 23 datë 20.04.2016 i Gjykatës Kushtetuese të Republikës së Shqipërisë. 
2 Traja Kristaq, ish -gjyqtar në GJEDNJ, “Procesi i rregullt ligjor” 
3 http://www.gjk.gov.al/ëeb/kushtetuta_e_integruar_me_ndryshimet_e_2016_1648.pdf 
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e ligjit ose të akteve të tjera normative me Kushtetutën ose me marrëveshjet ndërkombëtare e kanë  

individët, kur pretendojnë se u cenohen në mënyrë të drejtpërdrejtë dhe reale të drejtat dhe liritë e 

tyre të parashikuara në Kushtetutë, pasi të kenë shteruar të gjitha mjetet juridike për këtë qëllim, si 

dhe kur akti që kundërshtojnë është drejtpërdrejt i zbatueshëm dhe nuk parashikon nxjerrjen e akteve 

nënligjore për zbatimin e tij.4 

 

I. LEGJITIMIMI NË RASTIN E “ANKIMIT INDIVIDUAL”  DHE DALLIMI ME 

‘ACTIO POPULARIS’ 

 

Duke marrë në vlerësim kontekstin normativ,  kushtetues dhe ligjor, legjitimimi në Gjykatën 

Kushtetuese bëhet kur plotësohen disa kushte. Në intepretim lieteral por edhe teleologjik të nenit 

131/1/f të Kushtetutës lidhur me nenin 49 të ligjit për Gjykatën Kushtetuese,  këto kushte janë :   (i) 

Individëve t’iu jetë cënuar një e drejtë(ii) e drejta e cënuar të jetë me natyrë kushtetuese; (iii)  cënimi 

të jetë real dhe i drejtëpërdrejtë; (iv)  të jenë shteruar mjetet juridike të zakonshme (v)  akti të jetë 

drejtëpërdrejtë i zbatueshëm mbi individin dhe  nuk është i nëvojshëm dalja e një akti nënligjor në 

bazë dhe për zbatim të tij. 

Për efekt të kuptimit të kushteve të mësipërme,  çmohet me rëndësi referimi në vendimarrjen e 

Gjykatës Kushtetuese përpara ndryshimeve kushtetuese dhe ligjore. Në ketë kuptim, GJK mbi termat 

“ cënim real dhe i drejtëpërdrejtë” shprehet se  “Interesi për të vepruar duhet të jetë i sigurt, i 

drejtpërdrejtë dhe vetjak. Ky interes konsiston tek e drejta e shkelur, tek dëmi real ose potencial dhe 

jo te premisat teorike mbi antikushtetutshmërinë e normës që ka sjellë këtë cenim të interesit. Vetëm 

fakti se dispozitat e kundërshtuara mund të kenë ose kanë pasur një efekt çfarëdo mbi kërkuesin, nuk 

është i mjaftueshëm për të përcaktuar nëse ai legjitimohet në paraqitjen e kërkesës5.  Cënimi në 

mënyrë të drejtpërdrejtë dhe reale i të drejtave dhe lirive kushtetuese, lidhet me interesin që duhet të 

ketë individi si subjekt për të ushtruar ankimin individual kushtetues. 

                                                           
4 http://www.gjk.gov.al/ëeb/ligj_per_organizimin_dhe_funksionimin_e_gjykates_kushtetuese_2016_1667.pdf 
5Vendimi Nr.14, datë 21.03.2014 i Gjykatës Kushtetuese. 
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 Në gjykimin kushtetues, interesi mbetet përherë i lidhur me faktin se pa ndërhyrjen e Gjykatës, 

subjekti mund të cënohet në të drejtën e tij.6 Individi duhet të provojë lidhjen midis normës që 

kundështon dhe cënimit të të drejtave dhe lirive kushtetuese. Lidhja midis normës dhe cënimit të të 

drejtës së individit është trajtuar nga Gjykata Kushtetuese e cila shprehet : “Subjekti që vë në lëvizje 

Gjykatën duhet të provojë se në çfarë mënyre mund të preket në një aspekt të situatës së tij, pra duhet 

të provojë lidhjen e drejtpërdrejtë dhe të individualizuar që ekziston midis situatës së tij dhe normës 

që kundërshton. Interesi për të vepruar duhet të jetë i sigurt, i drejtpërdrejtë dhe vetjak.”7 Referuar 

këtij qëndrimi të GJK, evidentohet se personat fizik ose juridik8  me qëllim aplikimin e institutit të 

“ankimit individual” duhet që të jenë prekur në të drejtat e tyre. Prekja apo cënimi duhet të jetë real, 

që do të thotë se ka sjellë një pasojë juridike, formale ose materiale ose prekja potencialisht do të 

ndodhë në një të ardhme të afërt me siguri të lartë. Vetëm fakti se norma paraqet probleme 

kushtetuese, “vese kushtetuese”  të cilat mundet hipotetikisht të prekin një të drejtë, nuk mjafton për 

të vendosur në lëvizje gjykatën kushtetuese.  Në këtë mënyrë ankimi individual nuk synon të mbrojë 

interesin publik, i cili njihet si i tillë në sistemet juridike që garantojnë ‘padinë popullore’ose siç njihet 

ndryshe “actio popularis”.  

Midis ‘ankimi individual’ dhe  ‘padisë popullore’ ka dallime thëlbësore,  si nga qëllimi që synonjë të 

ndjekin dhe realizojnë ashtu edhe përsa i përket rrethit të subjekteve që legjitimohen të investojnë 

gjykatën. Ndërsa e para mbron interesin vetjak apo individual, e dyta synon të mbrojë interesin publik. 

Në një tjetër pikë vështrimi, në rastin e ankimit individual është vetë individi që preket nga norma, i 

cili legjitimohet të investojë gjykatën. Ndërkoh,‘actio popularis’  legjitimon çdo person i cili vlerëson 

se një normë është jo kushtetuese,  të investojë Gjykatën Kushtetuese. Ligji për Gjykatën Kushtetuese 

nuk njeh “actio popularis”9 pra legjitimimin e çdo subjekti për të kërkuar shfuqizimin e ligjeve apo 

akteve normative. Për pasojë individi duhet të provojë të drejtën subjektive të shkelur sipasojë e ‘aktit 

publik’, shkelje e cila duhet të jetë reale, e drejtëpërdrejtë dhe jo e mundshme dhe hipotetike.  Për ta 

                                                           
6 Sokol Sadushi – Drejtësia kushtetuese në zhvillim, Tiranë 2012, fq. 283. 

7Vendim nr. 33 datë 08.06.2016 i Gjykatës Kushtetuese të Republikës së Shqipërisë. 

8 Neni 71 i Ligji për Gjykatën Kushtetuese parashikon se “Çdo individ, person fizik ose juridik, subjekt i së drejtës private 

dhe publike, kur është palë në një proces ligjor ose kur është bartës i të drejtave dhe i lirive themelore të parashikuara 

nga Kushtetuta ka të drejtë të kundërshtojë para Gjykatës Kushtetuese çdo akt që cenon të drejtat dhe liritë e parashikuara 

në Kushtetutë, sipas kritereve të parashikuara në nenin 71/a të këtij ligji”.  

9Actio popolaris është kundështimi që i bëhet një ligji apo akti publik nga çdo person, pa pasur nevojë të provojë cënimin direkt në të 

drejtat e tij. Në model të tillë ka Kroacia, Lihtenshtejni etj. 
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ilustruar me një shembull, meret në konsideratë ‘çështja e diskriminimit’. Nëse një grup personash 

diskriminohen për motive të ndryshme, këta legjitimohen ti drejtohen gjykatës kushtetuese vetëm kur 

akti ka prekur individualisht të drejtën e sejcilit pre tyre. Ndërkoh që sipas ‘actio popularis’  edhe një 

individ që nuk preket në të drejtë, mund të shtrojë çështjen përpara gjykatës kushtetuese me qëllim që 

të mbrojtjen nga diskriminimi.10 Një dallim thelbësor qëndron tek “aksesi”. Në rastin e ankimit 

individual, individi duhet të ezaurojë rrugët e juridiksionit të zakonshëm, ndërsa në rastin e actio 

popularis, indvidi mund ti drejtohet direkt Gjykatës Kushtetuese. 

 

Referuar ligjit të posaçëm, krahas kushteve të mësipërme, një aspekt me rëndësi në kuadër të 

legjitimimit është edhe plotësimi i barrës së provës nga ana e kërkuesit se i ka ezauruar rrugët e 

juridiksionit të zakonshëm. Ezaurimi i rrugëve të juridiksionit të zakonshëm ka qënë shpesh objekt i 

vlerësimit nga Gjykata Kushtetuese, duke pozicionuar qëndrimin se “Shterimi i mjeteve juridike 

nënkupton që ankuesi duhet  të  shfrytëzojë  në  rrugë  normale  mjetet  juridike,    të    cilat    janë    të    

përshtatshme,    të  disponueshme  dhe  të  frytshme  për  një  çështje konkrete.  Mjetet  ligjore  shterojnë  

kur  në  varësi  të  rrethanave  të  çështjes  rregullat  procedurale  nuk  parashikojnë  mjete  të  tjera  

ankimi. Shterimi  i  mjeteve  përbën  parakusht  që  duhet  përmbushur  nga  kërkuesi,  i  cili  para  se  

t’i  drejtohet  Gjykatës  Kushtetuese  duhet  të  vërtetojë se ka përdorur të gjitha mjetet ligjore të  

njohura  nga  ligji  dhe  të  mjaftueshme  për  të  rivendosur  të  drejtat  e  shkelura.”11.Në një tjetër 

vendim Gjykata Kushtetuese shprehet se “Kërkuesi është individ dhe parashikohet si subjekt që vë në 

lëvizje Gjykatën Kushtetuese nga neni 134/1/i i Kushtetutës. Kushtet që duhet të plotësojë ky subjket 

për t’iu drejtuar Gjykatës Kushtetuese, përveç justifikimit të interesit të tij të drejtpërdrejtë sipas nenit 

134/2 të Kushtetutës, janë edhe shterimi i të gjitha mjeteve juridike efektive për mbrojtjen e të drejtave 

që kërkuesi pretendon se i janë cënuar nga akti që kundërshton. Pra, individi nuk mund të vërë në 

lëvizje Gjykatën Kushtetuese pa filluar zbatimi konkret i një akti normativ, mbi bazë të së cilit duhet 

                                                           
10

Çaloska Dimovksa nga Komiteti i Helsinkit."Kërkojmë që të përjashtohet praktika e deritanishme e paraparë me 

Ligjin për diskriminim, me të cilin detyrohemi të sigurojmë pajtushmëri nga viktimat për ngritjen e padive ndaj 

diskriminuesve. OJQ–të aktualisht janë të kufizuara në rastet kur kërkojnë drejtësi për  viktimat të cilat 

shpeshherë nuk janë të vetëdijshëm për diskriminimin që u bëhet” 

11 Vendimi nr.60, datë 21.09.2015 të Gjykatës Kushtetuese të Republikës së Shqipërisë. 
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të dalë një akt individual që cënon të drejtat dhe liritë themelore të kërkuesit. Në këto kushte, individi 

duhet të shterojë mjetet juridike të tjera që ofon sistemi juridik para se t’i drejtohet kësaj Gjykate.12” 

 

Krahas shterimit të juridiksionit të zakonshëm,  duhet që ‘akti publik’ i cili zbatohet, të jetë 

drejtëpërdrejtë i aplikueshëm, pa qënë nëvoja e nxjerrjes së një akti nënligjor me natyrë individuale. 

Në pamje të parë, duket se  vendosja e dy kushteve të fundit  krijon një situatë “in absurdum” dhe 

“dilema” mbi përshtatshmërinë e mjetit të njohur individit për të “goditur aktin publik”, pasi referuar 

normave kushtetuese që rregullojnë objektin e kontrollit të Gjykatës Kushtetuese, evidentohet se i 

vetmi organ i cili mund të kontrollojë kushtetueshmërinë e një ligji është Gjykata Kushtetuese.  Në 

këtë kuptim,  me të drejtë pyetja që ngrihet është se në ‘në cfar mënyre individi duhet të ezaurojë 

rrugët e juridiksionit të zakonshëm kur këto të fundit nuk kanë kompetencë të vlerësojnë 

kushtetueshmërinë e një ligji”. 

 

Sistemi aktual referon në situatën ku gjykatat e zakonshme kur vlerësojnë se  ligjet   janë   në  

kundërshtim  me  Kushtetutën,  nuk  i  zbatojnë  ato,  por  pezullojnë  gjykimin  dhe  gjyqtari ‘a quo’ 

e dërgon  çështjen në Gjykatës Kushtetuese.13 Mbi këtë formatim, Gjykata Kushtetuese është shprehur:  

“Kërkesa  për  kontroll  incidental  të  normës ligjore,  që  përbën  mjetin  e  aksesit  të  gjykatës  së  

juridiksionit  të  zakonshëm  në  gjykimin  kushtetues,  rregullohet  nga  neni  145/2  i  Kushtetutës,  

sipas  të  cilit,   kur   gjyqtarët   çmojnë   se   ligjet   janë   në kundërshtim  me  Kushtetutën,  nuk  i  

zbatojnë  ato, por  pezullojnë  gjykimin  dhe  ia  dërgojnë  çështjen  kësaj  Gjykate  për  t’u  shprehur  

në  lidhje  me kushtetueshmërinë   e   saj.”14 

 

A përbën shterimi mjeteve të zakonshme një detyrim absolut ?  Ligji i ri për Organizimin dhe 

Funksionimin e  Gjykatës Kushtetuese,  në nenin 71 të saj ka parashikuar se individi ka të drejtë t’i 

drejtohet direkt Gjykatës Kushtetuese, pa ezauruar mjetet juridike të ankimit në dy raste: (i) Kur mjetet 

juridike nuk janë efektive në kuptim të nenit 13 të KEDNJ, (ii) Kur legjislacioni i brendshëm nuk 

parashikon mjete juridike efektive në dispozicion. Sipas nenit 13 të KEDNJ dhe praktikës së GJEDNJ 

“një mjet është efektiv nëse autoriteti i brëndshëm pavarësisht nëse është gjykatë apo organ me natyrë 

                                                           
12  Vendim nr. 23 datë 14.02.2017i Gjykatës Kushtetuese  të Republikës së Shqipërisë 
13 Neni 145/2 i Kushtetutës së Republikës së Shqipërisë. 

14Vendimi Nr. 5 datë 5.2.2015 i Gjykatës Kushtetuese të Republikës së Shqipërisë. 
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administrative  është në gjëndje të zgjidhë cështjen praktikisht duke rivendosur në vënd të drejtën e 

shkelur”15. Ndërkoh në një sër vendimesh Gjykata Kushtetuese ka projektuar linjat e “aksesit efektiv”. 

Gjykata, në vështrim të jurisprudencës së GJEDNJ-së, lidhur me interpretimin e nenit 13 të KEDNJ-

së, i cili sanksionon termin “ankim efektiv”, ka theksuar se është e rëndësishme të përcaktohet se çfarë 

mjetesh, sipas rastit, janë në dispozicion të individit dhe nëse ato i krijojnë atij mundësi reale për 

zgjidhjen e mosmarrëveshjes në mënyrë efektive.16 Në këtë drejtim është evidentuar se një ndër 

kriteret që duhet të plotësojë një ankim për të qenë efektiv është që mjeti të ofrojë mundësi të qarta 

dhe të sigurta për rivendosjen në vend të së drejtës së shkelur17. Ajo ka përcaktuar, gjithashtu, se mjeti 

që të jetë efektiv, duhet të jetë i përshtatshëm, i disponueshëm dhe efikas për një çështje konkrete18. 

 

Jemi të mendimit se  këto standarte janë marrë në konsideratë nga ana e ligjvënësit në hartimin e ligjit. 

Është e vërtetë se gjykatat e juridiksionit të zakonshëm nuk mund të konstatojnë 

antikushtetueshmërinë e një ligji, por individi të cilit i është cënuar e drejta, duke iu drejtuar gjykatës 

me padi me objekt shpërblimin e dëmit i kërkon njëkohësisht edhe pezullimin e gjykimit, pasi norma 

e zbatueshme ndaj tij në cështjen konkrete ka premisa për të qënë në kundërshtim me kushtetutën, 

duke e bërë kështu “mjetin  e vënë në dispozicion efektiv”. Duhet thënë se refuzimi i kërkesës së 

paditësit për të ushtruar kontroll incidental nga ana e Gjykatës, nuk e bën këtë të fundit një mjet jo 

efektiv, sa kohë që individit i garantohet apelimi në një gjykatë më të lartë, qëndrim ky në përputhje 

me praktikën e Gjykatës Kushtetuese sipas të cilës “Mjetet  ligjore  shterojnë  kur  në  varësi  të  

rrethanave  të  çështjes,  rregullat  procedurale  nuk  parashikojnë  mjete  të  tjera  ankimi”. Megjithatë 

mbetet problematik parashikimi sipas të cilit “ligji duhet të jetë drejtëpërdrejtë i zbatueshëm”.  

Doktrina e së drejtës pranon gjerësisht se ligjet për nga natyra e tyre janë me karakter të përgjithshëm, 

dhe abstrakt, në kuptimin që nuk i drejtohen një ose disa personave të caktuar. Në këtë mënyrë është 

vështirë të supzohet se ligji do të zbatohet drejtëpërdrejtë tek një person i caktuar e për rrjedhojë ti 

cënojë atij një të drejtë.  

II. MODELI GJERMAN I KONTROLLIT KUSHTETUES ( DISA ASPEKTE) 

                                                           
15 Shiko cështjen Cufaj Kundër Shqipërisë. Në këtë cështje GJEDNJ mbajti qëndrimin se Avokati i Popullit nuk mund të 

konsiderohet një mjet efektiv sa kohë roli i sajë shtë konstatues dhe këshillimor. 
16 Shih Vendimin nr. 27, datë 20.06.2007 të Gjykatës Kushtetuese 
17Shih Vendimin nr. 6, datë 31.03.2006 të Gjykatës Kushtetuese 
18 Shih Vendimin nr nr. 42, datë 25.06.2015 të Gjykatës Kushtetuese. 
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Në referim të ligjit për organizimin dhe funksionimin e Gjykatës Kushtetuese Federale Gjermane 

specifikohen kompetencat e Gjykatës të cilat udhëhiqen nga parimi  “numerus clausus”, sipas të cilit 

kompetencat e Gjykatës përcaktohen në mënyrë taksative19. Në kuadër të këtij parimi, evidentohet 

edhe roli ose kompetenca e Gjykatës për të ushtruar kontrollin e kushtetutshmërisë së ligjeve, 

vendimeve gjyqësore, si dhe akteve administrative, përmes “ankimit individual ” të individit 

(Verfassungsbeschëerde).20 

Instituti ‘Verfassungsbeschëerde’, parashikohet në nenin 93/4 të ligjit të sipërcituar në referim të të 

cilit “çdo person ka të drejtë të investojë gjykatën kushtetuese nëse është subjekt i të drejtave  dhe 

lirive themelore (të drejtat kushtetuese) ose i të drejtave të ngjashme me to”.  Nga përmbajtja e kësaj 

norme, evidentohen dy nocione të rëndësishme të cilat përcaktojnë edhe linjat e veprimit kushtetues, 

si : (i)  të drejtat dhe liritë themelore  dhe (ii) të drejta të ngjashme me to.  Lidhur me natyrën e të 

drejtave, vete gjykata kushtetuese i diferencon duke marrë si kriter vlerësues  parashikueshmërinë në 

normat kushtetuese dhe funksionin e tyre. Natyra e të drejtës “objekt kontrolli” aplikohet edhe tek 

personat juridik  vendas  dhe të huaj.  Në këtë linjë vlen të theksohet se, personat juridik vendas për 

nga natyra juridike gëzojnë të njëjtat të drejta dhe garanci që ofrohen për shtetasit Gjerman. 

Megjithatë, marrë në konsideratë  faktin se, personat juridik konsiderohen entitete pa “frymë dhe 

shpirt”,“të drejtat e shtetasve gjerman” aplikohet edhe tek personat juridik vendas, për aq sa është e 

mundur.21 

 Sa i përket llojit të subjekteve të legjitimuara, ‘Verfassungsbeschëerde’ Gjerman ka përkrahur 

modelin më të gjerë, duke i dhënë legjitimitet, personave fizik, personave juridik si dhe organeve 

publike.  Në lidhje me  personat fizik, e drejta për t’iu drejtuar gjykatës pushon së ekzistuari në rast se 

personi vdes (vdekje fizike dhe juridike). Por, në eventualitetin se vdekja ka ardhur pasi personi i është 

drejtuar Gjykatës Kushtetuese, gjykimi mund të vazhdojë, me kusht që vendimi të shoqërohet me 

pasoja financiare tek trashëgimtarët22 ose kur vendimi ka efekt në “rehabilitimin”  e figurës morale të 

                                                           
19Vendimi  B verf Ge 33, 303, aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html 
20Memo e përgatitur nga Masgjistratët e vitit të dytë pranë Shkollës së Magjistraturës “Legjitimimi i individit për paraqitjen 

e kërkesave për shfuqizimin e ligjeve apo akteve normativë”. 
21  Vendimi BVerg GE 21, 362,  [369] aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html 

22   Vendimi BVerfGE 3, 162 (164) aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html 

http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
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personit të vdekur”23. Krahas personave fizik dhe juridik veprimtaria e të cilave gjendet në të drejtën 

private, modeli gjerman i kontrollit kushtetues, si rregull mohon ose nuk i legjitimon personat juridik 

publik, në kërkimin me objekt kontrollin e kushtetutshmërisë së ligjeve apo vendimeve për shkak se 

konsiderohen pjesë e strukturës shtetërorë dhe se nuk gëzojnë të drejta subjektive 24. Por, 

përjashtimisht disa persona juridik pjesë e të drejtës publike legjitimohen në kuadër të kontrollit 

kushtetues kur ato janë subjekt i zbatimit (mbi dhe për to) të të drejtave themelore. Psh Universitetet 

apo Fakultetet25 ose televizionet apo radiot publike ( shtetërore)26 për mbrojtjen e të drejtave që në 

thelb garantojnë funksionin e tyre, siç është e drejta për tu shprehur apo informuar27.   

Duhet thënë se  mungesa e legjitimimit për personat juridik publik (përveç rasteve përjashtimore), gjen 

zbatimin e tij vetëm në kuadër të të drejtave dhe lirive themelore. Kjo do të thotë se personat juridik 

legjitimohen në kërkim në rast se e drejta që synohet të mbrohet ka natyrë procedurale dhe nuk 

përfshihet në kategorinë e të drejtave dhe lirive themelore28.Në praktikën e Gjykatës Kushtetuese 

Gjermane, një vend i veçantë i kushtohet personave juridik pa personalitet juridik. Në këtë kuptim 

edhe personat juridik pa personalitet juridik mund të investojnë Gjykatën Kushtetuese në rast se 

veprimi apo akti juridik i prek apo cenon një të drejtë thelbësore ose fondamentale për funksionin që 

ky person ushtron në shoqëri29. Por edhe në këtë rast organizata duhet të këtë një “status publik”, siç 

mund të jetë një organizatë fetare. 

Krahas legjitimimit në kuptimin material, që nënkupton të drejtën subjektive apo objektive të cenuar, 

një vend të rëndësishëm zë edhe legjitimimi në kuptimin procedural30, ose ndryshe aftësia për të 

vepruar përpara Gjykatës Kushtetuese. Në këtë linjë  Gjykata Kushtetuese Gjermane ka një praktikë 

solide lidhur me përfaqësimin e të drejtave të fëmijëve, të të miturve, dhe personave  që vuajnë nga 

një sëmundje mendore e atij niveli që e pengon të kuptojë  procesin dhe tërësinë e të drejtave që gëzon 

                                                           
23   Vendimi BverfGE37, 201 (206), aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html 

24  Vendimi BVerg GE 61 82 [108], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html 

25  Vendimi BVerg GE  15, 256 [ 262], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html 

26  Vendimi BVerg GE 31, 315 [322], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html 

27  Vendimi BVerg GE 64, 256 [259], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html 

28   nenin 101/1 , 103/1 të Ligjit për Gjykatën Kushtetuese Gjermane. 

29  Vendimi BVerg GE 3, 383 [ 391], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html 

30Shiko nenin 22 të Ligjit për Gjykatën Kushtetuese Gjermane. 

http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
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dhe i garantohen.Sipas  kësaj Gjykate, fëmijët31, të miturit32 dhe personat e paaftë33 i mbrojnë të 

drejtat e tyre përmes përfaqësimit ligjor, ushtruar nga prindërit e tyre apo kujdestari ligjor, cilësi e 

marrë për shkak ligji ose vendimi gjyqësor. 

Lidhur me objektin  e  kontrollit kushtetues, në referim të nenit 90 të Ligjit për Gjykatën Kushtetuese 

Gjermane objekt i kontrollit kushtetues mund të jenë  aktet e nxjerra nga organet publike të cilat kanë 

natyrën e ligjit34, vendimet gjyqësore35, organet e administratës publike si shprehje e pushtetit 

ekzekutiv.36 Sipas të drejtës Gjermane, në kuadër të kontrollit kushtetues, me organ publik  nuk duhet 

kuptuar vetëm shprehja e pushtetit legjislativ, ekzekutiv dhe gjyqësor, por edhe shprehja e vullnetit të 

organeve jo shtetërore të cilat veprojnë në emër dhe për llogari të tyre37. Nuk janë objekt i kontrollit 

kushtetues, aktet e nxjerra nga një organ shtetëror që i përket një shteti tjetër, aktet e nxjerra nga 

organet mbi kombëtare38 (organizma ndërkombëtar)39.  Por, sipas praktikës së kësaj Gjykate, mund të 

jenë objekt i kontrollit kushtetues ligjet që ratifikojnë një marrëveshje ndërkombëtare.40  Krahas akteve 

të nxjerra nga këto organe, të cilat nuk përfshihen në sferën e kontrollit kushtetues, është vënë në 

diskutim  mundësia e kontrollit kushtetues të akteve të nxjerra nga organizatat fetare, të cilat sipas një 

qëndrimi mazhoritar, duke qenë se nuk kanë fuqi detyruese, nuk prekin të drejta e për pasojë nuk mund 

të jenë objekt i kontrollit kushtetues.41 

Lidhur me  kushtet për legjitimimin e individit  në Gjykatën Kushtetuese Gjermane, kërkohet  

qësubjekti kërkues (i) të gëzojë një të drejtë subjektive që hyn në kategorinë e të drejtave kushtetuese 

ose të ngjashme me to. (ii) Akti i cili kërkohet ti nënshtrohet kontrollit kushtetues duhet të jetë i 

përshtatshëm dhe i aftë të paragjykojë42 (të prekë, cenojë, apo dëmtojë)43 të drejtat kushtetuese ose të 

                                                           
31  Vendimi BVerg GE 72, 122 [134], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html 

32  Vendimi BVerg GE 28, 243 [ 255], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html 

33  Vendimi BVerg GE 65, 317 [321], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html 

34  Vendimi BVerg GE 65 325 [ 320], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch  

35  Vendimi BVerg GE 62 117 [153], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch 

36  Vendimi BVerg GE 84, 90 [113], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch 

37 B. Szmulik, ''Skarga konstytucyjna.Polski model na tle poróënaëczym'', Varsavia 2006,  fq.184. 

38  po aty. 

39  Vendimi BVerg GE 77, 170 [209], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.chl 
40  Vendimi BVerg GE 84, 90 [130], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch 
41 P. Haberle- La Verfassungsbeschëerde nel sistema della giustizia costituzionale tedesca, Milano 2000,  fq.53. 
42 Vendimi BVerg GE 60, 360 [ 370], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch 
43 Memo e përgatitur nga Masgjistratët e vitit të dytë pranë Shkollës së Magjistraturës “Legjitimimi i individit për paraqitjen 

e kërkesave për shfuqizimin e ligjeve apo akteve normativë” fq 28. 

http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
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ngjashme me  to.44 Për pasojë ankimi individual  nuk përbën një “actio popolaris” çka e detyron 

kërkuesin të identifikojë  të drejtën subjektive që i përket (proprio iure) si dhe aktin që i kundërvihet 

kësaj të drejte kushtetuese.45Së treti, në bazë të normave juridike që rregullojnë ankimin individual 

në Gjykatën Kushtetuese, paraqitja e tij është e mundshme vetëm nëse  janë ezauruar të gjitha mjetet 

ligjore ose ndryshe të gjitha shkallët e juridiksionit të zakonshëm, të cilat kanë mundësinë juridike 

të ndalojnë vazhdimin e cenimit të të drejtës së pretenduar si të shkelur.  

Por pavarësisht koncepteve që rrjedhin nga vendimet e mësipërme, Gjykata Kushtetuese Gjermane 

evidenton disa përjashtime, në kuptimin që ankimi individual mund t’i drejtohet menjëherë gjykatës 

kushtetuese pa ezauruar rrugët e juridiksionit të zakonshëm, në dy raste: Së pari, kur nga ezaurimi 

rrugëve të zakonshme  do të vinte një pasojë e rëndë dhe e pariparueshme për individin;46Së dyti,  

në  rastin kur objekt  i kontrollit kushtetues janë ligjet, për shkak se  për këto nuk ekziston ezaurimi 

rrugëve ligjore.47Vlen të theksohet se “përjashtimi i ligjeve” nga parimi subsidiaritetit, nuk zbatohet 

inter alia për aktet normative, për të cilat ekziston mundësia e kontrollit juridik përmes  gjykatave të 

juridiksionit të zakonshëm.48 

III. KONKLUZIONE  

 

 Referuar Ligjit për Organizimin dhe Funksionimin e Gjykatës Kushtetuese, të drejtën për 

të paraqitur Ankim Individual e gëzojnë, personat fizik si dhe personat juridik publik e 

privat të cilët janë cënuar në një ose disa nga të drejtat dhe liritë themelore parashikuar në 

Kushtetutë49. Krahasuar me modelin Gjerman evidentohet fakti se personat juridik publik 

si rregull nuk gëzojnë  legjitimim aktiv: por, përjashtimisht disa persona juridik pjesë e të 

drejtës publike legjitimohen në kuadër të kontrollit kushtetues kur ato janë subjekt i 

zbatimit (mbi dhe për to) të të drejtave themelore. Psh Universitetet apo Fakultetet50,  

                                                           
44  Vendimi BVerg GE 53, 30 [48], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch  
45 Po aty. 

46  Vendimi BVerg GE 63 230  [242], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.chl 

47   “Il ricorso diretto in Polonia come strumento di tutela dei diritti fondamentali, anche con riferimento ad altre esperienze 

europee”   Dottoranda: Martyna Marzena Solocheëicz pg 40. 

48  Vendimi BVerg GE 69, 122 [ 125s], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch. 
49  Neni 70 dhe 71 i Ligjit për Organizimin dhe Funksionimin e Gjykatës Kushtetuese, i ndryshuar 

50 Vendimi  BVerg GE  15, 256 [ 262], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch  

http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://ëëë.servat.unibe.ch./
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televizionet apo radiot publike (shtetërore)51 për mbrojtjen e të drejtave që në thelb 

garantojnë funksionin e tyre, siç është e drejta për tu shprehur apo informuar52. Sipas 

modelit Gjerman të ankimit individual, ndryshe nga kuadri ligjor Shqiptar,  një status 

juridik i vecantë në kuadër të legjitimit i ofrohet organizatave të cilat ndonëse nuk kanë 

personalitet juridik sipas përcaktimeve ligjore,  gëzojnë një “status publik”, me kusht që  

akti juridik i prek apo cenon një të drejtë thelbësore ose fondamentale për funksionin që ky 

person ushtron në shoqëri. 

 

 Nga analiza krahasimore rezulton se ligji për Organizimin dhe Funksionimin e Gjykatës 

Kushtetuese Shqiptare nuk shprehet qartë për vazhdimësinë ose jo të gjykimit të nisur mbi 

kërkesën e një personi te vdekur. Por referuar rregullave të përgjithshme të parashikuar nga 

ligji rezulton  se  “Për çështje që lidhen me procedura që nuk rregullohen nga ky ligj apo 

nga Rregullorja e Gjykatës Kushtetuese, Gjykata Kushtetuese merr parasysh edhe 

dispozitat ligjore që rregullojnë procedurat e tjera, duke marrë në konsideratë natyrën 

ligjore të çështjes53. Ky parashikim i jep mundësinë Gjykatës që sipas rastit të vlerësojë 

nëse  janë të zbatueshme dispozitat e Kodit të Procedurës Civile për “kalimin 

procedurial”54.   Ndërkoh; në referim të  modelit Gjerman, në këto raste si rregull gjykimi 

pushohet, për shkak se “ankimi individual” konsiderohet si një e drejtë e pa trashëgueshme. 

Përjashtimisht gjykimi mund të vazhdojë, me kusht që vendimi të shoqërohet me pasoja 

financiare tek trashëgimtarët ose kur vendimi ka efekt në “rehabilitimin”  e figurës morale 

të personit të vdekur”.   

 

 Referuar  Kushtetutës së Republikës së Shqipërisë55 objekt i kontrollit kushtetues janë 

vendimet gjyqësore dhe aktet e pushtetit publik. Vetë kushtetuta nuk jep përkufizim se  

cfarë duhet kuptuar me akt të pushtetit publik, por në mënyrë indirekte i lë të kuptohen nga 

specifikimet e bëra në  ligjin për Gjykatën Kushtetuese, sipas të cilit objekt i kontrollit 

kushtetues përmes ankimit individual  janë ligjet, aktet normative, vendimet gjyqësore, si 

                                                           
51  Vendimi BVerg GE 31, 315 [322], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch 

52 Vendimi BVerg GE 64, 256 [259], aksesuar në faqen http://www.servat.unibe.ch 
53  Neni 1 p.2 i Ligjit për Organizimin dhe Funksionimin e Gjykatës Kushtetuese. 
54 Neni 199 i Kodit të Procedurës Civile. 
55  Neni 131.  

http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv030173.html
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dhe cdo  akt tjetër  që cënon të drejta dhe liri themelore. Ndërkoh: referuar modelit 

Gjerman, me akte publike nuk përfshihen vetëm  vendimet gjyqësore, aktet normative, si 

dhe aktet administrative individuale, por edhe akte të nxjerra nga  organe të cilat ndonëse 

nuk ushtrojnë veprimtari ekzekutive dhe urdhërdhënese, pra nuk janë organe publike, 

ushtrojnë një funksion publik përmes autorizimit apo urdhërimit ligjor. 

 

 Ndër kushtet formale që individi duhet të plotësojë me qëllim legjitimimin e tij është 

ezaurimi  i mjeteve juridike, shprehur në ezaurimin  e kërkimit për antikushtetueshmëri në 

gjykatat e juridiksionit të zakonshëm.   Referuar ligjit për Gjykatën Kushtetuese Gjermane  

në ndryshim nga modeli shqiptar, ezaurimi i organeve gjyqësore të juridiksionit të 

zakonshëm paraqitet si një kriter  i zbatueshëm  jo në cdo rast. Kështu individi nuk ka 

detyrimin ligjor të ezaurojë këto rrugë nëse akti  është i  një rëndësie të përgjithshme ose 

nëse ankimi te gjykatat e tjera do të krijonte për kërkuesin një disavantazh të 

pashmangshëm.” Krahas kritereve ligjore  Gjykata Kushtetuese Gjermane  në interpretim 

të  parimit “ mjet efektiv” është shprehur se ligjet,  në kushtet kur kontrolli për 

kushtetueshmërinë e tyre është kompetencë ekskluzive e Gjykatës Kushtetuese, nuk  

zbatohet kriteri “ i ezaurimit të mjeteve të tjera ligjore”, pasi në cdo rast Gjykatat e 

Juridiksionit të Zakonshëm vetëm mund të ngrënë cështjen për kontroll incidental  dhe jo 

të shprehen për kushtetueshmërinë e normës.  

 

 Krahas kriterit të mësipërm, referuar ligjit për Gjykatën Kushtetuese, vlen të theksohet 

edhe kriteri  sipas të cilit individi duhet të ketë një interes personal.  Pra; kërkesa duhet të 

paraqitet nga vetë individi ose nga një person tjetër i autorizuar prej tij, akti ligjor apo 

vendimi gjykatës. Ligji nuk jep raste përjashtimore  duke lënë të kuptohet se askush tjetër 

vecse personi prekur mund të investojë gjykatën kushtetuese. Edhe në ato raste kur kërkimi 

paraqitet nga të tretë, këta veprojnë me cilësinë e përfaqësuesit ose kujdestarit dhe jo in 

personam.  Ndërkoh  sipas modelit Gjerman, interes personal nuk do të thotë interes që 

mund të mbrohet nga vetë personi. Vetë Gjykata Kushtetuese Gjermane ka përcaktuar disa 

përjashtime, sic është rasti i ekzekutorit të testamentit, i cili në thelb mbron interesat 

pasurore të trashëgimtarëve. 
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Abstract 
Purpose: this study examines the pricing of water for household use under a municipal concession 
and monopoly de jure. The focus of the study is the implementation of different pricing models and 
the performance of the company. Were investigated 3 models of pricing: without regulation; with 
Rate of Return regulation; with Cap price regulation, and application of “cost-recovery principle". 
Were made conclusions for their results in the prices of water, environmental and social 
performance for 10 years period.  
Designs/methodology/approach: The methods of analysis are accounting, financial analysis and 
statistics - regression analysis and modeling of relationships, in order to test the hypotheses. 
Conclusions are made in the pricing of water resulting from the application of pricing methods, as 
well as the social and environmental implications. In furtherance of this objective, this study will 
clarify water-pricing methods, the results of their application in terms of level of water prices for 
households, the social outturn of prices through their affordability and fairness as well as the 
ecological outturn by identifying the level of effective use and conservation of water resources. The 
data on which the survey is built consist of official documents and statistics that are publicly 
accessible. 
Findings: Social and environmental objectives and advantages of the methods of pricing may be 
neglected and cost recovery principle may be defective in setting prices in situation of monopoly 
the jure. 
Research limitations/implications: Not all necessary survey data are publicly available, and in 
particular the full texts of the concessions' contract with the company-operator. 
 
Keywords: Cap pricing; Rate of return; Water supply; Cost recovery principle; Affordability 
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INTRODUCTION 

Water problems are invariably within the reach of business users, households and public authorities. 

In the focus of this attention are several important issues: 

The attention of the international community in recent years has been increasingly focused on the 

water sector in terms of the global development goals formulated. The Millennium Development 

Goals set by the UN Secretary-General in 2000 proved to be a turning point in this respect. These 

include a commitment by the UN Member States to work to halve the number of people without access 

to safe drinking water by 2015, “To stop the unsustainable exploitation of water resources by 

developing water management strategies at the regional, national and local levels, which promote 

both equitable access and adequate supplies.” 1. In Bellagio Goals it is confirmed that one of the most 

important goals is to provide "sufficient food and water for active living"2. 

Financing the water sector and its reforms are another key issue. The 2003 Michel Camdessus report 

presents a set of high-level reporting requirements for funding the water sector. It contains 

recommendations to donors and international financial institutions regarding investment volume, the 

use of financial instruments for sub-state financing and private investment) as well as water 

management. 3 In the 2006 report, Angel Gurria, Secretary-General of the OECD, encourages the 

creation of new specialized financial products for water-supply companies that meet the needs of 

water suppliers better than existing ones. 4  

 

I. PRICING WATER POLICY IN GENERAL 

 

1.1 Pricing of Water for Household use. Theoretical aspects 

Water Framework Directive 2007 by the Commission and the Council of the European Parliament, 

Article 9 requires Member States to ensure that to 2010 their water pricing policies will provide 

sufficient incentives for consumers to use water resources and that different types of water users 

make an adequate contribution to cover the cost of water services. The Water Framework Directive 

                                                           
1 United Nations, (2006). Human Development Report, Beyond scarcity: Power, poverty and the global water crisis, 

Published for the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), p. 78. 
2 Bates-Eamer, N., Carin, B., Lee, Min Ha and Wonhyuk Lim, with Mukesh Kapila, (2012). Post-2015 Development 

Agenda: Goals, Targets and Indicators, Special Report, p. 1; Retrieved at 2017/10/15 from 

https://www.cigionline.org/sites/default/files/mdg_post_2015v3.pdf. 
3 Winpenny, J., Camdessus, M. (2003). Report of the World Panel on Financing Water Infrastructure, Retrieved from: 

https://www.oecd.org/greengrowth/21556665.pdf. 
4Gurria, A. (2006). Report N 1, Task Force on Financing Water for All, written by Paul Van Hofwegen March. 
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prescribes the setting of the right price tags (“Putting the right price for water”). It states "Currently, 

the information received from Member States shows that adapting tariff systems to take account of 

the principle of cost recovery can lead to an increase in citizens' water bills. ...  "Cost is only one 

possible tool to be taken into account Additional measures are needed to promote the efficient use 

of water Examples of the most common measures used by the Member States are the implementation 

of a block -tariffs, penalties for excessive consumption and discounts for water saving. " 5 

Commodity or Economic Good, Sustainable Cost Recovery, Full cost recovery? But what means and 

How? 

Among the different scientific directions there are different views and different accents on the water 

problem and the fees consumers pay for access to, supply or use of water. 

Economists argue "the basic principle underlying consumer or urban taxes is that consumers have to 

pay the "economic cost" of water services, because the economic cost of water can guarantee optimal 

cost efficiency of water charges and the use of water. The appropriate price consumers have to pay 

based on the "long-term marginal cost".  

Social scientists give an "emphasis on water as a basic need" and fear the economic approach as a 

possible threat to equity, as it does not fully allow for the social dimension. 

Scientists in the humanities prefer to emphasize the characteristics of water as a "basic need" and 

have the opinion that the economic approach is possible to threat justice, as it does not give full scope 

for determining the social consequences of tariffs. 

Environmentalists agree that "water management as an economic asset is an important way to 

promote the protection and conservation of water resources", notably with the inclusion of water 

costs in consumer charges, and by applying the "polluter pays". 

Governments and municipalities, who are going bankrupt because consumers don't pay for services, 

apply the principle of „user pays "so strictly that the plight of the poor is neglected. 

Moreover, when considering drinking water rather than water resources in general, sector 

professionals prefer to refer to water as a "social and economic good" and not just as an "economic 

good". According to this view, it is not water, but services involved in the provision of clean drinking 

                                                           
5  European Commission, Report from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament, Second Follow-up 

Report to the Communication on Water Scarcity and Droughts in the European Union. (2007). (COM 414 final), 2.1. 

Putting the right price tag on water, p.3-11; Retrieved from http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52010DC0228&from=EN 
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water, which have a price, so that such water should be regarded as a commodity rather than a good. 

"6   

What do we mean by "economic good"? Economic goods are "those things that serve people as a 

means or instrument for achieving their personal well-being” 7 . 

In our vision, drinking water is not just only good in economic sense, but a natural resource, and a 

gift from nature that is inherently necessary for the maintenance of the vital needs of people. 

In macroeconomics and accounting there is distinction between “economic goods” and “services”. 

We do not accept that drinking water can be seen as a commodity that companies provide to people, 

because the product is “produced”. The water is “not produced” (although it could be produced if the 

S & T decide to do.) The goods are usually sold at the level of their "marginal cost" of production, 

although in the real world price is often higher due to factors such as barriers to entry, abuse of 

dominant position and others. 

Therefore, if the theory considered water as "good", then the calculation of its price must be based 

on marginal costs and be "sold" over marginal cost. In this theoretical case to be used pricing based 

on “full cost accounting” or "true costing". 

Pricing is related to the problem of valuation. Valuation of ecological goods is very difficult. 

"Ecosystems and non-human species are presumed not to be pursuing any conscious goals, and, 

therefore, they do not have a 'value system". 8 The technological inability to substitute characteristics 

of ecological things may restrict the margins on which environmental goods and services can be 

valued. 9 When utilities are measurable in monetary willingness to pay (WTP) or willingness to 

accept (WTA) compensation, the parameters of measurement represent the marginal monetary value 

of each characteristic.  

When there is market and competition are formed market prices. In the market prices reflect the 

valuation of goods and services, but only on the margin. When there are no explicit markets for 

                                                           
6 Brikké, F., Rojas, J. (2001). Key Factors for Sustainable Cost Recovery in the Context of Community-Managed Water 

Supply, Occasional Paper Series 32-E, p. 49, November. 
7 Campan, G. J. (n.d.). Does justice qualify as an economic good? A Böhm-Bawerkian Perspective, Ludwig von Mises 

Institute; Retrieved from: http://mises.org/journals/qjae/pdf/qjae2_1_2.pdf 
8 Farber, S. C., Costanza, R., Wilson, M. A. (2002). Economic And Ecological Concepts For Valuing Ecosystem 

Services, In: The Dynamics And Value Of Ecosystem Services: Integrating Economic And Ecological Perspectives, p. 

379. 
9  Farber, S. C., Costanza, R., Wilson, M. A. (2002). Economic And Ecological Concepts For Valuing Ecosystem 

Services, In: The Dynamics And Value Of Ecosystem Services: Integrating Economic And Ecological Perspectives, p. 

379. 
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services, must be used indirect methods of valuation and pricing. Therefore, pricing of service 

delivery of potable water using indirect methods of pricing (tariffs) for water supply.  

There are two main principal methods by which the prices - the tariffs can be set recommended by 

the European Commission: "Rate of return" and "Price cap". 10  

1.2 Cost Recovery / Affordability Price 

What is meant by cost recovery? The definition that economics is this notion is: "Recoupment of the 

purchase price of a capital or qualified asset through depreciation over a prescribed period."11  

In Michel Camdessus’ report from 2003 “Sustainable cost recovery “is understood as a process and 

a policy, requiring: 

 Long-term cost-recovery policy anticipating needs 

 Subsidies from public budgets secured in advance 

 Revenues from users as a group with cross-subsidization to ensure affordability.12  

In the Human Development Report 2006, Sustainable cost recovery of water is defined as: "Water 

may be a human right, but someone has to pay the capital investments and cover the operating costs 

- either users or taxpayers and government" and "Regulation and sustainable cost -recovery are 

vital to equity and efficiency ". 13   

Therefore, in the pricing of water are looking for justice and efficiency, assuming that they can be 

achieved through regulation and “sustainable cost recovery”. 

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) prefers to look at involvement of the 

private sector or public-private partnership (PPP) in water -utility sector (including drinking water) 

as essential for financial efficiency and sustainability. "Services of general interest by the European 

Commission are services that are of general interest to the public authorities and accordingly are 

subject to specific obligations on public authorities. These include non-market services (e.g. 

compulsory education, social protection), the general obligations of the state (e.g. security and 

justice) and services of general economic interest (e.g. energy and communications).”14   

                                                           
10 Gordon-Walker, S., Marr, S., (Main Authors). (2002). Study On The Application Of The Competition Rules to the 

Water Sector in the European Community, Final Report, December, p. 81-82. 
11 Business Dictionary, http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/cost-recovery.html; 
12 Winpenny, J., Camdessus, M. (2003). Report of the World Panel on Financing Water Infrastructure, Retrieved from: 

https://www.oecd.org/greengrowth/21556665.pdf. 
13United Nations (2006) Human Development Report, Beyond scarcity: Power, poverty and the global water crisis p. 78. 
14 Council of European Municipalities and Regions, Services Of General Interest: Public Interest, Democratic Choice, 

(2003). p. 3. 
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In May 2003 the European Commission adopted a “Green Paper” on services of general interest in 

Europe. This launched a discussion on the role of the European Union in the promotion of services 

of general interest in defining common goals and how they are organized, financed and evaluated. 

In May 2004 the Commission continued work on the subject and issued a “White Paper” on services 

of general interest, which expose the approach of the European Union to promote quality services of 

general interest. “White Paper” sets out elements of an overall strategy for ensuring that all 

individuals and companies in the EU have access to quality services of general interest at affordable 

prices. The Commission decided to develop its sectoral approach, without issuing the General at this 

time. 15   

The "Green Paper" says: "Parliament believes that water and waste services should not be subject 

to EU sectoral directives but stresses that the Union should retain full responsibility for these sectors 

as regards quality and environment protection standards." 16 

Along with this "Community has always promoted "controlled "liberalization, i.e. gradual opening-

up of the market accompanied by measures to protect the general interest, in particular through the 

concept of universal service to guarantee access for everyone, whatever the economic, social or 

geographical situation, to a service of a specified quality at an affordable price. "17   

The "Green Paper" on European Union defines the main components of water pricing in relation to 

the implementation of “cost recovery principle”. 

The meaning of "cost recovery principle " is usually taken to mean that the price of water is set at 

such a level as to cover the costs of supplying the water. These costs include: 

 

 Operating costs, 

 The costs of maintaining 

 The (often-ageing) infrastructure 

 And the costs of meeting legislative requirements, e.g.to improve the quality of 

drinking water to a given standard, etc. 

                                                           
15 European Commission, Services of General Economic Interest, (2002). Retrieved from 

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/overview/public_services_en.html. 
16 European Parliament, (2004). Resolution from 13 January 2004 on the Green Paper on services of general interest 

[A5-0484/2003]. 
17  European Commission. (2003). Green paper on services of general interest / COM/2003/0270 final / Brussels, 21.5. 
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However, cost recovery in the sense described above makes no allowance for non-market costs and 

benefits such as those related to the environment resources and recreation. In addition, different users 

value water differently even though it is the same product, so that the value to household users of 

their drinking water will be different from the value to industrial users of their process- water that 

will in turn be different from the value to anglers and sailors of their recreational water. Various 

techniques have been developed by economists to value the non-market benefits of water, such as 

environmental resource costs and recreational benefits. One technique involves using surveys to 

determine the willingness of people to pay for a non-market good in preference to another good that 

has an established market value. "Cost recovery also requires water prices to reflect the scarcity 

value via long- run marginal costs. (LRMC) of supply, although these can be difficult to measure in 

practice due to the requirement to incorporate forward-looking engineering judgments and demand 

forecasts. "18   

The European Citizen Initiative "Write2Water" was asked EC to accept that "Water and sanitation 

are a human right!" As a result of this citizens' initiative, the EC has spread communication with 

which drinking water has been declared "public good, not a commodity!”19  

1.3  Main Methods of Pricing of Water for Household Use 

There are two principal methods by which the prices (the tariffs) can be set, recommended by the 

European Commission: "Rate of return" and "Price cap".20  

Rate of return regulation (or Ceiling price) allows the service provider to set prices at levels which 

provide a specified return on investment, whilst Price cap regulation allows the service provider to 

raise prices up to the specified limit. Rate of return regulation ensures that service providers do not 

make excessive profits but it provides few incentives to control costs. The regulator reviews the 

company's cost structure and decides whether it is providing the services cost-effectively. If the 

company is efficient, customers will benefit from low prices. If the regulator's view is that the 

company is not efficient, it can impose penalties. 21  

                                                           
18 Gordon-Walker, S., Marr, S., (Main Authors). (2002). Study On The Application Of The Competition Rules to the 

Water Sector in the European Community, Final Report, December, p. 40. 
19 European Commission. (2014). Communication from the Commission on the European Citizens, Initiative "Water and 

sanitation are a human right! Water is a public good, not a commodity!” Brussels, 19 March. 
20 There is and the “mixed” technique – “Revenue cap regulation”. 
21 Gordon-Walker, S., Marr, S., (Main Authors). (2002). Study On The Application Of The Competition Rules to the 

Water Sector in the European Community, Final Report, December, p. 81-82. 
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Price cap regulation sets an upper limit on prices and allows the service provider to increase his 

profits by reducing costs. The regulator reviews the company's cost structure and decides on 

appropriate price levels. To encourage investment in efficiency improvements, the company can be 

allowed to retain the higher profit margin for a significant period of time before a lower price cap is 

imposed. There is thus a time lag between efficiency improvements and when customers benefit 

from lower prices. The effect can be likened to a competitive market, in which cost reductions by 

one producer are likely to be imitated by others, but only after a lag, during which the producer 

enjoys the supernormal profits that are the reward to superior innovatory effort. 

"The main differences between rate-of-return and price regulation is that the former is based on 

actual costs, whilst in principle the latter is based on projected efficient costs, that is, costs that the 

utility should be able to achieve (possibly after some reorganization) if it were efficient. “22  

The studied case of water pricing like a legal status is a concessions for water services. The term 

"concession" is defined here as an agreement and administrative act pursuant to which the contracting 

authority grants exclusive rights and undertakes obligations in relation to the construction, 

refurbishment, provision, management and maintenance of public infrastructures or services to a 

private sector entity to utilize government assets in order to provide facilities or services to members 

of the public. 23   

This study aims examining a tangible example of the concessionaire-owned monopoly rights of 

supplier of water, to examine the pricing of water for household needs, social and environmental 

performance of the company concerned, in light of the prices of its water supply for households. 

The legal basis of the service concession to public water supply company “Sofyiska Voda” (Joint-

stock company). 

Concession contract for water service for the large metropolitan municipality is between Sofia 

Municipality and “International Water Limited”, signed on 23.12.1999 and entered into force on 06. 

10. 2000. In 2003 there was a change in shareholding as “United Utilities” and EBRD - 77.10%, 

Sofia Municipality - 22.90%. On 19 March 2008, a Second Additional Agreement to the Concession 

Agreement was signed. 

                                                           
22 Gordon-Walker, S., Marr, S., (Main Authors). (2002). Study On The Application Of The Competition Rules to the 

Water Sector in the European Community, Final Report, December; 

23 European Commission. (2014). Communication from the Commission on the European Citizens, Initiative "Water and 

sanitation are a human right! Water is a public good, not a commodity!” Brussels, 19 March. 
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Concession contract is not publicly accessible and not publicity known in its entirety. 24 

For it can be judged only on individual cited in other public - accessible official documents. From 

such circumstantial evidence is known that concession contract has 18 applications (so-called 

annexes), which are an integral part of the contract at the time of signature. The term of the 

concession contract is 25 years. Under the terms of the document ”Sofyiska Voda” is released from 

the commitment to pay a charge against an obligation to invest $ 150 million capital investment in 

water system for 15 years. In 2005, the Sofia Municipal Council adopted a revised investment plan 

the company worth 395 million Euros. (By the end of 2007, the concessionaire reported 96 million 

dollar investment. At the beginning of the concession in 2000 they were 66%, a 2008 regulator data 

are 62% agreed.) 

And as stated in the Task Force on Financing Water for All, Report 1 by OECD Secretary-General 

Angel Gurria "A transparent and accountable relationship with the customers is a prerequisite for 

sustainable cost recovery.” 25  

The concession contract entitles the exclusive, sole supplier of water to ”Sofyiska Voda”. Company, 

established by the “International Water Limited”. 

We use the term "de jure monopoly" within the meaning of the definition, "In a de jure monopoly, 

the law, or some external force, constrains everyone to use the monopolist as the sole provider of 

some service, a priori.” It is the monopoly water supply provided by local private company with 

long-term concession contract and subject to regulation by the state. In our case, a body called the 

State Commission for Water and Energy (SCWER) carries out this regulation. 

The danger to the effectiveness of activity of state monopolies in the water is emphasized in the 

"Study on the application of the competition rules to the water sector in the European community”26. 

 

II. PRICING METHODS AND PRICING ELEMENTS 

                                                           
24 Contrary to the requirements of section 47 of Green Paper on Services of General Interest. „ For instance, in the water 

sector the absence of specific, relevant regulation has led to very different industry structures across Member States.” 

See: WRC/Ecologic, Study on the Application of the Competition Rules to the Water Sector in the European 

Community, December (2002}, Retrieved from: http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/ 

publications/studies/water_sector_report.pdf However, while commercial aspects are addressed, the Water Framework 

Directive 2000/60/EC, OJ L 327, 22.12.2000, p. 1, sets out some transparency rules for water services. Article 9 of the 

Directive deals with pricing policies and requires Member States in particular to take account of the principle of recovery 

of costs, including environmental and resource costs, and of the polluter pays principle. 
25 Gurria, A. (2006). Report N 1, Task Force on Financing Water for All, written by Paul Van Hofwegen, March. 
26 Gordon-Walker, S., Marr, S., (Main Authors). (2002). Study On The Application Of The Competition Rules to the 

Water Sector in the European Community, Final Report, December, p. 32.  
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Over the considered period, in our real case, were used from SCWER the following basic methods 

of price regulation: Rate of return on capital ("costs plus pricing"), "Price cap", and “Upper limit of 

income”. 

In the first period of water pricing (from 2000 to 1. 10. 2006 including) pricing procedures are carried 

out only by managers of the water utility company-monopolist. The rationales for changes in prices 

were formal and often inaccurate. On 28.01.2000, with the Water Act is accepted the principle of 

free of charge for water use and use of water bodies and water use to meet their own needs. 

From the Audit Report of the ”Sofyiska Voda” made by the Court of Audit of Bulgaria, it is clear 

that the tariffs were formed as follows.27 

The cost of water supply and sewerage services and their review, adjustment and indexation are 

regulated in Article 22 of concession contract.  

The service price is based on basic prices, indexing and adjusted every year when they are reviewed 

28.  [1] It turns out that the adjustment and correction using the methodology underlying the financial 

model agreed adjustments in Annex 14. In the adjustment of the price adjustment effect is taken into 

account: 

Bulgarian customer index based on data from the National Statistical Institute (probably CPI) 

Consumer index of the European Union; (harmonized indices of consumer prices) 

The index of labor (a proxy index); (probably preliminary data from the National Statistical Institute 

(NSI) index of overall costs to employers for work) 

Price Index of electricity (this index itself is not published by the NSI, but with housing (rent, repair 

and ongoing maintenance), water, electricity, gas and other fuels; 

Transferable reimbursable expenses incurred in performing the activity. 

For the period audited to correct price and used the following transferable reimbursable expenses: 

Fee for water for drinking water fee for discharge of purified wastewater; fee for a conditional water 

clean water; 

Annual payments for rehabilitation and monitoring of the dam "Bely Iskar" (Article 3.1.20 of the 

Concession contract); 

                                                           
27 National Court of Audit of Republic of Bulgaria. (2003).  Report on the Results of the Audit of the Legality of the 

Proceeds from Concessions in the Sofia Municipality and Related to that Activity Costs from the Municipal Budget for 

the Period Ending 31.12. , pp. 2-3. 
28 Annex 6 of the Treaty for Concession, Art. 22. 3. 
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Additional costs for transportation of sludge from treatment plant effluent (WWTP) “Kubratovo” 

(Article 3.1.12 of the Concession contract); 

Additional operating costs due to fuel supply (Article 3.1.12 of the Concession Contract) 

Operating expenses of the Authority to monitor the concessions - OMONIT Ltd. (Article 3.1.9 of the 

contract). 

Transferable reimbursable expenses are reimbursed by the concessionaire charges 29. 

Already in 2001 we find differences in the calculation of the company and the audit authority. 

Proposed by ”Sofyiska Voda” transferable reimbursable expenses are 6 979 938 BGN (reimbursable 

expenses) and the body monitoring company “Omonit" adopt 6 572 023 BGN or less 407 915 30.   

The audit has found that the formation of the concessionaire service price includes all fees paid for 

water in violation of Art. 193, # 2 of the Water Act, rather than actually used by subscribers water 

quantities.  

Annex 6 of the Contract set different tariffs for drinking water, water for industrial uses, sewage and 

wastewater. Tariffs are differentiated by consumer groups as follows: population (households), 

budget organizations, businesses, and various user groups pay a common tariff, including cleaning, 

removal, delivery and maintenance of water supply system. 

The State commission for Water and Energy Regulation regulates the price. The subjects of 

regulation are: 

1. Water supply to consumers;  

2. Sewage;  

3. Wastewater treatment; 

4. Connecting consumers to the water supply systems;  

5. Connecting consumers to sewerage systems.  

Commission regulates the price by:  

1. Determining the cap price or income; 

2. Rate of return (ROR/ROI). 

The prices of water and sewerage services are produced under the following principles: 

 The changes are conducted in accordance with the investment needs and in maintaining 

affordability; 

                                                           
29 Annex 7 of the Treaty for Concession, which contains the "Formula for indexation of tariffs. 
30 BGN - Bulgarian national currency- Lev. Pegged to the Euro, one BGN is equal to 1.95583 Euro 
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 Prices are set in economically justified costs for operating activities, investments to reduce 

water losses, expansion and modernization of systems for water and sanitation and inclusion of 

certain legal fees; 

 Implementation of economically justifiable return on investment; 

 Promote the rational use of water resources, their conservation and purification; 

 Avoid cross-subsidies between consumers.  

 When prices are recorded: 

 Inflationary processes and changes in inflation indices;  

 The effectiveness of the expenditure incurred in previous periods; 

 Condition of assets; 

 Specified target levels of quality. 

 

Table 1. Tariff services for water, sewage and consumption per cubic meter (excluding VAT, in EUR) 

Coordinated by the Metropolitan Municipality Tariff for supply, sewage and 

consumption per cubic meter (excluding VAT, in BGN) with effect from the date 

N

o 

General Tariff (drinking, 

sewage, sanitation) for Data 

Effective from (date) 

01.03.2

001 

01.11.20

01  

01.01.2

003 

01.01.

2004 

1 Households 0,545 0,555 0,639 0,698 

2 Budget organizations 0,566 0,597 0,705 0,766 

3 Commercial enterprises, 

with 

    

  -Low levels of pollution 0,619 0,653 0,769 0,834 

   -Average levels of pollution 0,661 0,699 0,820 0,889 

  -High levels of pollution 0,691 0,732 0,857 0,929 

 

During the audited period were made four adjustments to the cost of service in the direction of 

increase. The increase of price for consumers between the first and last period is from 28% to 34%.  

In the concession contract, is commitment that during the first 3 years the water price to not exceed 

more than 0.45 BGN per cubic meter (i.e. remain at the level of 2000). However, in 2001 it exceeds 
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at 0.55 BGN per cubic meter (excluding any additional fees charged on it, without the additional 

accrual of losses in the "Total consumption" account, excluding VAT of 20%). In the Audit Report 

it is noted that “Sofyiska Voda” included in the tariffs the entire fee and not only the fee for real 

water used. After the introduction of the regulation, the regulatory fee is BGN 2 thousand BGN per 

year plus 0.7% of the value of the sales. The regulatory fee, along with over 10 charges that “Sofyiska 

Voda” has to pay (for water use, compliance with hygiene requirements, etc.), are actually included 

in the water price (in the bill) that consumers pay in full, but not just charges on the quantities of 

water actually consumed by consumers. Thus, in the second year, the price of water was increased 

with 23% compared to the offered from “International Water Limited” and the concluded Contract. 

In the third and the fourth contract year the increase is with 32% and 37% respectively.  

From 01.10.2006 begins the new period in the pricing of water. The formation of the price of drinking 

water begins to regulate by the Law for regulation of water supply and sewerage services. State 

Energy and Water Regulatory Commission determine the prices 31.  

In 2006 under the Law on water supply and sewerage services are made guidance from the state 

regulator for water pricing. There are described methods and pricing factors in elements and is given 

formulas for calculation.  

The method of price regulation for 2006 is Rate of return (Cost plus).  The basic pricing elements 

used by the regulatory authorities are: 

1. Required annual revenue; 

2. Regulatory asset base (RAB);  

3. Rate of return.  

Regulatory asset base is the estimated value of the assets used to calculate the return (return on asset) 

is a basis for calculating return of equity of each water service. 

𝑅𝐴𝐵 = 𝐴 − 𝐹 − 𝐷 + 𝑁𝑊𝐶                (1) 

Where: 

A – value of assets used with useful life; 

F - value of assets that have been acquired gratuitous through funding; 

Am - accumulated depreciation over the previous period of used assets; 

NWC - needed working capital. 

                                                           
31 Ivanov, Y., Chervenkov, A. (2008).  Tzenoobrazuvane na publichnata usluga “piteyna voda v Balgaria. (Bulgarian). 

“Pricing of public service “drinking water” in Bulgaria”, Researches of University of Rousse, Vol. 47, Series 6.1, p. 5. 
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In the calculation are Include only assets that serve regulated activities, acquired before regulatory 

period in accordance with the latest Annual Financial Report of the operator.  

The recognized value of assets is the value of tangible assets approved by the State Energy and Water 

Regulatory Commission, which have a useful life. It is equal to the carrying amount of the tangible 

assets from the annual financial statements for the previous year. 

In the recognized value of assets are not included: 

Expenditures for acquisition of fixed assets;  

I. Tangible fixed assets recorded under a finance lease if they are not directly related to 

the regulated activity of the water service; 

II. Assets, non-linked to regulated activities and / or leased and decommissioned; 

III. Assets acquired through grants and donations. 

The price for supplying water is a ratio of annual revenue necessary for the water system and the 

quantities of water at the entrance of water system and the maximum allowable total loss of water 

following formula: 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 (𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦)  =

(𝐴𝐼𝑅 (𝑊𝑆) 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 (𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦)

𝐴𝑄𝑊 (𝑊𝑆)𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 – 𝑀𝐴𝑇𝐿 (𝑊𝑆)𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠)
 

(2) 

Where: 

AIR (WS) - annual income necessary for supplying water to the respective water supply system (in 

thousands). Annual revenues required by the regulator and the approved company's costs that may 

recover through the sale of the regulated service. These costs include the costs of operating and 

maintenance (O & M) - OPEX and capital expenditures CAPEX (depreciation and return); 

AQW (WS) - measured annual amounts of water at the entrance of the water system for the previous 

year, (in thousands m 3); 

MATL (WS) - maximum allowable total loss of water, according to the annual target levels of quality 

indicators for the water system (in thousands m 3); 

In 2007, the method of regulation is changed from Rate of return (Cost plus) to Price cap (Ceiling 

price) and revise them each year by the inflation index, corrected with a factor for improving the 
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efficiency.  The price is revised every year by the inflation index, corrected with a factor for 

improving the efficiency of the operator on the following formula: 

 

𝑃𝑡 =  𝑃 𝑡 − 1 ×  (1 + 𝐼 − 𝑋)                  (3) 

Where: 

P - prices offered by the water and sewerage operator; 

I - inflation for the previous period, which affects at the costs of water and sewerage operator; 

t - time index; 

X - Factor for improving efficiency; 

Price periods and pricing are both 1-year. 

This model is the model of Price cap regulation, as it looks from simple formula of Cap Pricing 

method:  

𝐶𝑃𝐼 − 𝑋 + 𝐾 + 𝑄  (4) 

 

Where the terms reflect adjustments for price inflation, productivity, network expansion, and 

improved quality of service. In practice, with baskets from other features, the formal representation 

of the formula can be quite complicated. 

Regulatory asset base (RAB) is the basis for calculating return on equity for each water and sewerage 

service and are calculated in accordance with Article 11 of the Ordinance, while the method of 

pricing by "Cap prices" in allowing RBA to include the estimated average size of investment from 

its own resources, minus owned by their average cost of depreciation.  

The value of the RAB is also susceptible to errors in calculation because of the possibility inaccuracy 

be determined average fixed cost of depreciation.  

RAB = А-F-Am + NWC +I (average)   (5) 

Where: 

A - Value of assets used and has a life; 

F - Value of assets acquired gratuitously; 

Am - Accumulated depreciation over the previous period of used assets; 

NWC - the needed working capital; 
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I (average) - estimated amount of investments approved by the Commission for regulation that will 

be made during the regulated period of one year, minus the average amount of their deductible 

depreciation.  

Unlike the 2006 guidelines here in the regulatory asset base now includes the average investment 

period.  

Pricing elements according to Art. 9, require an annual income of the water operator include costs 

subject to approval by the Commission and return on invested capital as follows: 

𝑁𝐴𝐼 =  𝑅𝐴𝑂𝐶𝑊 +  (𝑅𝐴𝐵 ×  𝑅𝑅)     (6) 

Where: 

NAI - Necessary annual income 

RAOCW - Recognized annual operating costs for water and sewerage utilities of the operator. 

(thousand BGN); 

RAB - Regulatory asset base, (thousand BGN); 

RR - Rate of return on capital for regulatory period (%). 

 

Price of services - delivery, removal and treatment of water cover the costs of construction, operation, 

maintenance and refurbishment of equipment and systems necessary to provide those services. Prices 

for individual water and sewerage services under the Regulations are formed as the ratio of annual 

revenue necessary for the service and the quantities of water.  When pricing is already under the 

pricing rules should include the fee for water for actual use by subscribers’ water quantities. The 

service price is based on those developed by the water operators business plans for 5-year periods 

include production, maintenance, investment and social program, technical and economic part.  

Thus, the price of services is the sum of two components: Actual cost of service + Expenditures for 

future periods based on the production, repair, investment and social program of the water operator. 

Our conclusion form this analysis is that according to the pricing method adopted guidelines and 

pricing, consumer credited the water utility company in advance. 

Tariff is a common end-user service for water, sewage and consumption per cubic meter.  

A separate chapter of the pricing rules treats "wastewater treatment”. The formula is the follow: 
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𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 (𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)  =

𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 (𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

(𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑠) +(𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟   𝑥  𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
  

            (7) 

 

Under such a pricing methodology it is important that the reporting of pricing each item. It includes 

accounting information given by the company, given from national statistics and specific information 

of an engineering nature. All this makes the pricing very complicated and creates opportunities for 

mistakes in forming the final price of consumers. Overall, through this method the price is 

determined outside-accounting. 

 

III. EFFICIENCY MANAGEMENT OF THE SERVICE 

 

3.1 General and Commercial Losses 

Water losses are important for the price and environmental performance of company service. Water 

losses can be divided into methodological and commercial real (physic) Commercial losses (non-

revenue loses) are directly related to water quantity invoiced until real concern to the entrance of the 

water supply system. “Sofyiska Voda” and all other operators are not reasonably justified levels of 

actual and commercial losses (non-revenue loses).  

The formula by which the operator determines the price of water contains the premise that as greater 

losses, the higher the price of water. Principle is violated the user to pay only what they consume.  

Table 2 Methods for Determining Acceptable Water Losses in Water Systems 32  

1 2 3 4 5 

Q 4 

Aqueous 

volume 

filed in 

Q 5 Total 

(legal) 

consumption 

(m 3 / y) 

Q 3 sold and 

invoiced 

legal 

consumption 

(m 3 / y) 

Invoiced measured 

consumption (m 3 / y)  
Q 3 revenue-Paid 

water (m 3 / y) Invoiced unmeasured 

consumption (m 3 / y) 

                                                           
32 Ministry of Regional Development (2006) Methodology to determine acceptable water losses in water systems, into 

force since 01.06.2006, SG. N 43, May 26. 
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CS (m 3 

/ year) 1)  

Q 3 A legal 

Filed 

unbilled 

consumption 

(m 3 / y) 

Measured unbilled 

consumption (m 3 / y) 

Q 9 curtain 

unrequited revenue 

water (m 3 / y) 

No measurable unbilled 

consumption (m 3 / y) 

Q 6 Water 

loss (m 3 / y) 

Q 8 

commercial 

losses 

visible loss 

(m 3 / y) 

Illegal consumption (m 3 

/ y) 

Inaccuracies in 

Measurement (m 3 / y) 

Q 7 Real 

(physical) 

losses 

(m3 / y)  

Actual losses of raw 

water main pipeline / (m3 

/ y) 

Leakage during transport 

and in the mains (m3 / y) 

Leaks and overflows in 

transportation or 

distribution tanks (m3 / y) 

Leaks in building 

deviations to the metered 

common building water 

gauge. (m3 / y) 

 

Q 4 delivered water - the annual quantity of purified delivered water;  

Q 3 delivered or sold (invoiced) water - the annual quantity of purified water delivered to customers 

and measured at operating limits, including measured and invoiced immeasurable amounts of water, 

determined in accordance with Regulation № 4 for the 2004 terms and conditions of accession of the 

users and usage of water and sewerage systems (promulgated, SG. 88 from 2004, amended No. 93 

of 2004, amended. No. 41 of 2005); Q8)  

Q 3 A - unbilled water – for fires, technology needs, etc.  
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Q5- Total legal consumption - the annual quantity measured (sold) and unmeasured water used by 

consumers, to the immeasurable amount of water include the cost of fire protection needs washing 

pipelines, technological needs of the treatment plants and other legally justified costs; Q5 = Q3 + 

Q3A;  

Q 9 - the difference between total water input to the WS and invoiced legal consumption; it includes 

actual trading losses and unbilled legal consumption.  

The formal definition of water losses has actually met the guidelines of the manual to define their 

modes of Water International Organization.  But, what happens from now with losses and unbilled 

amounts of water?  

More than half water that enters in the water network in Sofia continues to be lost. The data show 

"Sofyiska Voda" for 2009 in which the entrance of the system has received more than 218 million m 

3 of water from which the losses are more than 128 million m 3, and they are calculated in the 

consumers’ price. 

3.2. Unbilled amounts of water and water losses 

A high level of unaccounted or non-revenue water is an indicator of poor efficiency. Unaccounted 

for water is the difference between the volume have water produced or delivered into the network 

and the volume of water consumed, whether metered or not. 

Table 3 Prices for Cubic Meters of Water Delivered, Cubic Meters of Water Delivered and 

Population of Sofia (number)33 

 

01.1

.200

0 

01.3

.200

1 

01.1

1.20

01 

200

2 

01.1

.200

3 

01.1

.200

4 

200

5 

200

6 

01.5

.200

7 

01.6

.200

8 

01.1

.200

9 

31.1

.201

0 

201

3 

Prices of 

Cubic meter 

of water 

delivered 

(BGN) 

0,47 0,54

5 

0,55

5 

0,55

5 

0,63

9 

0,69

8 

0,7 0,7 0,72

4 

0,81

6 

0,81

7 

0,90 1,92 

                                                           
33 National Statistical Institute data. 
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Cubic meters 

of water 

delivered 

266 

721 

173 

257 

221 

413 

257 

221 

413 

256 

539 

987 

246 

452 

228 

241 

188 

024 

232 

440 

514 

231 

058 

247 

231 

300 

000 

22 

296 

000 

22 

245 

000 

19 

207 

000 

21 

703 

000 

Population 

Sofia 

(number) 

  1 

177 

577 

  122

115

7 

123

162

2 

123

789

1 

124

078

8 

124

705

9 

124

979

8 

125

418

5 

126

775

1 

 

As the table shows, despite population growth of Sofia, despite price increases, delivered reduced 

water quantities. Thanks to that consumed but unrecorded and unbilled water, recorded as a loss of 

the company, because it includes transferable reimbursable expenses. This is another major reason 

for the steady rise in the price of water. To this situation must be added the fact that the pricing 

formula for treatment and discharge of water included in the final tariff for consumers, in the 

denominator, contains the invoiced amount of water. With the reduction of permissible total water 

losses the estimated price for a given regulatory price period is also decreasing. That is, the smaller 

the amounts of invoiced water, the higher the price. 

While water losses continue to be included in the price paid by consumers, “Sofyiska Voda” AD has 

no financial interest in investing in the water transmission network. This is because both total losses 

and trade are included in the tariff. 

Although for the price period after 2007, the Regulator assumes that "in the commission-regulated 

price of the water supply service to consumers, the impact of the reduction in total losses according 

to the set target levels will be allocated between the estimated quantities of invoiced water and water 

at the entrance to the water supply systems. "34. This was not done. 

Under the Concession contract, after 2006 the concessionaire had to develop a program to reduce the 

price of water to keep the average price for the duration of the concession (25 years) 0,65 to 0,70 

BGN/ m3. Unreasonably are reduced water quantities at the entrance of the system from 224 409 355 

m3 at 2007 to 164 768 700 m 3 in the 2013.  This again creates a misconception of water resource 

saving, according to the criteria required by SEWRC. This predicting to create a false idea of saving 

water resources from the criteria required by the regulator. In the business plan again is adopted low-

                                                           
34 Lazarov, M. (2007). Environment and Water Sector investment, Bulgarian Economic Forum 02. October, 

Sofia, p. 4. 
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invoiced water (up to 89 million m 3 / yr.) This again creates prerequisites for reporting small incomes 

and again for raising the price of water at 2013. 

3.3. Efficiency factor X in the formula 

According to Art. 4, # 1, item 2, letter "a" of the Ordinance on pricing at the end of each annual 

regulatory period by using the "ceiling price" the Commission amended the approved prices index 

inflation, decreased by a factor to improve efficiency (X) of water and sewerage operator. In 

guidelines for the formation of the price given by the governor is not defined any quantitative and 

qualitative indicators, which define the efficiency factor X. 

Therefore, this factor in pricing, which has important content of the formula, does not apply. Proof 

of this can be found in the regulator itself: "to improve the coefficient of efficiency (X) cannot be 

applied because the economic effects of events executed investment program will be reported in 

subsequent periods 35 . 

3.4. The Index of Inflation. 

There is not data exactly what “inflation index” is and what amount has been set in determining the 

cost of water. 

The inflation index is not precisely defined in the pricing guidelines of the state regulator. Pricing 

guidelines defined inflation for the previous period, which “affects the costs of the water supply 

operator”. It is not certain what is the "previous period", on an annual basis, growth rate based on the 

base year, which index - harmonized or national? It also appears a strange definition of "the inflation 

index, which affects the cost of the water operator”. "Index of inflation that affects the cost of  

“Sofyiska Voda” for example, for the period October 2009 to December 2008 (when approved prices 

for the first pricing period) is 0.00 % according to the National Statistical Institute of Bulgaria.  

The Regulator's report for 2009 states the following: “The inflation index, which affects the costs of 

“Sofyiska Voda” and the prices in Bulgaria, for example, for the period October 2009 compared to 

December 2008, when the prices for the first price period is 0.00% according to the National 

Statistical Institute of Bulgaria. The Commission therefore considered that the positive inflation 

index was not calculated on the formula. However, prices are again elevated. 

3.5. Investments 

                                                           
35 Report by the Directorate General for Water Supply and Sewerage Services, (2010). Directorate for Economic 

Analysis and Work with Consumers and Legal Directorate, Amendment to approved prices of water supply and 

sewerage services to Sofia Water, Sofia. 
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Investment principle is difficult to establish precisely. “Sofyiska Voda” investments over the years 

were subject to numerous tests, both professionals and the press. 

During the first years (2000-2004), the amount of 125 967 565 BGN was fixed in the concession 

contract. For the same period, “Sofyiska Voda” reported the investment expenses amounting to BGN 

130,565,207. The auditor "OMOINIT" recognized as eligible investments BGN 81,794,748, i.e. 64% 

of the contracted investment 36.  

In connection with the fulfillment of the condition in section III.1 of Resolution № TS-053 / 

23.04.2007 of the Regulator a draft EBRD for Bulgaria was developed: "Water Infrastructure" 

(BDS08-058). It envisages a loan totaling BGN 51.5 mln. Due to the poor financial condition of 

“Sofyiska Voda”, the purpose of the loan is to refinance the old debts of the company and to finance 

part of the investment program of “Sofyiska Voda” for the period 2008-2010 in 3 tranches as follows: 

Tranche 1 - 25.9 mln. Euro, for the refinancing of old debts; 

Tranche 2 - 0.6 mln. Euro, intended to satisfy regulatory requirements for granting part of the 

financing as a condition for starting the implementation of the approved higher price. 

Tranche 3 - 25.0 mln. Euro intended to finance part of the investment program of the “Sofyiska 

Voda” AD 2008-2010. 

The amount of the loan set out in the project exceeds significantly the amount of the loan in “Sofyiska 

Voda” AD, entered in the II.1.1 of the decision, to conclude a credit agreement with the EBRD 

amounting to BGN 50 million. 

Set in the project significantly exceeds the loan conditional on the decision т.ІІІ.1 condition 

“Sofyiska Voda” AD to contract with the EBRD loan of 50 million. A necessary condition for the 

realization of the EBRD project is that “Sofyiska Voda” AD will generate revenues on the basis of a 

complex price of BGN 1.02 / m 3 (excluding VAT and additional fees) 37. (The credit agreement 

between “Sofyiska Voda” AD and the EBRD were signed on 30.04.2008).  

 

Table 4 Investments, 2007-2013 

                                                           
36 Report by the Directorate General for Water Supply and Sewerage Services, (2010). Directorate for Economic 

Analysis and Work with Consumers and Legal Directorate, Amendment to approved prices of water supply and 

sewerage services to Sofia Water, Sofia. 
37  Sofia News http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:mspc9fik54J: 

www.sofia.bg/pressecentre/press.asp%3Fopen%3D10%26sub_open%3D7046%26nxt%3D0+прехвърляем 

и+възстановими+разходи&cd=2&hl=bg&ct=clnk. 
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Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2013 

Investme

nt, 

thousand

s BGN 

17,90 25,40 52,50 52,10 51,10 

  

The realization of the investments is linked to the prices of the services. In the business plan 2010-

2013, “Sofyiska Voda” provides for investments amounting to BGN 250 million, of which 200 

million from own funds and BGN 50 mln. (From tranche 3 i.e. EUR 25 millions) from EBRD.  

In the business plan, approved by the State Energy and Water Regulatory Commission, foresees an 

increase in the cost of water service for the period 2010-2013 by 10% per year and the increase in 

prices for wastewater treatment and wastewater services - 15% per year. “Sofyiska Voda” claim that 

only in determining prices corresponding to such price increases the company will be able to carry 

out the planned investments in their entirety. Beginning with 1 January 2009, the new service price 

was established, on the basis of which the company is obliged to make investments in 2009 

amounting to 52.2 mln. BGN 38. [3]  

Empirical analysis and evaluation of the relationship between investment and sales of Water 

Company for “Sofyiska Voda” 

Table 5 Empirical analysis 1 

Model Summary 

R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

,872 ,760 ,720 2478540,126 

The independent variable is Sale. 

A computational result of the first table of Empirical analyses shows that the interdependence 

between investment and sales of water is strong. On the other hand, the coefficient of determination 

indicates that 76% of changes in water volumes sold due to the investments made. 

Table 6 Empirical analysis 2 

ANOVA 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

                                                           
38 Annual Financial Report of “Sofyiska Voda”. (2009). 
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Regression 1,166E14 1 1,166E14 18,981 , 005 

Residual 3,686E13 6 6,143E12   

Total 1,535E14 7    

The independent variable is Sale. 

Of the findings we can trust because the model is adequate for the level of significance was less than 

successful risk error - 5%. This allows us to interpret regression coefficients. 

Table 7 Empirical analysis 3 

Coefficients 

 Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

Sale -300126,045 68887,981 -, 872 -4,357 , 005 

(Constant) 8,730E7 1,692E7  5,159 , 002 

 

Since the investments and quantities of water sold are measured with different scales, we can only 

interpret the standardized coefficient. The results of the regression coefficient table show that the 

increase in investment leads to a decrease in water sales. This is also evident from the following 

table. This result is evidence of inefficiency of investment combined with high social cost of water. 

Evidence of the latter is also the comparative analysis made by Bennett's method below. 

 

Figure 1 Correlation between investment and water consumption, 2000-2007. 
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IV.  ECOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE 

On June 29, 2010 according to the “Sofyiska Voda” was carried transfer emission reduction units 

(ERU) under project, which is supported by the company Global Carbon. The amount of 168.795 

ERUs generated by a project owned by the “Sofyiska Voda” AD over to the Dutch government. 

The project, which has led to carbon savings, for the first time in the 10-year activity of “Sofyiska 

Voda”, is the construction of a cogeneration plant " Kubratovo " for wastewater treatment and for 

cogeneration of electricity and heat. Electricity and heat is produced by cogeneration technology for 

utilization of the waste product form biogas, which is released in the process of purification of sludge 

from the treatment plant. With the introduction of the plant “Kubratovo”, the operation of a treatment 

is optimized and the release of methane and carbon dioxide into the atmosphere is significantly 

reduced. The carbon-saving investment is 5 mln. BGN (2.5 mln. Euro). Against the contract for the 

purchase of these carbon emissions, however, “Sofyiska Voda” received an advance from the Sofia 

Municipality for a total amount of BGN 4,845 thousand, which it paid in 2007-2009. This shows that 

this investment having an ecological effect was made not with the company's own funds but with the 

money of Sofia citizens.  

V.  THE SOCIAL EFFECT. AFFORDABILITY  

Water is a social and economic good rather than only economic good. It is the principle of social 

affordability and calculating the ratio of social affordability of water creates a link between water as 

a human right and economic good. The European Union allows Member States to decide on what 

criteria will determine the affordability of the social services of general interest.  
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In the Green Paper says that "60. ... Application of the principle of affordability helps to achieve 

economic and social cohesion within the Member States. 61. The sector-specific legislation in place 

does not specify the criteria for determining affordable prices. The Member States must define these 

criteria. Relevant criteria could be linked, for example, to the penetration rate or to the price of a 

basket of basic services related to the disposable income of specific categories of customers. 

Particular attention should be paid to the needs and capacities of vulnerable and marginalized 

groups. Finally, once an affordable level has been set, the Member States should ensure that this 

level is effectively offered, by putting in place a price control mechanism (price cap, geographical 

averaging) and / or by distributing subsidies to the persons concerned. "39   

The calculation of social affordability may be perceived as an additional criterion for checking the 

reimbursable costs of companies, suppliers of services of general interest and the effectiveness of 

their work. "The issue of affordability is a very pertinent one when considering cost recovery, 

particularly if prices increase generally and cross-subsidies between the rich and poor are reduced. 

Rural areas often cost more to supply than urban ones and such areas may suffer economic decline 

if tariffs are de-averaged across the region and prices reflect the true cost of supply at a less 

aggregated level. In order to mitigate these effects, regulators may be required to pay particular 

regard to rural areas in ensuring their economic sustainability.” 40   

So the problem social affordability is associated with the problem of establishing the full costs and 

the problem of their rehabilitation (cost recovery) of operators of services of general interest. The 

issue of social affordability is also associated with the problem of investment and financing terms of 

water supply companies. 

Research on social affordability of the service water showed different results. For example, in 2004 

the EBRD analyzes affordability ratios (such as spending on water and sewerage as a proportion of 

household budgets water expenditure / total income % or water expenditure / disposable income.) 

EBRD conclusions that affordability ratios in EU "are generally around 2% in the advanced countries 

ranging from: 0.50-1% in the Slovak Republic and Slovenia; 2% in Poland, Lithuania, Latvia; and 

3% in Estonia and Hungary).  

In South East Europe, the ratio in Bulgaria is around 3%, though in Romania it is 4.5-5%.  

                                                           
39  Green paper on services of general interest. (2002). 
40 Gordon-Walker, S., Marr, S., (Main Authors). (2002). Study On The Application Of The Competition Rules to the 

Water Sector in the European Community, Final Report, December, p. 40. 
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Affordability ratios in Western Europe in the range 1.0-1.5%, 1% for Northern Europe and below 

1% in southern EU countries.  EBRD concluded that with the exception of Early Transition 

Countries, where affordability is a major constraint, there is generally scope to move further towards 

cost recovery, especially where there are social welfare measures in place to support the lowest-

income consumers. 41 

Cost recovery, especially counting investments as well as operating and maintenance costs, is still 

well below 100% in most municipalities, even in the Early Transition Countries where municipalities 

commonly fund sewerage investments through their budgets. “ 42[12] 

The Bank has promoted principle of “cost recovery” within “affordability limits” - which in some 

cases, where tariffs are already high, means structuring the project so that affordability ratios can 

decrease over time.  

At 15.12.2000 was signed the Loan Agreement between “Sofyiska Voda” and European Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). The bank agrees to provide to “Sofyiska Voda” loan for 

EUR 31 mln. Euro.  

The Municipality unconditionally and irrevocably guarantees as a continuing obligation to pay until 

the end of the day, all-payable by the debtor “Sofyiska Voda” AD amounts of credit agreement with 

EBRD on the occurrence of the event of a breach of Art. VII, section 7.01, letter "o" in the loan 

agreement: if the concession contract or is declared by a competent court or other tribunal to be 

invalid or non real whole or in part as a direct or indirect result of any claim or objection made or 

initiate the process on how the concession contract is concluded or provided by CO of the borrower. 

Thus guarantor Metropolitan Municipality falls into debt to the EBRD as a sole and principal 

debtor.43 . 

Table 8 Affordability Ratios in Selected EBRD Projects - Before and After 44[12] 

                                                           
41 Document of the European bank for reconstruction and development municipal and environmental 

infrastructure operations policy As approved by the Board of Directors on 19 October 2004 Annex 1 p.12 

http://www.ebrd.com/about/policies/sector/mei.pdf 
42 Document of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development Municipal And Environmental Infrastructure 

Operations Policy, Approved By The Board of Directors at 19 October, (2004).  Annex 1 p.12; Retrieved from 

http://Www.Ebrd.Com/About/Policies/Sector/Mei.Pdf. 
43 Ministry of Regional Development. (2006). Methodology for determination of acceptable water losses in water 

systems, In force since 01.06.2006, SG. N.43 of May 26. 
44 Document of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development Municipal And Environmental Infrastructure 

Operations Policy, Approved By The Board of Directors at 19 October, (2004).  Annex 1 p.12; Retrieved from 

http://Www.Ebrd.Com/About/Policies/Sector/Mei.Pdf; 
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Project  Initial ratio% Projected maximum ratio % 

Sofia  1.8 1.9 

Tallinn  Na 2.5 

 

The intention is that the result would be the proper reading of the full cost of the service taking into 

account social affordability 45. Prices should be reduced or increased slightly from 1.8 to 1.9 percent. 

EBRD takes in mind that "over the last 15 years, poverty levels in central and eastern Europe and 

the former Soviet Union have risen dramatically." Therefore, under the concession contract after 

2006 “Sofyiska Voda” concessionaire had to develop a program to reduce the price of water to keep 

the average price for the duration of the concession (25 years) 0, 65 to 0, 70 BGN/ m 3. EBRD 

considers this to be adequate in terms of pricing based on "Full Cost Recovery", and which will be 

in place by 2010. With full cost recovery the tariffs will include the operating expenses plus financing 

costs for investments and depreciation expenses. 

For the period to 2003 which only has been audited by the Court of Audit was not provided with 

information about: 

Coherent investment program of Sofia Municipality and “Sofyiska Voda” for the entire duration of 

the concession made by years, sites, initial value and time to put into effect; 

Coherent investment program of Sofia Municipality and “Sofyiska Voda” for the construction of 

priority projects agreed during the first three-year period 2001-2003, prepared by years, sites, initial 

value and time to put into effect; 

Thus, by 2005, on the basis of full cost accounting, prices instead of decreasing are increasing and 

social water tolerance rises to 2.5% in Bulgaria. The prices of “Sofyiska Voda” do not deviate 

drastically from the water prices in other settlements. Here we have to emphasize that the supply of 

water to Sofia is 80% of “Iskar” Dam” 46 , from where the water comes in a gravitational way, not 

by pumping - that is, in the cheapest way. Therefore, we could further compare the affordability of 

water supply on the basis of its comparison between Bulgaria and other countries given in the table. 

                                                           
45 United Nations. (2017). Resolution adopted by the General Assembly [without reference to a Main Committee 

(A/55/L.2)] Article 19, bullet 1 and article 23 bullet 4; Retrieved from: 

http://www.un.org/millennium/declaration/ares552e.htm, last accessed 2017/10/15. 
46 Iskar Dam was put into operation in 1954 and the investment in it is completely amortized. It is the work of the genius 

Bulgarian engineer Ivan. To Eng. Ivan Ivanov is due to the source of water for Sofia - Rila plumbing. 
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Table 9 Affordability of utility services, average household, (% of total household expenditure 

(2005)47  

Country Electric

ity 

Heati

ng 

Wate

r 

Czech Republic  4.2 3.4 1.2 

Estonia  3.2 5.4 1.0 

Hungary  5.3 1.9 4.1 

Latvia  2.2 3.2 0.8 

Lithuania  2.8 3.7 1.1 

Poland  4.5 2.7 2.0 

Slovak Republic  3.5 7.9 1.3 

Slovenia  4.5 1.2 1.3 

Central eastern Europe and the Baltic 

states  

3.8 3.7 1.6 

Albania  4.2 Na 0.8 

Bosnia and Herzegovina  5.4 0.6 1.1 

Bulgaria  7.3 1.2 2.5 

Croatia  3.9 0.4 1.3 

FYR Macedonia  5.3 0.1 1.2 

Romania  4.8 2.5 3.1 

Serbia and Montenegro  5.5 4.6 0.7 

South-eastern Europe  5.2 1.6 1.5 

Armenia  6.2 0.1 0.5 

Azerbaijan  1.8 0.9 0.9 

Belarus  2.2 2.4 0.7 

Georgia  2.8 Na 0.2 

Kazakhstan  1.7 2.1 1.4 

Kyrgyz Republic  2.2 4.9 0.9 

Moldova  3.5 1.2 0.4 

                                                           
47 Fankhauser, S., Tepic, S. (2005). Can poor consumers pay for energy and water? An affordability analysis for 

transition countries, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Working paper No. 92 Prepared in May, p. 9. 
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Russia   1.6 2.1 3.5 

Tajikistan  1.4 0.3 1.4 

Turkmenistan  0.1 0.0 0.0 

Ukraine  2.1 2.4 1.2 

Uzbekistan  1.7 0.3 0.5 

Commonwealth of Independent States 

Union 

2.3 1.4 1.0 

 

The level of affordability of the price of water for household use is defined in the Act for regulating 

water and sewerage services. Socially tolerable under this law are prices where the cost of water and 

sewerage services to an average household does not exceed 4 percent of its total costs. They are 

determined on a monthly rate of consumption of 2, 8 m 3 / person per month § 1. (1) 48. [25] For the 

purposes of this Act: 4. Social affordability of water and sewerage services, there is where their value 

as determined on a minimum monthly consumption of water for drinking and household needs of 

2.8 m 3 per one person does not exceed 4 percent of average monthly household income in the region 

49  

This rate of water consumption is in contradiction with international health standards that are adopted 

by the Ministry of Health of Bulgaria, which are from 4.65- 7.75 m 3 /person per month 50.  This is 

a disorder causing inaccuracies in the calculation of the coefficient of affordability. 

According to the Guidelines to the European Commission's Compilation of Cost-Benefit Analysis 

(New Programming Period 2007-2013, EC Working Paper 4 (Annex VIII), point 4.3, the proposed 

"tariff system must be based on actual consumption of resources. ... It is necessary to provide for an 

adequate tariff structure with a view to maximizing project revenue before granting public subsidies 

while taking into account social affordability. For example, a generally accepted level of social 

                                                           
48 Ivanov, Y., Chervenkov, A. (2008). Tzenoobrazuvane na publichnata usluga “piteyna voda v Balgaria. (in Bulgarian). 

“Pricing of public service “drinking water” in Bulgaria”, Researches of University of Rousse, Vol. 47, Series 6.1, p. 5. 
49 Law for regulatory of water supply and sewerage services, 2005. This text exists in the amended Act of 2009: 

Social affordability of water and sewerage services is available when their value is determined based on a 

minimum monthly consumption of water for drinking and household needs of 2.8 cubic m one person does not 

exceed 4 per cent of average monthly household income in the region."- Additional provisions, Åò 1. (1), 4. 
50 Ivanov, Y., Chervenkov, A. (2008).  Tzenoobrazuvane na publichnata usluga “piteyna voda v Balgaria. (In Bulgarian). 

“Pricing of public service “drinking water” in Bulgaria”, Researches of University of Rousse, Vol. 47, Series 6.1, p. 151. 
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tolerance for water and sanitation is 4%.” 51 Here is the second prerequisite for the unrealistic 

calculation of tariffs because the tariff system is not based on actual household consumption, and the 

water bill accounts for the huge losses in the system that do not fall below 60 for the whole period. 

In calculating the value of social investment affordability must be restored for a period not shorter 

than 30 years. Entire reference period for the investment must be socially tolerated on the affected 

population 52. For the entire reference period, the investment must be socially acceptable to the 

affected population. On December 15, 2000, “Sofyiska Voda” signed a loan with the EBRD for a 

total amount of EUR 31 million for a period of 15 years (of which only BGN 10 million was used 

after 8 years). 

There is a third prerequisite for unreality of tariffs because the loan has not been signed for the 

maximum allowed period of 30 years, but for 15. Since Bulgaria is the country with the lowest per 

capita income in the EU, this creates prerequisites for forcing redemption of the loan in two times 

shorter term, which creates preconditions for manipulation and the amount of investments. 

In 2010, with increase of water price, however is defined, as the level of social affordability and it is 

5.4 BGN. In the report on the change in the price of water in Sofia says: "Social affordability of 

water and sewerage services is 5.40 BG BGN / m 3, determined in accordance with § 1 # 1, 4 of Law 

to regulation of water supply and sewerage services with NSI data for average monthly income of a 

person for Sofia City in 2008 proposed to strengthen prices and sewerage services of the W and S 

operator are significantly below the level of social affordability in the price of and services. In 

connection with regard to item 1, item 2 and paragraph 3 and application of guidelines for the 

formation of prices of water supply and sewerage services at a price adjustment by using the "ceiling 

prices" adopted a decision under item 9 of Protocol № 23 / 23.02.2009 on the regulator, the working 

group suggests the following pricing elements and prices for water supply and sewerage services in 

“Sofyiska Voda”.”53  [34] The 4% with consumption rate of 2.8m 3 is unrealistic in households with 

water meters. 

                                                           
51 European Union. (2007). Operational Programme Environment and Sustainable Development 2007-2013; Retrieved 

from http://ope.moew.government.bg/bg/FAQ_2-10_2. 
52 European Union. (2007). Operational Programme Environment and Sustainable Development 2007-2013; Retrieved 

from http://ope.moew.government.bg/bg/FAQ_2-10_2 
53 Report by the Directorate General for Water Supply and Sewerage Services, (2010). Directorate for Economic 

Analysis and Work with Consumers and Legal Directorate, Amendment to approved prices of water supply and 

sewerage services to Sofia Water, Sofia. 
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We are talking about social affordability to the average level of incomes. Since water is a common 

good, the price of water and thus - in the calculation of social affordability of its price for households 

should be taken to the type of income and vulnerable groups - unemployed, poor and pensioners. 

The result of the lack of proper accounting for the social affordability of water tariffs leads to an 

increase in unpaid bills, which is reflected in the uncharted water accounting for  “Sofyiska Voda”. 

For comparison, in many EU countries, this percentage is 0.6 to 1.0 of the monthly income per 

household. 

We tested social affordability through tariffs and created a link between them and the Gini coefficient 

published by Eurostat by comparing Gini and the tariffs for 14 countries and adjustment through 

Bennett's index. The results are given in the Table 10. 

 

Table 10 Affordability of water prices (2010) 

Country Aik aik* Sk Bennett`

s Index 

BI 

Rang

e 

Range 

withou

t BI 

Gin

i 

Price 

level 

– 

wate

r 

Euro 

m 3 

Disposabl

e 

income/y 

(Mln. 

EURO) 

Gini Price 

level 

– 

wate

r 

Disposabl

e 

Income 

(mln, 

EURO) 

HU 28 43 85583 0.68

2 

0.328 0.047 1,05

7 

0.438 9 10 

MT 28 39 4682 0.68

2 

0.298 0.003 0,98

3 

0.408 12 13 

NL 27 125 501236 0.65

9 

0.954 0.277 1,89 0.783 2 2 

AT 26 97 238507 0.63

4 

0.740 0.132 1,50

6 

0.624 6 4 

PL 36 44 211623 0.87

8 

0.336 0.117 1,33

1 

0.552 7 9 
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PT 41 79 145439 1.00

0 

0.603 0.080 1,68

3 

0.698 4 6 

SL 22 66 28355 0.53

7 

0.504 0.016 1,05

7 

0.438 10 7 

SK 26 41 36233 0.63

4 

0.313 0.020 0,96

7 

0.401 13 11 

FI 26 131 156587 0.63

4 

1.000 0.086 1,72 0.713 3 1 

SE 23 119 300852 0.56

1 

0.908 0.166 1,63

5 

0.678 5 3 

UK 31 86 1811066 0.75

6 

0.656 1.000 2,41

2 

1.000 1 5 

BG 26 29 21116 0.63

4 

0.221 0.012 0,86

7 

0.359 14 14 

HR 29 40 34133 0.70

7 

0.305 0.019 1,03

1 

0.427 11 12 

RO 31 46 63600 0.75

6 

0.351 0.035 1,14

2 

0.473 8 8 

Maximu

m 

41 131 1811066 X 2.41

2 

X X X 

 

The table presents the ranking of selected countries according to the so-called "social level of water 

prices"; accounting for and not taking into account the Gini coefficient and disposable income. 

Higher rank corresponds greater social intolerance of water price. 

The results show that water is most expensive compared to the average price level in Bulgaria, 

Slovakia and Malta. These countries have the highest ranges respectively, taking into account Gini's 

coefficient and Bennett's method of price level. The price of water in Bulgaria is the most socially 

unbearable. 

Through linear regression, we will identify the direction of influence of the indicators and their 

weighting - the Gini coefficient, the disposable income and the price level of water - on the ranking 

of the countries. The results are presented in the following stepwise regression in Table 11. 
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Table 11 Regression coefficients 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 14,266 1,511  9,443 , 000 

Price -, 096 , 019 -, 821 -4,986 , 000 

2 

(Constant) 25,708 3,028  8,489 , 000 

Price -, 107 , 013 -, 910 -8,130 , 000 

Gini -, 375 , 094 -, 448 -4,006 , 002 

3 

(Constant) 23,842 1,967  12,123 , 000 

Price -, 092 , 009 -, 788 -10,281 , 000 

Gini -, 319 , 061 -, 382 -5,258 , 000 

DI -2,838E-6 , 000 -, 317 -4,183 , 002 

a. Dependent Variable: Range 

 

Evaluations conducted by the regression show the rise in water prices, the rise in the Gini coefficient 

and the disposable income lead to a reduction in the Bennett rank. Highest impact on social 

affordability is the price of water, but have little effect on the Gini coefficient, and disposable income. 

These analyzes show that water tariffs in Bulgaria have much higher social burden than the legally 

defined and reflect the most unbearable on the poorest sections of the population. The analysis shows 

that in fact the water tariffs among the surveyed countries are most unbearable in Bulgaria. Due to   

impossibility for socially disadvantaged people to pay for these high tariffs, unpaid bills increase. 

These unpaid amounts are transferred to the bills of still paying customers. All this reduces the desire 

to pay water bills, the belief that tariffs are unjustly overstated and socially unbearable. “Sofyiska 

Voda” accrues its huge losses of water in the accounts of the payers, as well as the accounts of those 

who do not pay. 

Here's what a sample account for cold potable water customer of the “Sofyiska Voda”. 

 

Table 12 Sample invoice for water customer of the “Sofyiska Voda” (BGN) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Value of real 

consumption of 

water (including 

cleaning, 

removal, 

pumping), BGN 

Charge in 

individual 

general account 

"system losses (+ 

unpaid bills to 

customers), 

BGN 

Additional 

charges of the 

“Sofyiska Voda” 

maintenance 

BGN 

VAT Total 

responsibility 

of the client 

BGN 

Increase the 

amount over the 

amount of real 

consumption, % 

3,22  2,58 2,13 1,59 9,52 196% 

 

After VAT, after charging the total loss and included in the leveling of the water at the entrance of 

the building and the testimony of individual water- meters, the account is twice higher than actual 

consumption. Therefore the actual social affordability is not 4 but minimum 8%.  

There is also an infringement finding and reporting on the price of water. It is charging additional 

maintenance fees. It is in column 3. “Sofyiska Voda” may not charge additional fees for support. 

They need the practice and definitions of the cost of water supply Company to be part of the amount 

in column 1. O & M as the costs of Water Supply Company. The price of service concessionaire has 

included virtually all paid fees for water and not actually used by subscribers Water levels are at risk 

of unduly prolonged increase in the price of services rendered.  

There is and another violation that is found in reporting and forming the cost of water. It is charging 

the additional maintenance fees. It is in column 3. “Sofyiska Voda” is not entitled to charge additional 

maintenance fees. They should, according to the practice, cost definitions of water –utility company, 

to be a part of the amount in column 1, as the O & M costs. In the price of the service  “Sofyiska 

Voda” has included all the water utility charges paid but not the real water used by the customers. 

These figures for the much higher price level of water in Bulgaria, including water supplied by 

"Sofyiska Voda" is indirectly confirmed by the data from the Russian statistics. According to them, 

in 2002, the total household expenditure, obtained by comparing the GDP for 2002, places Bulgaria 

at the first place on the volume of costs paid for water, electricity and heating. At second is Estonia, 

whose capital, Tallinn, is also is supplied with water by “United Utilities”. 
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Table 13 Expenditure patterns for final consumption of households and nonprofit organizations 

serving households (In percent) According to the results of international comparisons of GDP for 

2002 54  

Country 

Residential expenditures, 

Water, Electricity and Other Heating 

(As a % of Total (Total=100)) 

Russia 6,6 

EU:  

Austria 16,6 

Belgium 17,9 

Bulgaria 21,7 MAX 1 

Hungary 14,9 

Germany 19,6 

Greece 15,4 

Denmark 20,3 

Ireland 17,2 

Spain 13 

Italy 16,7 

Cyprus 14,2 

Latvia 18,4 

Litva 14,7 

Luxemburg 20,2 

Malta 9,2 

Netherland 16,5 

Poland 21,5 

Portugal 9,1 MIN 

Romania 20,8 

Slovakia 20 

Slovenia 17 

                                                           
54 Statistics of the Russian Federation http://www.gks.ru/free_doc/soder/ruses09.htm 
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UK 14,5 

Finland 19,2 

France 19,7 

Czech Republic 19 

Sweden 19,8 

Estonia 21,4 max 2 

 

We can conclude that the legal appointed the “Sofyiska Voda” and the country as a whole overran 

level of social affordability in Bulgaria repeatedly, which act like water utilities in the state of 

monopoly de jure. For these reasons, uncollected revenues from water delivery rather than decreased 

over the years and to improve the financial position of  “Sofyiska Voda”, rose more than doubled - 

from 58 262 899 BG BGN in 2007 reached 118 733 842 BG BGN in 2013. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The principle of transparency to the affected parties: the users are completely ignored. The 

concession contract, the overall activity, the calculations of the pricing components are publicly 

unavailable. This is a breach of a principle requirement for public-private companies providing 

services of general interest and UN requirements for sustainable cost recovery, given in Report by 

OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurria "A transparent and accountable relationship with customers 

is a prerequisite for sustainable cost recovery” 55. 

On environmental results: the monopolist for 10 years had not reduced the water losses in the network 

that as at the beginning of the concession, and to the end of the period amounts to about 60% of water 

supplied to the system. In this system of pricing the monopoly is interested in maintaining high losses 

in water supply system because they are reimbursed according to its general principle of cost 

recovery. Unbilled amounts of water which is constantly increasing, and the huge loss of water in 

the system are not cut during the 10 year period and are testimonial for the poor performance of the 

company. 

Investment growth during the whole concession period leads to reducing of water consumption by 

households. Reporting of company real water consumption in 2010 decreased to the level of water 

                                                           
55 Gurria, A. (2006). Report N 1, Task Force on Financing Water for All, written by Paul Van Hofwegen March. 
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consumption in Sofia 40 years ago, despite repeated population growth. This is due to the increase 

an unbilled amount of water. Consumed, but unbilled and no recorded water is official recorded as a 

loss of the company, since it is included in reimbursable expenses in the company. The more unbilled 

water - the less profit reported company and so more receive reimbursable expenses by increasing 

the rates for the next regulatory period. Investments are generally made by the company with funds 

to customers of municipal loans or other financial institutions, but not by its own resources. 

Concerning the possibility of market simulation in monopoly de jure situation through regulatory 

measures: Expectations that Price cap regulation will lead to cost reductions in are not come true. 

This is due to several reasons: 

Due to the inclusion of all payable fees by the monopoly in the user bills, 

Due of the practice the customers' to advance payment of investments of the monopolist; 

Due to the transfer of responsibility for the loan from the monopolist to the Sofia Municipality, 

Due to the inefficiency of the company's investments, resulting in water losses remain at an 

unacceptably high level over the entire period of about 60%; 

Due of the increase by the monopolist of the non-registered quantities water included in the 

reimbursable costs and are again paid by the consumers. 

Thus a vicious circle occurs. 

Cap price regulation, although formally applicable in “Sofyiska Voda” main formula in practice is 

not based on the principle on projected efficient costs, that is, costs that the utility should be able to 

achieve if it were efficient, which the main advantage a cap is pricing. As it became clear X factor 

does not apply in the pricing formula because. 

Nowhere found state regulators have conducted a regulatory audit of its regulated monopoly for the 

entire 10 years, we found no evidence of systematic monitoring of the conduct of the monopoly 

business.  

To achieve the effect of the Cap price regulation is essential the role of the State Regulatory System.is 

not being subject to the requirement in the pricing of water for drinking only to calculate actual water 

consumed. It has not been applied the requirement that only real consumed water must be calculated 

in the pricing. Large losses of water in the water transmission system are allowed. This is a violation 

of the pricing guidelines of the regulator itself. 

The method applied in practice does not cause greater environmental, social and investment 

efficiency. 
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Contractual terms are systematically violated. The contract has not been reviewed in the public 

interest even if that many violations of it were sufficient to justify the request for its termination in 

the public interest. 

On the social impact from the activities of the monopolist: In its activity the monopolist has created 

socio-discriminatory pricing model that captures unreasonable in its favor household income for 

water service. Has consistently exceeded the rate of social affordability of water, especially for poor. 

The pricing system allows systematic demoralization of customers who use water as a vital right, but 

most of them do not pay. The pricing system allows systematic unpaid volumes of water from rogue 

clients and transfer accounts to loyal customers. Thus it prevents implementation of the requirement 

of the Water Framework Directive (Article 9)56 of the Commission to the Council and the European 

parliament, that the different water uses make an adequate contribution to the recovery of costs of 

water services. There are no applications of block tariffs, penalties for excessive consumption and 

discounts for water savings. So the rule cost recovery within affordability limits actually does not 

apply. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
56 Water Framework Directive.(2000). 2000/60/EC, OJ L 327, 22.12. 
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e-mail: jetonxhaferi@gmail.com 

 

Abstrakt 
 
Një ndër temat kryesore që diskutohet sot në nivël ndërkombëtar është migracioni. Ky fenomen e ka zanafillën 
në një sërë faktorësh shkaktarë dhe përfshin një sërë të drejtash që duhen mbrojtur, duke filluar nga ajo më 
e rëndësishmja e drejta për të jetuar. Në çdo rast bëhet fjalë për qënie njerëzore të cilët për arsye të ndryshme 
si p.sh nga dëshira për një të ardhme të mirë për fëmijët e tyre; nga pamundësia për të shprehur mendimet 
si qytetarë të lirë pa u ndëshkuar, torturuar apo vrarë prej sistemit apo regjimit në fuqi; nga rreziqet që 
mbartin luftëra civile të vazhdueshme apo grushte shteti, detyrohen të migrojnë në drejtim të vendeve të 
tjera, ku shpresojnë të gjejnë një realitet më të mirë. Por shpesh herë, ndryshe nga sa kishin ëndërruar, ata 
gjejnë një realitet të rëndë me të cilin duhet të përshaten, duke gjetur vetëm të drejtën për të mbijetuar, por 
që kjo është shumë më pak se drejta për të jetuar. Kjo e drejtë mbart me vete lirinë, barazinë dhe dinjitetin 
që migrantët duhet të gëzojnë pavarësisht ngjyrës së lëkurës, besimit fetar, bindjes politike apo gjendjes 
ekonomike të tyre. Këto të drejta janë parashikuar që nga Deklarata Universale e të Drejtave të Njeriut të vitit 
1945 dhe që gjithnjë e më shumë mbrohen me forcë nga normat dhe standartet ndërkombëtare. Organizata 
të shumta kombëtare dhe ndërkombëtare kanë përcaktuar gjithnjë e më shumë detyrimet e shteteve për të 
ndaluar çdo formë diskriminimi direkte apo indirekte. Po ashtu, në mënyrë të veçantë, që prej Konventës së 
Gjenevës mbi Refugjatët dhe në vazhdimësi, e drejta ndërkombëtare parashikon të drejta për refugjatët të 
cilët marrin mbrojtje ndërkombëtare apo instrumente të tjera ligjore ndërkombëtare që mbrojnë të drejtat e 
migrantëve, pavarësisht nëse hyjnë në një shtet si migrantë të rregullt ose pa dokumentacionin përkates. Të 
mos harrojmë se dëshira e tyre për t’u ndier njerëz ecën paralel me përgjegjësinë tonë si qënie njerëzore. 
 
Fjalë kyçe : Migrantë; Refugjatë; Të drejtat e njeriut; E drejta ndërkombëtare; Të drejta të veçanta 
 

 

HYRJE 

Shpesh herë në ditët e sotme degjojmë të flitet për refugjatë, azil kërkues, migrantë të rregullt dhe të 

parregullt, të cilët megjithëse ndryshojnë nga termat dhe nga rethanat, në vetvete janë të gjithë të 

detyruar të lënë vendin e tyre. Në çdo rast flasim për qënie njerëzore, të cilët gëzojnë të drejta dhe liri. 

Ndryshimet ndërmjet tyre bazohen kryesisht nga kushtet dhe rrethanat e ndryshme që ata kanë për t’u 

larguar nga vendi i tyre.  

mailto:jetonxhaferi@gmail.com
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Kështu p.sh refugjat1 është term që përdoret për personat që detyrohen të lenë vendin e tyre për shkak 

të frikës reale ndaj persekutimit për arsye të racës, kombësisë, anëtarësisë në një grup të caktuar 

shoqëror apo mendimit politik etj. Gjithashtu këto rreziqe vijnë edhe për shkak të luftës, revoltave, 

kryengritjeve të armatosura apo genocidit etj. Në aspektin juridik, refugjatit i njihet ky status për shkak 

se po të kthehej në vendin e tij do të ishte viktimë e persekutimit. Pikërisht për këtë arsye, refugjati 

gëzon një mbrojtje të veçantë nga legjislacioni ndërkombetar. Nëse personi ka arritur të futet në shtetin 

tjetër dhe është në pritje të marrjes së statusit të refugjatit, ai konsiderohet si azil kërkues.  

Ndryshe nga refugjatet, migrantët nuk gezojnë status të veçantë nga legjislacioni ndërkombëtar dhe 

mund të kthehen në çdo kohë në vendin e tyre. Termi migrantë përfshin emigrantet dhe imigrantet, të 

cilët së bashku rrjedhin nga folja latine migrare qe do të thotë “të lëvizësh nga një drejtim në një 

tjetër”2. Më saktësisht termi emigrantë përdoret për personat që dalin nga vendi i tyre dhe termi 

imigrant përdoret për personat që hynë në një vend tjetër apo që arrijnë në destinacionin e tyre. Nëse 

nuk i referohet vetëm një rasti të caktuar, të dy së bashku referohen në legjislacionin ndërkombëtar 

apo kombëtar si “migrantë”. Në përgjithësi migrantet janë persona që kanë vendosur të largohen nga 

vendi i tyre, me vullnet të lirë, për të kërkuar një jetë më të mirë por edhe për t’i shpëtuar ndonjë forme 

ndjekje apo rreziku. Migrantët në vetvete ndahen në të rregullt dhe jo të rregullt. 

Bazuar në Konventën Ndërkombëtare për Mbrojtjen e të drejtave të të gjithë punëtorëve migrantë dhe 

anëtarëve të faimiljeve të tyre3, e cila është miratuar nga Asambleja e Përgjithshme e Kombeve të 

Bashkuara me rezolutën 45/158 të datës 18 dhjetor 1990, në nenin 2 të saj parashikohet se : Termi 

“punëtor migrantë” i referohet një personi që do të angazhohet, është i angazhuar apo ka qenë i 

angazhuar në një aktivitet të pagueshëm financiarisht në një Shtet, në të cilin ai ose ajo nuk ka 

shtetesinë.  

Në nenin 5 të kësaj Konvente parashikohet rregullsia e punëtorëve migrantë dhe familjeve të tyre duke 

përcaktuar se : 

                                                           
1 Një refugjat është përkufizuar sipas Konventës për Refugjatët të vitit 1951 të UNHCR-së (Komisioneri i Nivelit të Lartë 

të Kombeve të Bashkuara për Refugjatët) si çdo person i cili, “ për shkak të një frike reale të persekutimit për arsye të 

racës, shtetësisë, anëtarësisë në një grup social apo opinion politik të caktuar, është jashtë vendit të shtetësisë së tij dhe nuk 

është në gjendje, ose për shkak të një frike të tillë nuk është i gatshëm të përfitojë nga mbrojtja e atij vendi”. Përfshin 

gjithashtu personat të cilët kanë ikur nga vendet e tyre për shkak të konflikteve të armatosura, trazirave të brendshme dhe 

situatave që përfshijnë shkeljen e të drejtave të njeriut. 

 
2 https://www.dailywritingtips.com/emigrants-vs-immigrants-vs-migrants/  
3 https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/ProfessionalInterest/cmw.pdf  

https://www.dailywritingtips.com/emigrants-vs-immigrants-vs-migrants/
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/ProfessionalInterest/cmw.pdf
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 Konsiderohen si të dokumentuar apo në situatë të rregullt nëse ata janë të autorizuar të hyjnë, të 

qëndrojnë dhe të angazhohen në një aktivitet financiarisht të pagueshëm në Shtetin e punësimit, 

në zbatim të ligjit të atij Shteti apo të marrëveshjeve ndërkombëtare në të cilat ai shtet është palë. 

 Konsiderohen si jo të dokumentuar ose në situatë të parregull nëse ata nuk përputhen me kushtet 

e parashikuara në nënparagrafin e mësipërm. 

Sipas praktikës në Europë migrantët e rregullt janë ata të cilët sipas legjislacionit në fuqi, kanë marrë 

një leje qëndrimi dhe/ose pune. Emigranët në kushte jo te rregullta, apo siç njihen ndryshe emigrantët 

jo të rregullt janë ata të cilët nuk janë shtetas të një shteti anëtar të BE-së, por gjenden në një vend të 

BE-së pa vizë apo leje qëndrimi të vlefshme. Ketu perfshihen rastet:  (i) kanë kaluar kufirin në mënyrë 

jo te rregullt; (ii) kanë kaluar kufirin në mënyrë të rregullt por qëndrojnë atje edhe pasi u ka kaluar 

afati i vizës apo i lejes përkatëse; (iii) nuk janë larguar nga ai vend edhe pasi autoritet e kanë detyruar 

të largohet. 

 

I.  TE DREJTAT THEMELORE TË TË HUAJVE NË EUROPË 

 

Në legjislacionin e brendshëm të çdo shteti demokaratiko-social, bazuar në të drejtën ndërkombëtare, 

parashikohen të drejtat dhe liritë themelore të çdo personi, ku përfshihen edhe ato për të huajt si edhe 

rregullat e pranimit të tyre në territorin përkatës. Në çdo rast të drejtat universale të njeriut nuk mund 

të egzistojnë të ndara veçmas për personat me shtetësinë përkatëse nga te huajt, përkundrazi kur i 

referohen të drejtave të njeriut përfshijnë shtetasit dhe të huajt. Sigurisht këtu i referohemi të drejtave 

themelore, duke përjashtuar disa të drejta qe të huajit i ndalohen me ligj apo për të cilat ai duhet të 

paiset me leje të veçantë apo duhet të plotesojë kushtet përkatëse. Ndryshimi ndërmjet personave me 

shtetesinë e atij shteti dhe personave me shtetësi tjetër apo pa shtetësi, përbën statusin e secilit prej 

tyre prej të cilit rrjedhin disa të drejta dhe detyrime specifike. Ky cënim i të drejtave është në disfavor 

të të huajit, por ama konsiderohet si bazë ligjore e cila duhet respektuar.  

Në lidhje me këto të drejta themelore të çdo personi ( pavarësisht nëse është shtetas i atij vendi apo i 

huaj ) në territorin europian ka disa instrumente ligjore ndërkombëtare të pranuara dhe të miratuara 

nga shtetet përkatëse, te cilat i kanë përfshirë në legjislacionin e tyre kombëtar. 
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Kështu psh në Konventën Europiane të të Drejtave dhe Lirive Themelore të Njeriut, e njohur ndryshe 

si Konventa Europiane e të Drejtave të Njeriut4 ( ECHR ), e nënshkruar në Romë 4 nëntor 1950, vendet 

anëtare deklarojnë se të drejtat e parashikuara nga kjo Konventë do të njihen në juridikisionin respektiv 

të të gjitha vendet anëtare të kësaj Konvente5. 

Në nenin 14 të ECHR përcaktohet se gëzimi i të drejtave dhe lirive,  të parashikuara nga kjo Konventë, 

do të sigurohet pa asnjë diskriminim të asnje lloji si seksi, raca, ngjyra, gjuha, besimi fetar, bindja 

politike apo çdo bindje tjetër, origjina sociale apo kombësia, bashkimi në ndonjë minoritet kombëtar, 

prona, apo çdo status tjetër. 

Një tjetër bazë ligjore ndërkombëtare, është Konventa Ndërkombëtare për të Drejtat Civile dhe 

Politike ( ICCPR ), një traktat multilateral i miratuar nga Asambleja e Përgjithshme e Kombeve të 

Bashkuara me rezoluten 2200A ( XXI ) më 16 dhjetor 1966, dhe që ka hyrë në fuqi prej datës 23 mars 

1976. 

Në nenin 26 të ICCPR parashikohet se : Të gjithë personat janë të barabartë përpara ligjit dhe gëzojnë 

të njëjtën mbrojtje ligjore nga ligji pa asnjë diskriminim. Në respekt të kësaj, ligji duhet të ndalojë çdo 

diskriminim dhe t’u garantojë të gjithë personave mbrojtje efektive dhe të barabartë ndaj 

diskriminimit. 

Mbi këto baza, pa asnjë diskrimin të asnjë natyre, çdo personi i garantohet barazia përballë ligjit. 

Megjithatë edhe një herë vlen të theksohet për liritë dhe të drejtat themelore të njeriut. Ndër këto të 

drejta, më poshtë janë më kryesoret, të cilat janë ndërkombëtare, të pranuara gjerësisht dhe ku sigurisht 

janë në favor edhe të çdo migranti, i cili mund dhe duhet t’i kërkojë këto të drejta në vendin pritës. 

 E drejta e jetës. 

Si një nga të drejtat kryesore universale të njeriut, e drejta e jetës parashikohet sigurisht edhe për 

migrantin, jeta e të cilit mbrohet me të njëjtën forcë ligjore prej legjislacionit vendas dhe atij 

ndërkombëtar si edhe për shtetasit e vendit respektiv. Kjo do të thotë që jo vetëm që atij ( migrantit ) 

në asnjë rast nuk mund t’i kërcënohet jeta direkt apo indirekt, nga veprime apo mosveprime të 

përfaqësuesve shtetërorë, por më shumë akoma shteti përkatës duhet t’i sigurojë atij të gjithë mbrojtjen 

e nevojshme, nga çdo rrezik i mundshëm, njësoj si për shtetasit e tij. 

                                                           
4 https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf  
5 Neni 1, ECHR 

https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf
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Në nenin 1 të ECHR; në Nenin 1 dhe 2 të Protokollit nr. 6 të tij ( i ratifikuar më 2 janar 1989) dhe në 

nenin 6 të ICCPR parashikohet se e drejta e jetës e çdo personi duhet të mbrohet me ligj dhe askujt 

nuk mund t’i merret jeta në mënyrë arbitrare. Të vetmet raste përjashtimore janë kur është më shumë 

se absolutisht e nevojshme prej organeve ligjzbatuese apo në rastin e mbrojtjes së nevojshme. 

 E drejta e lirisë dhe sigurisë personale.  

Në nenin 5 të ECHR, si edhe në nenin 9 të ICCPR parashikohet se : “Çdo kush ka të drejtën e lirisë 

dhe sigurisë personale. Askush nuk mund të privohet nga liria e tij, përveçse në rastet dhe sipas 

proçedurave të parashikuara nga ligji”. 

Nga ana tjetër, po aty gjenden edhe rastet e ligjshme kur mund të privohet liria, raste të cilat janë të 

parashikura në aktet ndërkombëtare dhe po ashtu në legjislacionin e brendshëm të shtetit përkatës. Në 

lidhje me migrantet, duhet pasur parasysh se neni 5/f i ECHR i referohet të huajve kur thotë se mund 

të jetë arrestim ose ndalim i ligjshëm për të parandaluar hyrjen e paautorizuar të një personi në vend 

ose rastin kur kundër tij merret masa për dëbim ose ekstradim. 

Sigurisht që Konventa nuk mund t’a përjashtojë ligjërisht arrestimin dhe dënimin për shkelje të ligjit 

dhe rregullave të kufirit, sepse nuk do të kishte kuptim vetë kufiri pa sanksione të tilla. Por nga ana 

tjetër, çdo shtet demokratik dhe social ka dhe duhet të ketë parasysh që dënimi me burgim është masë 

ekstreme ndaj dikujt që shkel kufirin. Përpara tij aplikohen një sërë masash të tjera si institute të 

trajtimit të të huajve, dënime administrative për të hyrë në atë vend, apo  dënime të tjera alternative. 

 Ndalimi i torturës, i trajtimit çnjerëzor apo degradues, skllaverisë dhe punës së detyruar. 

Është tërësisht e parashikuar në legjislacionin ndërkombëtar, i cili është pranuar gjerësisht dhe është 

ratifikuar nga shtetet europiane, të cilat po ashtu e kanë përfshirë edhe në legjislacionin e tyre të 

brendshëm, që askush ( ku padyshim përfshihen edhe të huajt ), nuk mund t’i nënshtrohet torturës, 

trajtimit çnjerëzor si edhe punës së detyruar. 

Në Nenin 3 të ECHR dhe në Nenin 7 të ICCPR parashikohet se askush nuk duhet të jetë subjekt i 

torturës apo i trajtimit ose ndëshkimit çnjerëzor apo degradues. 

Një tjetër akt shumë i rëndësishëm kundër torturës është Konventa Kunder Torturës dhe Trajtimeve 

apo Ndëshkimeve të tjera mizore, çnjerëzore apo degraduese ( zakonisht e njohur si Konventa Kundër 

Torturës e Kombeve të Bashkuara ( UNCAT ), e cila është miratuar nga Asasmbleja e Përgjithshme e 

Kombeve të Bashkuara me rezoluten 39/46, të datës 10 dhjetor 1984 dhe që ka hyrë në fuqi më datë 

26 qershor 1987. 
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Në nenin 1 të UNCAT, termi torturë përkufizohet si “çdo akt nëpërmjet të cilit shaktohet qëllimisht 

dhimbje apo vuajtje e rëndë, qoftë fizike apo mendore mbi një person, për qëllime të tilla si për të 

marrë informacion apo një rrëfiim prej tij apo nga një person i tretë, duke e ndëshkuar atë për një akt 

që ai apo një person i tretë e ka kryer apo dyshohet që e ka kryer, apo duke frikësuar apo detyruar atë 

apo një person të tretë, apo për cfarëdo arsye bazuar në diskriminim të cdo lloji, kur një dhimbje apo 

vuajtje e tillë shkaktohet nga apo me nxitjen, apo me miratimin ose pëlqimin (miratimin e heshtur) të 

një zyrtari publik apo ndonjë person tjetër që vepron në një kapacitet zyrtar. Nuk përfshin dhimbje 

apo vuajtje që lindin vetëm në mënyrë të natyrshme apo të rastësishme nga sanksionet e ligjshme”. 

Në nenin 4 të ECHR dhe në nenin 8 të ICCPR parashikohet se askush nuk duhet të mbahet si skllav, 

si shërbëtor apo të kryejë punë të detyruar. Sigurisht përjashtohet një kategori e caktuar si p.sh 

konvertimi i dënimit me burgim, shërbim me karakter ushtarak, punë e kryer në raste emergjencash 

apo për shkak të detyrimeve normale civile. 

Edhe nëse i referohemi jurispredencës së Gjykatës Europiane të të Drejtave të Njeriut, si në vendimin 

e 15 nëntorit 1996 në çështjen Chahal v. the United Kingdom, Application no. 22414/936 apo në 

vendimin e datës 28 shkurt 2008 në çështjen Saadi v Italy, Application No. 37201/06[2008]7 vërehet 

se çdo formë e torturës apo trajtimit çnjerëzor është e patolerueshme, edhe në rastet e një rreziku 

publik, madje duke ndaluar çdo shtet që të dëbojë apo ekstradojë shtetasit e huaj drejt një vendi në të 

cilin ai ka rrezik konkret që t’i nënshtrohet torturës, dhimbjeve fizike, trajtimit çnjerëzor apo 

degradues. 

 E drejta për respektimin e jetës private dhe familjare. 

Qëllimi i këtyre normave është mbrojtja e familjes, si vlerë thelbësore e personit, pavaresisht nëse ky 

është shtetas i atij vendi apo është i huaj. Kjo vlerë përmban brenda saj të drejtat dhe detyrimet e secilit 

pjesëtar të familjes ndaj njëri tjetrit, që sigurisht fillon që me krijimin e saj e më pas me detyrimin 

prindëror për t’u kujdesur dhe edukuar fëmijët. Për këtë qëllim familja konsiderohet si e drejtë 

themelore e cila duhet të mbrohet në çdo rast, pavarësisht nëse martesa është e formuar nga shtetas të 

vendit apo shtetas të huaj. 

                                                           
6 European Court of Human Rights Chahal v. The United Kingdom  http://www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/en/content/ecthr-

chahal-v-united-kingdom-application-no-2241493  
7 European Court of Human Rights, Saadi v Italy, Application No. 37201/06 [2008]  

http://www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/en/content/ecthr-%E2%80%93-saadi-v-italy-application-no-3720106-28-february-

2008  

http://www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/en/content/ecthr-chahal-v-united-kingdom-application-no-2241493
http://www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/en/content/ecthr-chahal-v-united-kingdom-application-no-2241493
http://www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/en/content/ecthr-%E2%80%93-saadi-v-italy-application-no-3720106-28-february-2008
http://www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/en/content/ecthr-%E2%80%93-saadi-v-italy-application-no-3720106-28-february-2008
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Në nenin 8 të ECHR dhe në nenin 17 të ICCPR parashikohet se çdokush ka të drejtën që t’i respektohet 

jeta e tij private dhe familjare, shtëpia dhe korenspondenca, pa ndërhyrjen e autoriteve publike. 

Sigurisht që kjo ka cënimet e veta ligjore në rastet e nevojshme për mbrojtjen e sigurisë kombëtare 

apo të rendit publik, të shëndetit apo moralit etj.  

 E drejta për t’u martuar dhe për të formuar një familje.  

Në nenin 12 të ECHR dhe në nenin 5 të Protokollit nr.7 të saj si dhe në nenin 23 të ICCPR parashikohet 

e drejta e çdo kujt për t’u martuar dhe për të krijuar familje dhe njëkohësisht të drejtat dhe detyrimet 

themelore të bashkëshortëve të cilat duhet të jenë të barabarta. Familja konsiderohet e një rëndësie 

natyrore dhe thelbësore dhe si rrjedhim duhet të ketë një mbrojtje të veçantë nga shoqëria dhe nga 

legjislacioni. Vend të veçantë zënë të drejtat e detyrimet në lidhje me fëmijët, të cilat janë gjatë gjithë 

kohëzgjatjes së martesës por edhe në rast të shpërbërjes së saj.  

Sigurisht që në asnje rast nuk përjashtohen të huajt të cilët munden lirisht të martohen me një të huaj 

tjetër apo me një person tjetër që ka shtetësinë e atij vendi. Vetë lidhja e martesës sjell të drejtën e 

bashkëshortëve që të jetojnë aty ku ata zgjedhin apo dëshirojnë, e cila rrjedhimish, sipas proçederave 

ligjore, shoqërohet me lejen e qëndrimit në atë shtet dhe shtetësisë përkatëse. Gjithashtu, emigrantët e 

rregullt kanë të drejtën të kërkojnë bashkim familjar me bashkëshorten, fëmijët dhe prindërit në 

ngarkim. 

 E drejta e besimit fetar dhe shprehjes së lirë. 

Në nenin 9 të ECHR dhe në nenin 18 të ICCPR parashikohet se çdokush e ka të drejtën e lirisë së 

mendimit, të ndërgjegjes dhe të fesë, e cila perfshin të drejtën për të ndryshuar fenë e tij, apo të 

manifestojë besimin e tij fetar, i vetëm apo në komunitet. 

Në nenin 10 të ECHR dhe në nenin 19 të ICCPR parashikohet se çdokush ka të drejtën e shprehjes, pa 

u ndikuar nga autoritetet publike. Sigurisht edhe këtu parashikohen disa ndalime ligjore si në rastin e 

cënimit të sigurisë kombëtare, integritetit apo sigurisë publike, për parandalimin e krimeve, mbrojtjen 

e shëndetit dhe moralit duke mbrojtur kështu të drejtat e të tjerëve. 

 E drejta për edukim. 

Në nenin 2 të Protokollit nr.1 të ECHR parashikohet e drejta për edukim e secilit person, e cila nuk 

mund të ndalohet në asnjë rast si edhe deyrimin e çdo shteti që duhet të respektojë të drejtën e prindërve 

për t’i edukuar fëmijët sipas besimit të tyre fetar apo parimeve të tyre. Sipas këtij parashikimi, asnjë 

ndalim nuk ka për personat e huaj madje edhe për migrantet e parregullt. 
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 Të drejtat në lidhje me sistemin e drejtësisë për sa i përket të drejtave civile, penale apo 

administrative. 

Në nenet 6 dhe 13 të ECHR dhe në nenin 2,3 dhe 4 të Protokollit nr.7 të tij si edhe në nenin 14 të 

ICCPR parashikohet se kushdo duhet të jetë i barabartë përpa ligjit dhe gjykatës dhe që ka të drejtë të 

dëgjohet brenda një kohe të arsyeshme nga gjykata përkatëse e parashikuar nga ligji. Një vend të 

veçantë kanë rastet e çështjeve penale me garancitë minimale të personit siç janë prezumimi i 

pafajësisë, mundesia e një përkthyesi pa pagesë në gjuhën që ai njeh, të ketë kohën e nevojshme për 

të përgatitur mbrojtjen e tij, të ketë të drejtë të mbrojë veten e tij personalisht apo nëpërmjet një 

mbrojtësi ligjor të zgjedhur prej tij dhe në rast pamundësie financiare ( ose çdo tjetër ) të marrë një 

mbrojtës ligjor prej shtetit, të mos detyrohet të flasë kundër vetes, të  dëmshpërblehet në rast të dënimit 

të padrejtë, të ankimojë vendimin tek nje gjykatë tjetër me e lartë etj. 

Sigurisht që të gjitha këto të drejta i kanë edhe tëe huajt, pavarësisht nëse janë migrante të rregullt apo 

jo. Madje në disa shtete në Europë, e drejta për të marrë pjesë në gjykim, i lejon që të qëndrojnë brenda 

shtetit deri në përfundim të proçesit, edhe nëse konsiderohen të parregullt apo të kenë të drejtë të 

rihyjnë në atë shtet në kohën e zhvillimit të proçesit gjyqësor. 

II. Në lidhje me marrëdhëniet e punës. 

Ndërkohë që të gjitha të drejtat e mësipërme, parashikohen edhe për çdo të huaj, pavarësisht nëse është 

migrant i rregullt apo jo i rregullt, nga ana tjetër për krijimin e marrëdhënieve të punës, këshillohet që 

migrantet të jenë të rregullt dhe të dokumentuar. Në lidhje me këto marrëdhënie pune, legjislacioni 

ndërkombëtar, garanton të njëjtat të drejta dhe trajtim në punë që kanë edhe qytetarët e vendit pritës. 

Parime të tilla si kushtet e drejta të punës, të pagesës, të mbrojtjes nga aksidentet, pushimi ditor dhe 

javor, sigurohen për çdo të punësuar, pavarësisht nëse jane apo jo te rregullt, mjafton që të kenë lidhur 

këtë marrëdhënie. Kështu zënë vend të rëndësishëm instrumente të tilla si Konventa Ndërkombëtare 

për të Drejtat Ekonomike, Sociale dhe Kulturore (ICESCR)8, Konventa Ndërkombëtare për Mbrojtjen 

e të Drejtave të të gjithë punëtorëve migrantë dhe anëtarëve të faimiljeve të tyre ( ICMW)9 dhe 

Konventa për Punetorët Migrante Nr.14310 e Organizates Ndërkombëtare të Punës ILO11. 

                                                           
8 Miratuar nga Asambleja e Përgjithshme e Kombeve të Bashkuara me rezolutën 2200A ( XXI ), të datës 16 dhjetor 1966 

dhe që ka hyrë në fuqi me 3 janar 1976. 
9 Miratuar nga Asambleja e Përgjithshme e Kombeve të Bashkuara, me rezolutën 45/158 të datës 18 dhjetor 1990 dhe ka 

hyrë në fuqi më datë 1 korrik 2003. 
10 Miratuar në Gjenevë më 24 qershor 1975 dhe ka hyrë në fuqi me 9 dhjetor 1978. 
11 ILO është krijuar në vitin 1919, si pjesë e Traktatit të Versajës në fund të Luftës së parë Botërore. Në preambulën e 

themelimit të saj parashikohet “mbrojtja e interesave të punëtorëve kur janë punësuar në vende të tjera”. Me pjesëmarrjen 
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Në Preambulën e kësaj të fundit, citohet “Puna nuk është një komoditet” dhe se “varfëria diku, në 

ndonjë vend, përbën rrezik për prosperitetin kudo” 12. 

Megjithatë mbrojtja në marrëdhëniet e punës për migrantet jo të rregullt, nuk është qartësisht e 

shprehur në legjislacionin ndërkombëtar duke lënë hapesirën që legjislacioni kombëtar të pengojë 

punësimin e padokumentuar, qoftë edhe në afat të shkurter kohor apo sezonal. Si rrjedhim, punëtorët 

migrantë jo të rregullt apo që nuk kanë siguruar të drejtën e qëndrimit, shpesh herë përballen me 

dhunime të të drejtës së punës, duke përfshirë pagesë më të ulët, pushime të papaguara, punë jashtë 

orarit pa u shpërblyer, kushte të veshtira pune etj. Shpesh herë pengesa që migrantet e parregullt të 

punësohen, rezulton të ketë përparësi mbi rregullat e legjislacionit të punës siç janë kompesimi për 

pagat e papaguara apo kompesimi për aksidentet në punë13. Migrantët jo të rregullt shpesh herë janë 

të detyruar të paguajnë për shërbimet minimale shëndetësore, të cilat për shtetasit e tjerë janë pa 

pagesë. Ata gjithashtu jane në çdo kohe në rrezikun e arrestimit apo deportimit nëse ata kërkojnë 

ndihmë nga policia, nga autoritetet e punësimit apo gjenden përballë pengesave të mëdha nëse duan 

të vënë në lëvizje sistemin e drejtësisë në lidhje me akte dhune apo diskriminimi në punë. 

Ndërkohë që tashmë është realitet prania e migranteve dhe refugjatëve në Europë. Sipas një statistike 

të publikuar nga Eurostat14, 2 milion qytetarë jo europian kanë migruar në Europë gjatë vitit 2016 

ndërkohë që po gjatë atij viti vendet anëtare të BE-së kanë dhëne 1 milion shtetësi për të huajt. Sipas 

Parlamentint Europian15 vetëm gjatë viteve 2015-2016 më shumë se 2.5 milion njerëz kanë aplikuar 

për azil në një vend të BE-së. 

Sekretari i Shtetit në Këshillin e Ministrave në Itali, në një koment të datës 8 nëntor 2016, në lidhje 

me migrantet shprehet: “Një fakt është i sigurt: shoqëria jonë po ndryshon në mënyrë të pakthyeshme. 

Ata që refuzojnë të përballen me diversitetin kulturor, etnik dhe fetar, dhe që preferojnë të mbyllen në 

                                                           
e 187 vendeve anëtare, ILO ka qëllim të vendosë standartet e migrantëve 

punetorë.http://www.ilo.org/global/standards/lang--en/index.htm    
12http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO:12100:P12100_INSTRUMENT_ID:312288:N

O  
13 Agjensia e Bashkimit Europian për të Drejtat Themelore ( FRA ) “Fundamental rights of migrants in an irregular 

situation in the European Union”, Nëntor 2011, fq. 50  
14 Migration and migrant population statistics, http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-

explained/index.php/Migration_and_migrant_population_statistics#Migrant_population:_almost_22_million_non-

EU_citizens_living_in_the_EU  
15 EU migrant crisis: facts and figures http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/society/20170629STO78630/eu-

migrant-crisis-facts-and-figures  

http://www.ilo.org/global/standards/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO:12100:P12100_INSTRUMENT_ID:312288:NO
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO:12100:P12100_INSTRUMENT_ID:312288:NO
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Migration_and_migrant_population_statistics#Migrant_population:_almost_22_million_non-EU_citizens_living_in_the_EU
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Migration_and_migrant_population_statistics#Migrant_population:_almost_22_million_non-EU_citizens_living_in_the_EU
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Migration_and_migrant_population_statistics#Migrant_population:_almost_22_million_non-EU_citizens_living_in_the_EU
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/society/20170629STO78630/eu-migrant-crisis-facts-and-figures
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/society/20170629STO78630/eu-migrant-crisis-facts-and-figures
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kujtesën e një bote të vogël antike, jo vetëm gabojnë, por besojnë se mund të shpëtojnë diçka që tashme 

nuk ekziston16.  

 

KONKLUZIONE 

Përballë këtij realiteti të numrit të madh të migrantëve në Europë dhe bazuar në legjislacionin 

ndërkombëtar që ato vetë kanë miratuar dhe ratifikuar, vendet anëtare të BE-së mund dhe duhet të 

marrin inisativat e duhura ligjore për të përmirësuar jetën e migrantëve në përgjithësi dhe atyre jo të 

rregullt në veçanti. Kështu p.sh duhet të ndërpresin vërtetimin “e rregullsisë” në rastet e ndihmës 

mjekësore parësore apo të përballjes me sistemin e drejtësisë. Punonjësit e këtyre shërbimeve nuk 

duhet të jenë të detyruar të njoftojnë praninë e migranteve jo të rregullt tek autoritetet e emigracionit. 

Kjo do të sillte forcimin e pozitës së tyre përballë punëdhënësit dhe në këtë mënyrë ky i fundit nuk do 

t’i detyrojë ata që të bien pre e diskriminimit apo trajtimit çnjerëzor. 
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16 http://www.politicheeuropee.gov.it/it/ministro/rassegna-stampa/migranti-diritti-e-doveri-certi/  

http://www.politicheeuropee.gov.it/it/ministro/rassegna-stampa/migranti-diritti-e-doveri-certi/
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Abstract 

Gaining competitive advantage has become a crucial thing for companies nowadays. Competitive 
advantage can be achieved by improving supply chain performance which is linked directly with the 
performance indicators (KPIs).  For the optimization of the supply chain performance, system 
solutions, measure and monitor key performance indicators (KPIs). In this paper we have described 
the important role of KPI in companies, the strategies that can be used, applicable softwares and 
have come up with a conclusion.   

Keywords: KPI; Company; Performance; System Solutions 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Have you ever wondered how different would your decisions be if you knew ‘this and that’ from the 

beginning. There is also a time when you cannot understand your own self, what is going on and how 

did you end up there, why competitors are better then you and what makes them be better. Well, KPI 

(Key Performance Indicator) is created to help you out! No more regrets, no more mistakes, just good 

analysis and better performance results. 

KPI is about what measures, but how do we measure that! First we start from the strategy and with the 

intentions to come up with your strategy priorities you use balance scorecard. When you are done with 

mailto:r.hani@eust.edu.mk
mailto:l.vako@eust.edu.mk
mailto:p.rika@eust.edu.mk
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this then you can conclude with the Key Performance right questions. Later those questions are used 

to design a set of indicators. 

 Nowadays almost every successful company has its own KPI which helps them out to measure their 

key business parts that are very important for future profits of the company. There are several KPI 

software applications that can be used on KPI measurement like: KPI Library, Klipfolio, Information 

Builders, Domo KPI Auditor, SimpleKPI, etc. 

 Key- This represents the key to the success to your organization. It could be the number of 

students registered at the University, which is very important to the future of the University.  

 Performance- Here we have to do with clear measurement. For example how much increased 

the number of students this year.  

 Indicator- This component provides future expectations based on what is reported until now. 

For example if the number of master students the last 4 years has grown for 5% constantly, 

then our indicator would say that the coming year the master students would be 5% more 

compared to those of this year.  

 

I. BI QUESTIONS 

 

Refering to the BI Questions, according to my opinion, this KPI software belong to: What happened, 

What’s happening, and What will happen, questions.  KPI software has the answers of all three BI 

questions because if you first start with a strategy based on balance scorecard, then you will be able to 

articulate the questions for the KPI.  Phrasing the Key Performance questions right, makes them be 

future oriented but also are able to give you performance reports about the past. The answers of Key 

Performance questions then will lead you to the right predictive indicators for the potential future 

performance. 

 For example in our university as a Key Performance (KP) question would be the measurement of 

relationship between the university and the students, how satisfied are the two parties. Depending on 

which generations has been asked to fill the questionnaire; we then will have the answer for the first 

two BI questions that are mentioned above (What happened and What’s happening).  Out of the 

answers we will have the indicators, where having the right indicator and working on them, makes 
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possible better performances on the future. This means that somehow we also have the answer of the 

third BI question (What will happen).  

 

II. WHERE IS BI APPLIED AND BI SOFTWARE TYPE 

 

The software are applicable on Operation Efficiency and they help to improve the efficiency of the 

company. The information system is called KPI Tracking and as I mentioned above there are several 

software which can do a very good job on helping companies out about the performance results. 

One of the definitions of what KPI means is “a very important indicator (= something that shows what 

a situation is like or how it is changing) that shows how well an economy, company, stock, project, 

etc., is doing”  

Based on their definitions I can say that KPI is a mixed result of Competitive Analysis and Data Mining 

software types, because somehow it is involved in both of them.  

 

III. DEFINING KPIS 

 

 Which metrics will indicate that you are successfully pursuing your vision and strategy? 

 How many metrics should you have? (Enough, but not too many!) 

 How often should you measure? 

 Who is accountable for the metric? 

 How complex should the metric be? 

 What should you use as a benchmark? 

 How do you ensure the metrics reflect strategic drivers for organizational success? 

 How could the metrics be cheated, and how will you guard against this? 

 What negative, perverse incentives would be set up if this metric was used, and how will you 

ensure these perverse incentives are not created? 

(Mind Tools , 2014) 
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IV. KPIS AND REWARDS, RECOGNITION, AND DEVELOPMENT 

 

When you are satisfied that you have meaningful metrics for measuring organizational or employee 

performance, you now have to make sure that the supporting elements of employee performance are 

aligned as well. 

Just as what gets measured, gets done; so does what gets rewarded! 

When you are establishing your rewards and recognition practices, make sure that what you are 

rewarding ties directly to the KPIs you set. For example, if you are measuring people on how well 

they deal with customer complaints, then rewarding them for lowering numbers of complaints 

confuses the message you're trying to send. 

Conversely, if your organization wants to attract new customers, then you might have a KPI that 

measures how many new customers are attracted each week. Depending on the situation, a well-

aligned performance system may reward employees based on the number of new customers they 

personally help to attract. 

 

V. KPI STRATEGY, LAGGING INDICATORS VS. LEADING INDICATORS 

 

It is important to keep in mind when discussing KPIs that there is a difference between Lagging 

Indicators and Leading Indicators.  Lagging Indicators are outputs and results that are measured “after 

the fact,” and in most sales organizations these indicators get most of the attention, because they tend 

to be the metrics that go into reports to executives and even shareholders. Lagging Indicators include 

metrics like: 

There’s a huge gap between these two terms. The first one shows outputs and results that are measured 

and then reported to executives and shareholders, that’s why they win the attention of most of the sales 

organizations. Examples of Lagging Indicators are: sales, new customers, product mix, share of wallet, 

etc. 

Leading Indicators, different from Lagging ones are activities and actions that are tracked and 

measured during the sales process.   
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Examples of leading Indicators are: How many calls is a sales maker making per week? Who is the 

sales maker calling on? How many of the calls turns into opportunities? How many of these 

opportunities turns into wins? How is the sales maker performing in these categories compared to your 

peer group? 

 

 

VI. KPI SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS 

 

 KPI Library- This is free and also offers what is written below to it’s customers.  

o Discover Key Performance Indicators based on industry and interests 

o Ask advice and read expert articles on how to measure business performance 

o Benchmark your business performance against industry peers 

 

 Klipofolio- It presents itself to people as the business Dashboard. It is power by Klipofolio 

and says that it can track all the metrics that matter to your business. You can try it by a free 

trial. After that if you decide to use it, you must pay a fee of $20 per month.  

 Information Builder- Information Builders is committed to helping customers grow their 

businesses through the power of information. Here we don’t have any trial version, so if 

someone wants to try this software application, needs to buy it.  

 Domo KPI Auditor- Domo’s KPI Auditor gets you started with the top 10 KPIs for each 

industry and role. In this tool, they have compiled their industry research—including 

interviews with subject matter experts and hands-on experience with hundreds of clients—to 

help you get more value from your data.  

o They provide their customers with a video demo. And there is no any trial version.  

 SimpleKPI- This is trusted in more than 50 countries. I read that they are unique on simplicity 

and usability that’s why I decided to try out their trial how will it work.  

o Below you will find some pictures from the trial version where I registered myself as a 

company and went through their processes.  
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Fig1. Simple KPI Trial Procedures 

 

Fig2. A welcoming e-mail from SimpleKPI 
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VII. GOOGLE ANALYTICS KPIS- USE CASE 

Google Analytics has become the de-facto champion for free web analytics. Google Analytics can 

monitors dozens of KPIs (key performance indicators) for your business. Web analytics KPIs, which 

refer to website traffic and visitor behavior, analyze all available web data with the purpose of 

understanding and improving web usage. And with datapine’s Google Analytics Connector these KPIs 

can be measured, monitored and analyzed with ease. You’ll be able to ask dynamic questions, drill up 

or down and create beautiful data visualizations that you could never produce in Google Analytics. 

Important web analytics KPIs will vary from industry to industry depending on the type of company 

and goals. However, despite the discrepancy of what makes a KPI important for a business, there are 

top KPIs that all businesses should be monitoring. Here are the top five categories of Google Analytics 

KPIs we think every company should focus on along with real world case studies of why they matter. 

 The Use Case 

Audience: Visits (Sessions), Unique Visitors (Users) and New vs Returning Visitors 

Google recently changed their terminology: Visits are now Sessions (which can be split into New vs 

Returning Visitor) and Unique Visitors is now referred to as Users. You need to see how many 

(unique) people are visiting your website and their demographics including age and gender, as well as 

geographic location.  It can also be valuable to see how often your audience returns to your site. 
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Fig3. Session and Users on weekly bases  

Understanding who is visiting your site, if they converted, and where they came from is incredibly 

valuable information so you know to put more resources into channels that are showing results. 

 

Fig4. New Visitors vs. Returning visitors By Weeks 

 

(Moore, 2014) 

 

CONCLUSION 
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Fig5. Using XMind mind tool to brainstorm the ideal questions for KPI 

 

On the Fig. 5 you can see that we have used a mind tool, which name is XMind, for designin our 

brainstorming ideas. “KPI is a tool companies use to understand how well they are doing and others 

to understand how well companies are doing” According to this definition we give our ideas about 

what are critical questions we need to answer. Through those questions, which have to be informative 

and meaningful, we would be able to see our performance results, to learn from them and also improve 

them with time, just like a teacher keeps in track with a stuedent’s performance and improves it.  

At this picture we have used this mind tool to show how would look a brain storming for KPI critical 

questions. The numbers on each field show the priorities they have. As you can assume there are a lot 

of fields you can make measurements and come up with performance results, but that’s not what KPI 

is about. It would be a big problem for a company if they won’t be able to find the critical questions 

of their business, they would lose a lot of time trying to have control over everything, measure 

everything, and it also could be the main thing that leads a company to failure.  

As I have also mentioned at the beginning, we come to a conclusion that to understand what is going 

on with you (your company) you must youse KPI software to analyze the past and predict the future. 
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The aspects of Communication of preschool teachers with 
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Abstract 
The performance of a child's development coincides with the biological and psychological changes 
that occur in human beings between the period of birth and the end of adolescence. Various scholars 
and psychologists are involved in studying the stages of child development by focusing on 
psychological, cognitive, physiological, and emotional developments. Two well-known psychologists 
with their scientific work have laid the foundation upon which curricula and activities for small 
children are laid out and outlined, Jean Piaget, a Swiss biologist and psychologist, identified four 
phases of intellectual development starting from the earliest stage when children use senses and 
movements to understand their world to the stage where they can do abstract things, while 
psychologist Lev Vigosty was more focused on the role of culture in defining the child's development 
pattern. Children learn how to think through cultural means. On the other hand, development phases 
occur in regular sequences for all children, but the timeframes of these stages vary from child to 
child. The areas of development in preschool education are six. Language Development, 
Mathematical Development, Artistic Education, Social and Personal Development, Scientific 
Development and Physical-Health Development.  The kindergarten educators are authorized to 
design and program the teaching activities in accordance with the areas of development that help in 
the education and learning process by observing how children learn, communicate, and play.In the 
living world, including human society, various forms of communication are used. Among these tools 
we distinguish the sign systems used in human society and sign systems that are characteristic of the 
animal world. 
The sign systems that are used for communication in human society are diverse; starting with the 
gestures, body movements or limbs, signs with sound, signs with light, flags, road signs, alphabet 
letters, brags alphabet, chemical symbols, math, physics, programming languages, up to the tool of 
basic communication, language2.So, language is the semiotic system which is more completed, and 
more important system used as the basic means of communication in human society. Whereas, 
speaking is a concrete realization of language.  

 

Keywords: language, communication, preschool teachers, children 
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INTRODUCTION 

The performance of a child's development coincides with the biological and psychological changes 

that occur in human beings between the period of birth and the end of adolescence. Various scholars 

and psychologists are involved in studying the stages of child development by focusing on 

psychological, cognitive, physiological, and emotional developments. Two well-known psychologists 

with their scientific work have laid the foundation upon which curricula and activities for small 

children are laid out and outlined, Jean Piaget, a Swiss biologist and psychologist, identified four 

phases of intellectual development starting from the earliest stage when children use senses and 

movements to understand their world to the stage where they can do abstract things, while psychologist 

Lev Vigosty was more focused on the role of culture in defining the child's development pattern. 

Children learn how to think through cultural means. On the other hand, development phases occur in 

regular sequences for all children, but the timeframes of these stages vary from child to child. The 

areas of development in preschool education are six. Language Development, Mathematical 

Development, Artistic Education, Social and Personal Development, Scientific Development and 

Physical-Health Development. 1 The kindergarten educators are authorized to design and program the 

teaching activities in accordance with the areas of development that help in the education and learning 

process by observing how children learn, communicate, and play.In the living world, including human 

society, various forms of communication are used. Among these tools we distinguish the sign systems 

used in human society and sign systems that are characteristic of the animal world. 

The sign systems that are used for communication in human society are diverse; starting with the 

gestures, body movements or limbs, signs with sound, signs with light, flags, road signs, alphabet 

letters, brags alphabet, chemical symbols, math, physics, programming languages, up to the tool of 

basic communication, language2. 

So, language is the semiotic system which is more completed, and more important system used as the 

basic means of communication in human society. Whereas, speaking is a concrete realization of 

language. 
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I. LANGUAGE AND PRESCHOOL CHILDREN 

 

Children are born without knowing the language. Over the time they learn an amount of words and 

rules for their use. Children's language skills are outlined with the nodding of the sounds, the length 

of sentences, hearing, and reading. The aim of educators (preschool teachers) in their work with these 

age groups should be for the children to speak clearly and understand each other Three-year-old 

children want to know what different things are, and also they want to learn about their names. 

Therefore, it is the responsibility of the teachers/educators to provide children with information about 

the things they are interested in during the communication process in the kindergarten. After the age 

of four, the communication of the educators with the children becomes easier because the child's 

speech is more or less clear at this age. They already have a richer vocabulary and can tell longer 

stories 3. 

When children start to own the sounds they try to fabricate words and after that even create short 

sentences. Younger children prefer to use words they can pronounce more easily. When they begin to 

understand the differences in the sounds of the language, children begin to like rhyme, song, and 

combinations of words that sound attractive. Reading reinforces them the language skills because it 

perceive the words, the structure of the words, and their order in sentences. They get used to language 

quickly. At the age of four, the child possesses a fund of about 2000 words. In the pre-school age, the 

child has an active (productive) vocabulary of about 4000 words. Their passive vocabulary is double. 

The child's expressive and receptive vocabulary is gradually enriched. Along with the acquisition of 

the spoken language, children of the group age of 3-6 years old begin to become aware of the written 

language as well. Preschool education institutions today have curricula that aim to promote the skills 

of children of this level to read and write. Looking from another point of view, learning depends on 

various factors, such as recognition, interaction, emotional movement etc. The first contacts of the 

child with the individual and the direct circle help him learn the language in the early stages of his life. 

They like to see how things work, to validate their thoughts, to watch those things they like, to 

communicate with the teacher, to solve problems, to make relations, and to make comparisons. 

Communication is an important process that helps the work of educators in the kindergarten. It is a 

process by which information between two or more people is exchanged and understood in order to 

be motivated or influenced by their behavior or attitudes. 4. 
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II. COMMUNICATION 

 

In any type of communication and in any sign system, the following components are present and 

indispensable: The provider, Receiver, Message, Reference, Code, and Channel. We have a 

communication act whenever the transfer from the provider to the receiver occurs. Statements 

produced in the acts of communication have different functions which are conditioned by the 

communication components. According to R. Jacobson, with each of the above six components, a 

special function is associated. Thus, with the message provider, the expression function (expressive or 

emotional) is linked. 

When used in this function the language serves to reveal the attitudes and feelings of the speaker. The 

language is used with a fatigue function (from the old Greek "phatos" meaning "spoken"), when it is 

intended to establish contact between speakers and listeners. The cognitive function relates to the 

referent and the context of communication, hence it is also referred to as the referential. The conative 

function is associated with the receiver. Language is used with conative function when we want to 

encourage a listener to do something. When the emphasis is placed upon the message we are dealing 

with the poetic function of the language. The message also relates to the formative function of realizing 

a verbal message. Whenever a speaker or a listener wants to verify whether they are using the same 

code, we are dealing with the metalinguistic function of the language.5 Educators in kindergarten 

should pay attention to the importance of communication with children, as well as explaining and 

discussing with them. They should be attentive to what the child says, seeing whether the statement is 

in harmony with the context. Educators should take care and observe how the child is speaking at this 

age, and mistakes made should be clarified with caution to them and not with force and 

authoritarianism. Also, they should observe the lack of fluency in speaking by children because this 

can be their companion at this age. It is not good to force children to speak as we do, but to speak 

right. Activity centers or playgrounds should be built and adapted in that way to be in the function of 

education and development of children. There, educators have great opportunities for communication, 

for example, communication through art, using figurative words or symbols to explain the world 

around us. Through drawing, painting, songs and dancing, the educators can communicate with 

children about their imaginations for the world. Thus, communication becomes more common in the 
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following issues: in the importance of reading books in line with their group age, with numerical 

actions, with knowledge of the forms, about the phenomena of nature, etc. 

5. Rami Memushaj, Introduction to Linguistics, Toena Publishing, Tirana, 2006, p.13 

The educator communicates with children about the rules of life in collectivity and in groups, for role-

play where children not only play but also communicate as actors, for the possibility of building with 

different forms, for kitchen and cooking, vegetables, fruits, learning about them and also forming 

linguistic concepts for them. Communicate about fellowship and friendship with their friends and 

group, about their social status, their holidays, celebrations, and also communicate about imitations 

and the role of children as characters in different tales, difficult situations, and how to pass the hard 

times. They also communicate about the quiet environment, the serenity they need, not just the 

children, but also the adults. During physical activities, they communicate with children not only to 

discover their physical abilities, but also to show the importance and relevance of these activities. So 

communicating with kids about the language, writing, art, science, the environment, nature, and the 

world around us, children observe and perceive processes, characteristic signs of different phenomena, 

shapes, colors, and create imaginations for them. When communicating with children, educators 

should help them learn how to behave by putting them in direct trials to learn the anticipated behaviors. 

One of the main goals of communication is to track how children communicate with their friends in 

the group or with others. The purpose of discipline in the kindergarten is for children to learn and 

behave properly. The child should be told that if s/he destroys something or does something bad, they 

should feel responsible for it and need to fix it. 

 

CONCLUSION 

One of the most important aspects of preschool facilities is that the child is able to build 

communication relations with adults and with peers. A good interstellar communication involves not 

only the process of sending messages, but also receiving them. There are people who have poor ability 

to listen. Effective listening is not a natural ability for many people. Some people give more 

importance to listening to directors than to a subordinate. 

When the educator is in the listener position in the kindergarten, s/he should establish a quick contact 

with the child who is talking, focusing on the pronunciation of the sounds and words on the child’s 
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part and waiting for them to complete their thoughts. Communication is accomplished through 

speaking, listening, and transmitting information. Educators should listen to the child by analyzing 

and observing, but without interrupting them. Most children, through communication, learn to add 

confidence to themselves. By developing positive thinking about themselves, children are able to 

easily cope with the problems they may face. 

Creating more areas to deal with sports and artistic activities, increases and improves communication 

between children and serves as a value that will help them even after the end of the preschool period. 

The word of the educator is of particular importance to what they would transmit to children, about 

the way they express themselves in order to make communication much simpler, more acceptable and 

more compelling to them. On the other hand, the written language, writing, becomes the place where 

norms and literature standards are elaborated. Finally, each educator must have a proper degree in the 

organization of the lectures by acknowledging the capabilities of each child, whether in particular or 

in a group. They should also recognize the distinction of discourses on the forms of communication 

and on the rate scale. When teaching them and communicating with children in the kindergarten, they 

should use the strictest rate of language application, thus avoiding the degree of elasticity of its 

application and contributing to a fair communication.  
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CYBER CRIME FIGHTING POLICIES IN KOSOVO AND 

SOUTHEAST EUROPE 

Armend Mustafa¹, Lirim Mustafa² 

Abstract 

Today's Internet, and cyber space, is the largest system ever created by humanity, with billions of 

connected devices, multiple communications connectivity, and billions of users connected to laptops, 

tablets, and smartphones. The tendency is for each and every one to link, while this trend tends to go 

further. According to Internet World Stats, the increase in Internet usage for the period 2000-2014 was 

741%, while Internet penetration on the global level was about 42%. With this great use of the Internet, 

as the main platform of work, science and social communication of the modern citizen, his security 

and privacy return to the main concerns. The Internet with its cyber space is one of the most important 

drivers of innovation, growth and competitiveness of state economies all over the world. In a 

globalized and interconnected world, cyber space and its security become key strategic objectives in 

the security field in each country. The internet and its cyber activities, such as economic, scientific 

and social, are gaining more and more importance every day. This cyber-freedom and human values 

should be protected in the same way as in the offline world. Digital infrastructure should be protected 

from potential incidents, misuse and malicious activities. Government institutions should have the lead 

role, initially by setting clear and transparent policies and guidelines to ensure not only the opening 

up and involvement of each citizen but also the security of cyber space. The purpose of this study is 

to analyze the current situation in Kosovo and Southeastern Europe countries in relation to legal 

standards, mechanisms for investigating and prosecuting cybercrime, and identifying the main 

problems and challenges these countries encounter and have a strategic plan for combating cybercrime 

and protecting national security against potential cyber attacks. 

 

Key words: cybercrime, cybercrime strategy, national security, cyber space, cybercrime, cybercrime. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The importance of cybercrime and protecting the data from others is enormous, but the possible 

omissions we may make may be fatal to us and to society as a whole. You safely need to keep the data 

and be careful about any information that we distribute online. Damaging attacks hurt businesses in 

billions of dollars a year. This has led many IT researchers to deal with data security and the ability to 

protect users from cybercrime. Cybercrime should be fought as much so that others can use software 

and hardware without the fear of crime. In this article will be addressed cyber crime fighting policies 

in Kosovo and Southeast Europe countries.  

CYBERCRIME AND ITS CHALLENGES 

Extending in the Internet space has provided enormous benefits in various fields such as 

telecommunications, education, transportation and many other areas, but along with it, the crimes have 

been developed for the benefit of targeting people. The emergence of cybercrime brought with it 

consequences of cybercrime attacks, intellectual crime and cybercrime1. 

Computer crime refers to crimes involving computers and computer networks. Dr. Debarati Halder 

and Dr. K. Jaishankar (2011) defines computer crimes as "Crime committed against individuals and 

groups of individuals with criminal intent to harm the reputation of victims or to cause physical or 

mental injury directly or indirectly, using the Internet" Often, during online cybercrime screening uses 

the term cybercrime Cybercrime refers to illegal activities occurring in the virtual world of the Internet, 

and this can be taken as a definition of cybercrime2.  

Another definition may be: cyber crime is a criminal offense that is created by the creation of 

technology or can be considered a traditional crime transformed into computer crime3. 

One of the first documented cybercrime is Kevin Mitnick's crime in 1970. This guy could have entered 

the phone network of a telephone company through modems and telephone connection where he was 

able to carry out and make free calls4. 

                                                           
1Crime and Criminal Behavior Internet Crime. Billy Henson, Bradford W. Reyns, Bonnie S. Fisher (2011) 
2Cyber socializing and victimization of women. Dr. Debarati Halder and Dr. K. Jaishankar (2011) 
3Investigating Internet Crimes Todd G. Shipley &Art Bowker-2014 
4http://study.sagepub.com/sites/default/files/90851_13.3r.pdf 
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These crimes are committed by a select group of criminals. Unlike crimes that use the computer as a 

tool, these crimes require technical knowledge of the perpetrators. These crimes are relatively new, as 

they have been in existence for as long as computers have - which explains how unprepared society 

and the world in general are in the direction of fighting these crimes. There are numerous crimes of 

this nature committed every day on the Internet.Cybercrime are not just of a kind they are divided into 

several types and in some sub categories. We can mention three general types of crimes that Brenner 

has classified5 

 Computer / machine crime (hacking, spreading viruses). 

 Crime using computer (online scams, pornography with children). 

 Computer Crime (manipulation with data on criminal activities). 

Starting with the simplest basic crime which is hacking. The hacker is defined as a "computer user 

who intends to gain unauthorized access to a computer system." This explains that many hackers are 

very specialized people knowing almost everything about computers. They have the aspect of 

accessing any computer system without any problems even if the computer is not theirs. They can 

easily gain access to any computer while having on the computer people who are able to search for 

any personal identification of people6. 

Theft online involves the use of the internet to steal information, property, or money from its lawful 

owner. Identity theft and piracy fall into this category of internet crime. 

Piracy involves illegal reproduction and distribution of software applications, games, movies and 

audio CDs7. This can be done in many ways. Usually pirates buy an original version of a software, 

movie or game and illegally make copies of the software available online for others to download and 

use without the owner's original software announcement. This is known as Internet piracy or warez. 

The term "warez" describes commercial software, movies and games that have been modified by a 

hacker and made available to the public on the Internet. This particular form of cybercrime may be 

more difficult to curb, as even man ordinary seems to be benefiting from this kind of cybercrime. 

                                                           
5Cybercrime:Criminal Threats from Cyberspace.Susan W. Brenner (February 20110 
6Sinrod, E. J., & Reilly, W. P. (2000). Cyber-crimes: A practical approach to the application of federal computer crime 

laws. Santa Clara Computer & High Tech. LJ, 16, 177. 
7Longe, O.B. (2004): Proprietary Software Protection and Copyright issues in contemporary Information Technology. 

(M.Sc Thesis) Unpublished. Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria 
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Cybercrime generally refers to a wide spectrum of different criminal activities, where computers and 

information systems are engaged either as a primary tool or as a primary target. Cybercrime includes 

traditional criminal offenses (eg fraud, counterfeiting and identity theft), content-related offenses (eg, 

Internet distribution of child pornography or incitement to racial hatred), as well as works that are 

unique for computers and information systems (eg attacks on information systems). "It consists of 

criminal offenses committed in networks through electronic communications and information 

networks, an infinite problem that can be classified into three definitions extensive: Specific Internet 

crime, such as attacks on information systems or phishing (eg. fake bank pages to get passwords that 

allow access to victim accounts); cyber fraud and counterfeiting: Identity Theft, Phishing, Mail 

unwanted, cloning of bank cards and other cards, as well as malicious encryption; Illegal content 

online, including m child sexual abuse abuses, incitement to racial hatred, promotion of terrorist acts 

and the idealization of violence, terrorism, racism and xenophobia8. 

CYBER CRIME IN KOSOVO 

In Kosovo, the use of information and communication technology (ICT) has expanded rapidly since 

2000, while ICT now plays an important role in all aspects of our lives. Internet penetration in Kosovo 

is 76.6%, very similar to the European Union average (EU), while the behavior of Kosovo's citizens 

on the Internet seems to be similar to global trends. Most Kosovo institutions have relocated their daily 

online jobs, including organizations that provide services in critical infrastructure sectors such as 

energy, water, health, transportation, and communication. These systems improve the quality and 

speed of the services provided, helping organizations to work more productively, thus contributing to 

improving living standards. 

However, at the same time, they are also exposed to various dangers in the Internet. These dangers lie 

with the imminent violation of ICT, and may also cause service shortages or misuse of services, 

resulting in potential damage to the lives of people, economic loss to a large extent, undermining 

public order as well as threats to state security. 

In this context, the Government of the Republic of Kosovo has included in the Government Program 

2015-2018 the drafting of the State Strategy on Cyber Security and Action Plan 2016 - 2019, as well 

as Decision no. 01/30 of 20.05.2015 has included the strategy in the Strategic Document Plan for 2015. 

                                                           
8Komisioni Evropian - http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/organized-crime-and-

humantrafficking/cybercrime/index_en.htm 
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The working group with all parties involved was established within the Ministry of Internal Affairs 

(MIA). This working group has the mandate to prepare policies, strategies and action plan for cyber 

security at the state level. All state organizations and agencies, natural and legal persons, are required 

to carry out the tasks set out within the policies, strategies and action plans established by the State 

Council for Cyber Security9. 

Cybercrime will be one of the challenges for the institutions of the Republic of Kosovo in the near 

future. The Republic of Kosovo has taken concrete steps to establish legal infrastructure for the 

prevention and combating of all forms of cybercrime, but there remain many challenges, especially 

in the technical sense of successful coping with this form of crime, which in Kosovo is a 

phenomenon relatively new. 

CYBER CRIME IN SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE COUNTRIES 

Cybercrime continues to be a concern, as hacking and data breaches have increased worldwide. 

Cybercriminals use spam and phishing e-mails to compromise victims’ online accounts and steal 

personal information. In 2017, there were 72 documented cybercrime offenses in Macedonia, with 

damage and illegal access to computer systems being the most common followed computer fraud10. 

Serbia's government plans to strengthen the country's cyber-security and the capacity of the police and 

military to prevent hacking attacks amid a marked rise last year in hi-tech crime.Serbia saw a 15-per-

cent increase in cybercrime in 2017 compared to the year before. From 2013 to 2017, the most 

common cybercrimes noted were computer fraud (43.9 per cent) and unauthorised access to computers 

and networks (37.4 per cent). Forgery and abuse of payment cards were also common.Criminal 

offences in which information and communication technologies are abused are increasing, as a 

consequence of the rapid development of IT technology, such as those related to the security of 

computer data, sexual abuse of minors and children for pornographic purposes on the Internet, fraud 

via the Internet, unauthorized use of copyright and related rights, threats to security, terrorism and 

violent extremism leading to terrorism11.  

                                                           
9 file:///C:/Users/admin/Downloads/Strategjia_Shteterore_per_Sigurine_Kibernetike_dhe_Plani_i_Veprimit_2016-

2019_per_publikim_1202.pdf 
10https://www.osac.gov/Pages/ContentReportDetails.aspx?cid=23844 
11http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbia-to-form-anti-cyber-criminal-units-09-27-2018 

https://www.osac.gov/Pages/ContentReportDetails.aspx?cid=23844
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbia-to-form-anti-cyber-criminal-units-09-27-2018
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Cybercrime in Bosnie –Hercegovina is rare and mainly consists of relatively unsophisticated website 

defacement and attempts to obtain personal data. 

Reports of cybercrime in Montenegro are rare and mainly consist of relatively unsophisticated website 

defacement and attempts to obtain personal data. There are reports of denial of service attacks on 

government institutions and media organizations. The banking sector is a target of more sophisticated 

attacks, although this sector has significant institutional capacity to detect and defend12.Attacks on 

websites for Montenegro in 2017 were 90 registered cases and online frauds13. 

The most prevalent cybercrimes in Croatia are malicious software (35 percent) and online identity 

theft (27 percent).PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), one of the four biggest audit companies in the 

world, showed that some 53 percent of Croatian companies were victims of fraud and economic crime 

in 2017, a 26 percent increase compared to previous year14. 

In 2017, prosecution offices in Albania have put under investigation 146 cybercrime cases, with a 

slight decrease by 4% compared to the previous year.This category of criminal offenses includes 

computer fraud, unauthorized access to reserved data, forgery of data, or illegal computer-related 

interception15. 

POLICIES TO PREVENT CYBERCRIME 

With the increasing digitalisation of society, including emerging e-government services and databases, 

interconnecting the critical infrastructure and industry, and enhancing online banking and financial 

services, the stakes are growing sky-high. A country-scale cyber-attack of one country in the 

Southeastern Europe countries could result in a direct loss of more than €10 million per day16. 

Numerous smaller-scale incidents were recorded in the Southeastern Europe countriesin previous 

years, while it remains possible that large-scale ones - such as the Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) 

attacks with malicious code inserted in critical systems leaking data or being dormant until the 

                                                           
12http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbia-to-form-anti-cyber-criminal-units-09-27-2018 
13cases.file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/User/My%20Documents/Cyber%20Security%20Strategy%20of%20M

ontenegro%202018-2021%20eng.pdf 
14http://hr.n1info.com/a332976/English/NEWS/Survey-Fraud-and-economic-crime-growing-threat-in-Croatia.html 
15http://www.scan-tv.com/cybercrime-cases-in-albania-marked-slight-decrease-in-2017 

16Radunović V (2013) DDoS - Available Weapon of Mass Disruption.Proceedings of the 21st Telecommunications 

Forum (TELFOR), pp.5-9. Available at: http://www.diplomacy.edu/resources/general/ddos-available-weapon-mass-

disruption. 

http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbia-to-form-anti-cyber-criminal-units-09-27-2018
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attackers trigger it to perform a possibly devastating attack - are also present but there is no mechanism 

to detect and report them. Most countries of the Southeastern Europe countries, however, do not have 

efficient institutional mechanisms ‒ operational or legislative ‒ for risk assessment, information 

sharing, prevention, and quick incident response. This comes primarily as a result of the lack of 

political awareness of the problem and institutional capacities to recognise the risk and act upon it in 

a cooperative manner on the regional level. 

Cybercrime has been present in the society for a long time in different forms, but at today’s level of 

development of the society’s virtual dimension it poses a constant and growing threat to the 

development and economic prosperity of every modern state. That is why countering cybercrime is 

also considered a priority cyber security area and it is necessary to define the strategic goals to improve 

the efforts in countering this type of crime in the coming period. 

The establishment of effective prevention measures, but also the criminal law response to this type of 

crime, are the key elements for achieving the appropriate level of protected, unobstructed operation 

and security of computer systems. 

 It is therefore of most importance for all countries – especially the developing ones - to create a 

legislative and strategic framework and institutions that are sustainable and solid enough to be able to 

implement it, both on technical and policy-based level. 

It is necessary to systematically educate persons involved in the implementation of education 

programmes (teachers, lecturers, head teachers, associate experts and others) about cyber security. 

Cyber security elements must be included into formal education programmes and systematically 

applied, especially in the four major education groups, from pre-school through primary and secondary 

education to higher education. Youth should be encouraged to deal with information security in a 

lawful way. Graduate, doctoral and specialist study programmes in the area of cyber security must be 

stimulated. It is necessary to plan and implement specialised training for civil servants, technical staff 

and other personnel using in various manners communication and information technologies or 

working on their protection and the protection of their users. 
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Conclusions 

Despite the advantages and rapid development that technology brings, it has shown that there is also 

a dark side. Cyberspace today is one of the biggest legal challenges that has sparked another form of 

crime, creating an environment for new crime methods. Now almost all crimes can be committed with 

the use of computers. Increasing opportunities for criminal behavior through the internet has led to 

increased national and international criminality and threats. Crimes committed in online environments 

exceed national boundaries, becoming increasingly difficult to investigate. As a result, threats to 

national and international security have increased. 

The key mechanism that international organizations and states have set for national security protection 

against cyberattacks are national, regional and international cybercrime strategies. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Only the existence of an appropriate legal framework is not enough to combat criminality, in the 

present case of cybercrime. Effective implementation in practice of this legal framework is also 

needed. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to create or improve the mechanisms against 

cybercrime, to activate all actors affected by the cybercrime phenomenon in combating this 

phenomenon, raising the awareness of the population and the country's government on the dangers 

of which it is being compromised , as well as increased regional and global cooperation in the field 

of cybercrime. 

 Most law enforcement actors are not equipped with the necessary technological knowledge, while 

cybercriminals are experts in computer technology. Fighting these crimes is the need to educate 

and develop human resources as one of the most reliable strategies. In addition, universities, higher 

education schools and academic institutions should open special subjects designed to allow future 

generations of judges, prosecutors and lawyers to be trained in this difficult but very actual and 

important field. 

 In the framework of national security against cyber-threats and cyberattacks, it is essential to adopt 

a draft strategy against cybercrime and to draft and adopt new laws in this framework. 

 It is also necessary to work at the international and regional level through the dignity of 

international and regional issues. for example. protection of infrastructure and their inclusion in 
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the national agenda. Participation in regional and international organizations and meetings on 

cyber security. 
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IMPACT OF CUSTOMS POLICY IN LOCAL BUSINESSES 

(SME), FOR STOMATOLOGICAL SERVICESIN KOSOVO 
Lirim Mustafa, Armend Mustafa 

 

Abstract 

Achieving the goals of economic development through the local development of businesses is made 

through the instruments and measures of the applicable macroeconomic policy. Therefore, the 

implemented economic policy is an instrument through which the state determines and realizes the 

development goals, respectively, the development of the productive powers of the national economy. 

Meanwhile, in the framework of the implemented economic policy, fiscal policy plays a significant 

role in the definition and implementation of macroeconomic development policies. The succesful 

realization of the development goals of the national economy, in addition to the others, is achieved 

through fiscal policy instruments where one of them is customs policys. Firstly, customs represent the 

main instrument of fiscal policy and financial resources through which the state provides budget 

revenues. In addition to this, through customs, it defines and implements general sectoral and territorial 

development policies. Second, the state through customs protects the domestic economy from external 

competition and thus creates conditions and prerequisites for the development of local businesses such 

as ordinances. In this case, customs represent the main instrument of the foreign trade policy with 

which the state protects and promotes the development of branches of the general economy. This 

article aims to analyze the impact of Kosovo's customs policies on the dental clinics (SME) in Kosovo, 

as well as its impact on SME development in the dental sector in Kosovo. The article uses concrete 

case studie, and a qualitative methodology. 

 

Key words: customs policy, small and medium enterprises, trade, development.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The development of local businesses is done through trade policy for export promotion, where trade 

liberalization at this time is the key. However, liberalization of trade alone is not sufficient to increase 

the export activity. There are several reasons for this: first, trade policies should be formulated and 

implemented in such a way as to prioritize development rather than the results of international trade. 

Second, in order to maximize the benefits of foreign trade liberalization, not only trade policies but 

also trade-related development policies need to be understood and managed well17. In this article we 

will analyze how customs policies affect the development of small and medium businesses in Kosovo, 

taking the concrete case of dental (stomatological) ordinances. To achieve the purpose and objective 

of this study, which is to identify the impact of customs policies on the development of SME 

businesses in this sector, I will use a qualitative methodology by studying a concrete case of a clinic 

operating in several cities in Kosovo.In this analysis I will apply the qualitative method. An interview 

was created and directed to a dental ordinance from the largest in the city of Pristina which offers 

diverse services to its customers and imports products from abroad. An interview is a conversation 

about information gathering. A research interview includes an interviewer who coordinates the 

conversation process and asks questions, and an interviewee who answers these questions. Interviews 

can be conducted face-to-face or by phone, but in our case the interviews are conducted directly with 

the participant. Interviews are an appropriate method when it comes to gathering in-depth information 

on people's thoughts, experiences, and feelings. Interviews are useful when the issue of investigation 

is related to issues that require complex questions and considerable research. Face-to-face interviews 

are appropriate when target populations can communicate face-to-face conversations better than those 

who can communicate through writing or phone conversations. Interviews can be designed differently 

depending on the needs that are addressed and information. This stomatological ordinance in Prishtina 

was chosen, (sampling is intentional), as it is a SME which is sucessful and is expanding its service in 

other cities of Kosovo as well, but also because imports products from abroad for its work. So its an 

example of success of  SME in the sector of stomatologicalordinances of Kosovo.18 

                                                           
17http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/PolitikaTregtare_Fin_270809.pdf 
18Creswell, J. W. (2013). Qualitative inquiry and research design: Choosing among five approaches (3rd ed.). Thousand 

Oaks, CA: Sage 
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HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE OF STOMATOLOGICAL ORDINANCES SERVICE IN 

KOSOVO 

The history of the NCSC (public institution) as initiator and implementer of the complex and modern 

activity of education, science and health includes three periods of its development: the first period 

characterized by its establishment, 24.04.1975 when the University of Prishtina's elders decided to 

establish the Section of Dentistry as a teaching, scientific and health organization in the field of 

dentistry. The first hours of practical teaching are held at the Pristina Medical School's lab. At the time 

of the Dentistry Section in Kosovo, 96 dentists were employed. At this time a dentist came to 15,700 

inhabitants.The Section of Dentistry was organized through these independent working units: 

 Dental Prosthetic Clinic 

 Teeth Disease Clinic 

 Disease Disease Clinic 

 Pedagogy and Preventive Dentistry Clinic 

 The Jaw Orthopedics Clinic 

 Oral Surgery Clinic 

 Maxillofacial Surgery Clinic 

 Teeth and Renate Laboratory 

Postgraduate studies was after organized in two forms: through specialization from the respective 

disciplines of dentistry and through the master's degree. Up to the removal from our facilities in the 

Department of Dentistry there were employed 177 workers, 44 doctors, of them with the educational 

appeal of the senior professor 4, the assistant professor 11, 20 assistants, 9 assistant practitioners, 29 

dental technicians, 50 medical technicians, 15 administrative staff and 32 auxiliary workers. 

The second period of development is characterized by carrying out its activity outside the existing 

building. The violent measures of the Serbian government applied on August 8, 1990, at the clinics of 

the Faculty of Medicine, and at the Dentistry Section in 1991, in which case the departure of the 

Albanian teaching staff started. The Faculty of Medicine together with the Department of Dentistry 

resumed their work for the 1991/92 school year in March 1992 and continued until March 1999. 

During this difficult and very difficult period, clinical exercises were held in dental materials through 

private teaching staff. Patients were mainly primary and secondary school workers from all over 
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Kosovo, who were offered all dental services without any compensation. Part of the staff's educational 

and health activity was realized in the Charitable Humanitarian Organization "Mother Theresa" in 

Prishtina. The third stage of development characterizes the return to our facilities in June 1999. At that 

time Dentistry with its clinics became an integral part of the University Clinical Center until 2003.  

A very important event for Dentistry was 04.11.2003, when the Ministry of Health issued the 

Administrative Instruction 12/2003 on the Establishment of the University Clinical Dental Clinic of 

Kosovo as an autonomous and independent Institution of UCCK19.  

Today, the institution with the constantly growing, perfected and prosperous institution has taken on 

itself the further advancement of dental services and dentistry, in order to become a modern medical, 

educational and scientific institution in the field of dentistry in Kosovo and professionally and 

scientifically to help other dental centers in Kosovo and to cooperate with other health institutions on 

the road to joint research projects, joint professional meetings. 

 

NUMBER OF PRIVATE STOMATOLOGICAL SERVICES (SME) ACROSS THE 

COUNTRY 

 

Source: Author 

                                                           
19http://www.qksuk.org/qksukn/site/faqe/2 
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Number of private dentistry (sme) across the countryThe total number of ordinances in the Republic 

of Kosovo is 360 ordinances. 

As you can see from the chart, Pristina holds the highest number of SME of stomatological services. 

That can be understandable because Prishtina is the capital and has the largest number of population, 

and the economy is higher. A total of 111 ordinances are located in the capital and this is 

understandable as it is more developed in relation to other cities and has more inhabitants. 

After Pristina, cities with a considerable number of ordinances were Prizerni with 31 ordinances, 

Gjakova with 28 ordinances, Peja with 27 ordinances, Mitorvica and Ferizaj respectively with 20 

ordinates. Being larger cities and fewer developed than others have this level of ordinances. Other 

towns have a very low level of ordinances where we can mention Banje e Pejes, Malisheve and Shtime 

with an ordinance and Decani, Hani Elezit, Kastriot with two of them. We can see from the statistics 

and say with conviction that the SME sector with regard to dental practices in Kosovo has grown year 

after year and continues to grow steadily and steadily. 

 

CUSTOMS POLICIES AND THEIR IMPACT ON SME GROWTH IN THE 

SECTOR 

Kosovo has a liberal trade regime, characterized by simplicity and neutrality, key features considered 

to be important for stimulating private sector growth and creating conditions for good exports. 

However, as trade liberalization has not been associated with improving the competitiveness of newly-

established local manufacturing sectors, Kosovo is facing a high trade deficit. Continuing this trend 

will hinder stability and macroeconomic growth. In addition, Kosovo's unresolved political status 

curbs investment and hampers Kosovo from being equal partner in regional initiatives (Stabilization 

and Association Process and the Stability Pact).20 

The establishment of the customs area by the UNMIK mission was not followed with de jure approval, 

with the exception of the EU. With the entry into force of the Commission Regulation no. 2007/2000 

                                                           
20MIE, 2016. Marrëveshja e Stabilizim Asociimit. Available at: http://www.mei-ks.net/sq/procesi-i-stabilizim-asociimit-

78 
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(18 September 2000), the EU formally accepted Kosovo as an independent customs zone and has 

given trade preferences by eliminating the maximum tariff limits for industrial products and improving 

conditions for market access for agricultural products (European Commission , 2000). As a result, 95 

percent of Kosovar products are imported without customs duties from the EU.In a survey conducted 

with 110 exporting companies reveals that preferential treatment of Kosovo products by the EU has 

not yet had the expected beneficial effects.  

The EU market is the most important market for only nine percent of the surveyed companies. The 

reasons may relate to geographical distance, product standards, and other factors. Our survey provides 

a striking result: more than half (58.2%) of the surveyed companies do not even know that there is 

such an agreement. The standardization and technology required in the EU markets remains a 

challenge. Thus, institutional capacity building for standardization and certification of Kosovo 

products stands as an important development objective.The first step in building a trade regime is to 

establish customs points with neighboring countries (Albania and FYROM), but not with Serbia and 

Montenegro.21 

The establishment of the Kosovo Customs Authority was done on the basis of UNMIK Regulation 

1999/3, transforming Kosovo into an autonomous customs territory. The regulation in question and a 

number of other UNMIK regulations adopted during the last four years are the main legal framework 

for promoting Kosovo's trade regime. 

Key measures and instruments in trade regime 

 Duties at a uniform rate of 10% applied to all goods imported into Kosovo, with the exception 

of pharmaceutical products, fertilizers, imported goods from international organizations. 

Whereas, the customs duty charged only on exported goods is zero. 

 Quantitative quotas - import licenses on the importation of live animals, the importation of 

pharmaceutical products as well as raw materials for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical 

products. Within this policy, tariff quotas and import and export quotas do not exist.  

                                                           
21CEFTA-Central European Free Trade Agreement.” CEFTA Home.cefta.int/ 
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 Registration of all importers and exporters within the UNMIK Customs Office and regulation 

of customs documents.22 

 Excise tax is applied to non-alcoholic beverages, alcoholic beverages, cigarettes, fuel, mobile 

phones, motor vehicles, television and satellite devices. With the exception of coffee, excise 

duty on other goods is of basic value.  

 VAT, at a rate of 15% on goods being imported, and at a zero rate in the goods being exported. 

 Control and inspection of sanitary, phytosanitary and veterinary products. 

IMPACT OF CUSTOMS POLICIES IN STOMATOLOGICAL SERVICES IN KOSOVO, 

PERCEPTION OF BUSINESS SECTOR 

To achieve the purpose and objective of this study, which is to identify the impact of customs policies 

on the development of SME businesses in this sector, I will use a qualitative methodology by studying 

a concrete case of a clinic operating in several cities in Kosovo. In this analysis I will apply the 

qualitative method. An interview was created and directed to a dental ordinance from the largest in 

the city of Pristina which offers diverse services to its customers and imports products from abroad. 

INTERVIEW 

The first question asked to the director of Swiss Dental was where located the Swiss Dental ordinances.  

He stated that two ordinances are in Ferizaj, one in Gjilan, one in Pristina and soon one will be opened 

in Prizren. The business is expanding. 

Interviewer:  What do you offer dental treatment for patients? 

E: "Swiss Dental" offers all the services related to teeth, ranging from extraction, toothache to severe 

surgical interventions. 

Interviewer: What services do you offerto diaspora related to dental treatment? 

                                                           
22Rregullorja e UNMIK-ut 2007/12 
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E: It is mainly about tooth, bridge and implantology. Implants abroad costs between 4 and 5 thousand 

Euros, while in Kosovo it cost 650 euros. I'm talking about a good implant that you can find here for 

400 euros. 

Interviewer: What distinguishes your ordinances from a standard private ordinance in Kosovo, 

and from public ones? 

E: We through the perfect work and services we provide, provide maximum safety for patients. The 

dentist and dental technician decide on the size and appearance of the tooth on the spot while the 

patient is sitting in the chair. The patient has the opportunity, in consultation with the dentist and the 

technician, to choose the appearance of his teeth according to the size and color that he or she wants 

and not the teeth to be measured by the dentist and then the technician to decide for their appearance. 

Also, patients always receive a guarantee for the work we do and each patient receives a receipt and 

a fiscal coupon. 

Interviewer: What are the prices of dental services in your ordinances in Kosovo? 

E: Service standards will continue to be as in EUand prices as in Kosovo. 

Interviewer: Where do you see the difference in the treatment of tooth health between other 

countries in Europe and Kosovo? 

E: Abroad, the health of the tooth is very good. While recent improvements in the health of tooth and 

tooth decay are noticed, especially among young people. We notice a significantly increased 

awareness of the role of the dental health.Teeth has become an important factor when finding a good 

job in the profession. As an example: Workers looking for work in Iraq and Afghanistan should have 

all their teeth in a regular condition. There are also cases in Kosovo where a job looks good for a job. 

Interviewer: Does the taxes impact your business and day to day development? 

E: Taxes are subject to change in Kosovo, and sometimes they add additional stress to the business. 

Since my SME started to grow, the taxes and expenses have grown and the financial stress also. But 

we understand that is the law and there is very little we can do to change that.  

Interviewer: Do you import products for your business? Do you pay custom duties and do you 

think they are high? 
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E:Yes, I import products often products for my business, as we know the quality here is very low and 

we aim to have a high standard in our business and to satisfy our customers. I think that custom duties 

and VAT are a bit high for our products, and often we are the ones searching for quality of product 

and the customs doesn’t check the quality of products that other business in the sector uses for 

example. I think that the custom policies should improve more in that direction and promote quality 

controls.  

 

DISCUSSION ON THE MAIN FINDINGS 

In Kosovo, it is often the immigrants who come to settle their teeth, but nobody knows the number of 

visitors who have come to this purpose. Health tourism is current, before and after the season, because 

in Switzerland prices for dental services are far more expensive, somewhere in the 10 to 1 ratio.This 

trend has been ascertained by the specialist, dental technician from Switzerland in Kosovo, Enis 

Kamenica, who has already opened 4 ordinances in 4 Kosovar cities. After the opening of the second 

private dental clinic "Swiss Dental" in Ferizaj, which it offers all the services related to the teeth, 

ranging from filling the jaws to serious surgical interventions, Enisi has opened the same Ordinance 

of the same name in Gjilan, and soon this will become a reality even in Prishtina and Prizren. 

The inflow of out-patient patients ranges from 30 to 40 percent. During the holidays, their number 

dominates compared to that of local patients. The prices are the same for the local patients and also 

for those who come from the diaspora. However, local patients have some advantages over payment 

forms. Dental medical services can also be paid in 12 installments through local banks without any 

interest.Migrants fix the teeth in Kosovo because of prices that are ten times cheaper for comparable 

quality work. By technical means the material is the same as in Switzerland, but there is 10 times more 

expensive. 

52 employees in the Ordinances of the case study (Swiss Dental) at any time are at the disposal of 

patients from Diaspora. The team will add 12 more workers with the opening of a same ordinance in 

Pristina. The same ordinance is expected to open in Prizren. Talking about the idea of opening dental 

ordinances in Kosovo, Enisi has shown that this was his plan for which he was inspired by the migrants 

themselves. We can state that the sector of SME, stomatological ordinances in Kosovo is growing very 
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rapidly and steadly. The customs policy should improve over quality control and VAT taxes for this 

sector.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The current Kosovo trade regime is considered to be liberal, transparent and easy to administer. This 

regime consists of uniform customs tariff rates (0% and 10%), with no non-tariff measures and 

quantitative restrictions. Positive impact is also the support of the convertible currency trading regime, 

with the introduction of the German mark and subsequently the euro (which has had an effect on 

controlling inflation, creating a consolidated budget and reconstructing the economy). UNMIK used 

trade regime as the main mechanism for the collection of budget revenues. One such action was 

justified not only because the administration was limited as to the number and experience, but such an 

action also affected the ease in revenue collection as well as immediate needs.However, despite the 

fact that customs in most developing countries represent the main source of income, it is important to 

make efforts to reduce the dependence of these countries on these revenues in favor of applying 

internal fiscal instruments (VAT, tax on wages, profit tax). 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Without touching and elaborating on sensitive micro and macroeconomic issues, the Government and 

other relevant Kosovo institutions should: 

 Make direct notification to small and medium businesses regarding the benefits provided by 

legislation in force, especially legislation related to customs procedures, organization of more 

informative training seminars for the business community of the ordinance regarding these 

facilities.Establish a governmental body composed of experts in the field of customs and 

taxation where their primary task would be to inform and direct the community of the 

commander of the ordinances for the new challenges that await them. 

 To revise the profit tax especially of new manufacturing businesses, the possibility of reducing 

it to a certain time when production starts.Consider the fiscal policy of neighboring countries 

as is the VAT tax in those countries.  
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 According to existing information, VAT in the surrounding countries is higher than in Kosovo. 

This in itself means that foreign companies are in a more favorable position than local 

businesses in the Kosovar market which with this level of VAT will be with the loser. 
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VIRTUAL TEAMS – A NEW PARADIGM IN MANAGEMENT THEORY 

Prof. Kristian HADJIEV, PhD 

 

Abstract 

 

This paper studies the types of teams in management and identifies the essential characteristics of 

organizational models applied in management practice: work group – team – self-managed work 

team and virtual team. The focus is put on virtual teams. The key prerequisites, regularities and 

processes associated with the design and functioning of highly effective virtual teams are 

analyzed. The indicators of team effectiveness are specified and the factors influencing immediate 

results are analyzed.   

 

Keywords: Group; Team; Self-managed work teams; Virtual teams 

 

 

 

 

ROLE OF MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE IN ARMED FORCES 

Msc. Edlira KUKELI 

Prof. Asc. Luan NIKOLLARI 

 

Abstract 

In the framework of transforming the security environment, Medical Intelligence is a major factor 

in planning medical support and protecting the medical force. The Medical Intelligence Doctrine 

should be implemented in multinational operations under the direction of NATO. Medical 

Intelligence and its organization play an important role in the medical assessment of troops and 

operational risks in Armed Forces of the Republic of Albania.Assessing the health risks of the 
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effectives, taking preventive medical measures and managing medical support services in 

humanitarian and peacekeeping operations. 

 

Keywords: Intelligence; Medical; Army 

 

 

 

 

HDSF FILE SYSTEM VS. CEPH FILE SYSTEM IN IMPROVING 

SCALABILITY FOR CLOUD SERVICES PLATFORM 

Frida GJERMENI 

Biljana PERCINKOVA 

Gezim MUÇA 

 

Abstract 

There are many challenges today for storing, processing and transferring intensive amounts of data 

in a distributed, large scale environment like cloud computing systems, where Apache Hadoop is 

a recent, well-known platform to provide such services. Such platforms, use HDSF File System 

organized on two key components: the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDSF) for file storage 

and MapReduce a distributed processing system for intensive cloud data applications. The main 

features of this structure are scalability, increased fault tolerance, efficiency and high-performance 

for the whole system. Hadoop supports today scientific applications, like high energy physics, 

astronomy genetics or even meteorology. Many organizations, including Yahoo! and Facebook 

have successfully implemented Hadoop as their internal distributed platform. Because HDSF 

architecture relies on a master/slave model, where a single name-node server is responsible for 

managing the namespace and all metadata operations in the file system. As a result this poses a 

limit on its growth and ability to scale due to the amount of RAM available on the single namespace 
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server. A bottleneck resource is another problem that derives from this internal organization. By 

analyzing the limitations of HDSF architecture and resource distribution challenges, this paper 

reviews many solutions for addressing such limitations. This is done by discussing and comparing 

two file systems: Ceph Distributed File System and the Scalable Distributed File System. We will 

discuss and evaluate their main features, strengths and weaknesses with regards to increased 

scalability and performance. Also we will analyse and compare from a qualitative approach the 

algorithms implemented in these schemes such as CRUSH, RADOS algorithm for Ceph and RA, 

RM algorithms for SDFS.   

 

Keywords: Cloud architecture; Scalability; Sistributed Filesystem 

 

 

 

 

ANKIMI INDIVIDUAL NË GJYKATËN KUSHTETUESE SHQIPTARE. 

OBJEKTI I KONTROLLIT, SUBJEKTET QË LEGJITIMOHEN, 

KUSHTET E LEGJITIMITIT 

Prof. Dr. Dhurata BILO 

 

Abstrakt  

Ndryshimet e reja kushtetuese sollën një reformizem të sistemit juridik për mbrotjen e te drejtave 

dhe lirive themelore civile dhe politike. Në këtë drejtim, për here të parë në sistemin juridik 

Shqiptar parashikohet institute i “Ankimit Individual” në Gjykatën Kushtetuese, i cili legjitimon 

subjektet e së drejtës të drejtohen në Gjykatën Kushtetuese për cënimin e të drejtave dhe lirive 

themelore të parashikuara në kushtetutë.  Ky institutë në ndryshim nga ankimi mëparshëm 

kushtetues, e zgjeron rrethin e të drejtave për të cilat qytetarët, subjektet e së drejtës mund ti 

drejtohen Gjykatës Kushtetuese.  
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Punimi do të fokusohet në risitë e kësaj reforme kushtetuese, dallimin e sistemit të mëparshëm të 

ankimit në Gjykatën Kushtetuese me sistemin aktual, por edhe dallimin midis “ankimit individual” 

dhe “padisë popullore”. Vëmëndje e veçantë do ti kushtohet kushteve që normat kushtetuese dhe 

ligjore parashikojnë për legjitimimin e subjekteve, pasuruar me praktikën e Gjykatës Kushtetuese. 

Instituti i ankimit individual duke qenë një model i ri, do të krahasohet me praktikën gjyësore të 

Gjykatave të huaja evropiane, kryesisht të Gjykatës Kushtetuese Federale Gjermane, me qëllim që 

kjo praktikë të shërbëjë për studiuesit dhe aplikuesit e së drejtës për aq sa është e mundur 

juridikisht.  

 

Fjalë kyçe: Sistemi juridik; Ankimi individual; Reforma kushtetuese; Ankimi individual; Padia 

popullore 

 

 

 

 

PRICING, ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL PERFORMANCE OF 

WATER SUPPLY COMPANY - MONOPOLY DE JURE 

Ninel NESHEVA - KIOSSEVA 

Georgy GETOV 

 

Abstract 

Purpose: this study examines the pricing of water for household use under a municipal concession 

and monopoly de jure. The focus of the study is the implementation of different pricing models 

and the performance of the company. Were investigated 3 models of pricing: without regulation; 

with Rate of Return regulation; with Cap price regulation, and application of “cost-recovery 

principle". Were made conclusions for their results in the prices of water, environmental and 

social performance for 10 years period.  
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Designs/methodology/approach: The methods of analysis are accounting, financial analysis and 

statistics - regression analysis and modeling of relationships, in order to test the hypotheses. 

Conclusions are made in the pricing of water resulting from the application of pricing methods, 

as well as the social and environmental implications. In furtherance of this objective, this study 

will clarify water-pricing methods, the results of their application in terms of level of water prices 

for households, the social outturn of prices through their affordability and fairness as well as the 

ecological outturn by identifying the level of effective use and conservation of water resources. 

The data on which the survey is built consist of official documents and statistics that are publicly 

accessible. 

Findings: Social and environmental objectives and advantages of the methods of pricing may be 

neglected and cost recovery principle may be defective in setting prices in situation of monopoly 

the jure. 

Research limitations/implications: Not all necessary survey data are publicly available, and in 

particular the full texts of the concessions' contract with the company-operator. 

 

Keywords: Cap pricing; Rate of return; Water supply; Cost recovery principle; Affordability 

 

 

 

 

MIGRACIONI, ASPEKTE LIGJORE PËR TË DREJTAT DHE LIRITË 

THEMELORE 

PhD Kandidat, Jeton XHAFERI 

 

Abstrakt 

Një ndër temat kryesore që diskutohet sot në nivël ndërkombëtar është migracioni. Ky fenomen e 

ka zanafillën në një sërë faktorësh shkaktarë dhe përfshin një sërë të drejtash që duhen mbrojtur, 

duke filluar nga ajo më e rëndësishmja e drejta për të jetuar. Në çdo rast bëhet fjalë për qënie 

njerëzore të cilët për arsye të ndryshme si p.sh nga dëshira për një të ardhme të mirë për fëmijët e 
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tyre; nga pamundësia për të shprehur mendimet si qytetarë të lirë pa u ndëshkuar, torturuar apo 

vrarë prej sistemit apo regjimit në fuqi; nga rreziqet që mbartin luftëra civile të vazhdueshme apo 

grushte shteti, detyrohen të migrojnë në drejtim të vendeve të tjera, ku shpresojnë të gjejnë një 

realitet më të mirë. Por shpesh herë, ndryshe nga sa kishin ëndërruar, ata gjejnë një realitet të rëndë 

me të cilin duhet të përshaten, duke gjetur vetëm të drejtën për të mbijetuar, por që kjo është shumë 

më pak se drejta për të jetuar. Kjo e drejtë mbart me vete lirinë, barazinë dhe dinjitetin që migrantët 

duhet të gëzojnë pavarësisht ngjyrës së lëkurës, besimit fetar, bindjes politike apo gjendjes 

ekonomike të tyre. Këto të drejta janë parashikuar që nga Deklarata Universale e të Drejtave të 

Njeriut të vitit 1945 dhe që gjithnjë e më shumë mbrohen me forcë nga normat dhe standartet 

ndërkombëtare. Organizata të shumta kombëtare dhe ndërkombëtare kanë përcaktuar gjithnjë e më 

shumë detyrimet e shteteve për të ndaluar çdo formë diskriminimi direkte apo indirekte. Po ashtu, 

në mënyrë të veçantë, që prej Konventës së Gjenevës mbi Refugjatët dhe në vazhdimësi, e drejta 

ndërkombëtare parashikon të drejta për refugjatët të cilët marrin mbrojtje ndërkombëtare apo 

instrumente të tjera ligjore ndërkombëtare që mbrojnë të drejtat e migrantëve, pavarësisht nëse 

hyjnë në një shtet si migrantë të rregullt ose pa dokumentacionin përkates. Të mos harrojmë se 

dëshira e tyre për t’u ndier njerëz ecën paralel me përgjegjësinë tonë si qënie njerëzore. 

 

Fjalë kyçe : Migrantë; Refugjatë; Të drejtat e njeriut; E drejta ndërkombëtare; Të drejta të veçanta  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KPI TRACKING: THE INFLUENCE KPI APPLICATIONS HAVE ON 

COMPANIES’ PERFORMANCE 
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Abstract 

Gaining competitive advantage has become a crucial thing for companies nowadays. Competitive 

advantage can be achieved by improving supply chain performance which is linked directly with 

the performance indicators (KPIs).  For the optimization of the supply chain performance, system 

solutions, measure and monitor key performance indicators (KPIs). In this paper we have described 

the important role of KPI in companies, the strategies that can be used, applicable softwares and 

have come up with a conclusion.   

 

Keywords: KPI; Company; Performance; System Solutions 

 

 

 

 

THE ASPECTS OF COMMUNICATION OF PRESCHOOL TEACHERS 

WITH PRESCHOOLERS 

Mr. Shpëtim ZYMBERAJ 

 

Abstract 

The performance of a child's development coincides with the biological and psychological changes 

that occur in human beings between the period of birth and the end of adolescence. Various 

scholars and psychologists are involved in studying the stages of child development by focusing 

on psychological, cognitive, physiological, and emotional developments. Two well-known 

psychologists with their scientific work have laid the foundation upon which curricula and 

activities for small children are laid out and outlined, Jean Piaget, a Swiss biologist and 

psychologist, identified four phases of intellectual development starting from the earliest stage 

when children use senses and movements to understand their world to the stage where they can do 

abstract things, while psychologist Lev Vigosty was more focused on the role of culture in defining 

the child's development pattern. Children learn how to think through cultural means. On the other 
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hand, development phases occur in regular sequences for all children, but the timeframes of these 

stages vary from child to child. The areas of development in preschool education are six. Language 

Development, Mathematical Development, Artistic Education, Social and Personal Development, 

Scientific Development and Physical-Health Development.  The kindergarten educators are 

authorized to design and program the teaching activities in accordance with the areas of 

development that help in the education and learning process by observing how children learn, 

communicate, and play.In the living world, including human society, various forms of 

communication are used. Among these tools we distinguish the sign systems used in human society 

and sign systems that are characteristic of the animal world. 

The sign systems that are used for communication in human society are diverse; starting with the 

gestures, body movements or limbs, signs with sound, signs with light, flags, road signs, alphabet 

letters, brags alphabet, chemical symbols, math, physics, programming languages, up to the tool 

of basic communication, language2.So, language is the semiotic system which is more completed, 

and more important system used as the basic means of communication in human society. Whereas, 

speaking is a concrete realization of language.  

 

Keywords: language, communication, preschool teachers, children 

 

 

 

 

 

CYBER CRIME FIGHTING POLICIES IN KOSOVO AND SOUTHEAST 

EUROPE 

Armend MUSTAFA, Lirim MUSTAFA 

Abstract 

Today's Internet, and cyber space, is the largest system ever created by humanity, with billions of 

connected devices, multiple communications connectivity, and billions of users connected to 
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laptops, tablets, and smartphones. The tendency is for each and every one to link, while this trend 

tends to go further. According to Internet World Stats, the increase in Internet usage for the period 

2000-2014 was 741%, while Internet penetration on the global level was about 42%. With this 

great use of the Internet, as the main platform of work, science and social communication of the 

modern citizen, his security and privacy return to the main concerns. The Internet with its cyber 

space is one of the most important drivers of innovation, growth and competitiveness of state 

economies all over the world. In a globalized and interconnected world, cyber space and its 

security become key strategic objectives in the security field in each country. The internet and its 

cyber activities, such as economic, scientific and social, are gaining more and more importance 

every day. This cyber-freedom and human values should be protected in the same way as in the 

offline world. Digital infrastructure should be protected from potential incidents, misuse and 

malicious activities. Government institutions should have the lead role, initially by setting clear 

and transparent policies and guidelines to ensure not only the opening up and involvement of each 

citizen but also the security of cyber space. The purpose of this study is to analyze the current 

situation in Kosovo and Southeastern Europe countries in relation to legal standards, mechanisms 

for investigating and prosecuting cybercrime, and identifying the main problems and challenges 

these countries encounter and have a strategic plan for combating cybercrime and protecting 

national security against potential cyber attacks. 

 

Keywords: cybercrime, cybercrime strategy, national security, cyber space, cybercrime, 

cybercrime. 
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Abstract 

Achieving the goals of economic development through the local development of businesses is 

made through the instruments and measures of the applicable macroeconomic policy. Therefore, 

the implemented economic policy is an instrument through which the state determines and realizes 

the development goals, respectively, the development of the productive powers of the national 

economy. Meanwhile, in the framework of the implemented economic policy, fiscal policy plays 

a significant role in the definition and implementation of macroeconomic development policies. 

The succesful realization of the development goals of the national economy, in addition to the 

others, is achieved through fiscal policy instruments where one of them is customs policys. Firstly, 

customs represent the main instrument of fiscal policy and financial resources through which the 

state provides budget revenues. In addition to this, through customs, it defines and implements 

general sectoral and territorial development policies. Second, the state through customs protects 

the domestic economy from external competition and thus creates conditions and prerequisites for 

the development of local businesses such as ordinances. In this case, customs represent the main 

instrument of the foreign trade policy with which the state protects and promotes the development 

of branches of the general economy. This article aims to analyze the impact of Kosovo's customs 

policies on the dental clinics (SME) in Kosovo, as well as its impact on SME development in the 

dental sector in Kosovo. The article uses concrete case studie, and a qualitative methodology. 

 

Keywords: customs policy, small and medium enterprises, trade, development.  

 


